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City gambles on multiplex vote 
April 8 set as date 
for the referendum 
By JEFF  NAGEL 
VOTERS will go to the polls mext 
April 8 to approve or reject construc- 
tion of a $7.5 million multiplex. 
And city council is on the verge of ll 
betting up to $375,000 on the out- 
come.  
Most city councillors fear the project 
will be defeated if the referendum is held, 
in November wilh only the rough con-,. 
ceptual designs and cost estimates, 
prepared to date. 
Instead they want to spend hundreds of. 
thousands of dollars before the vote to : 
hire an architect, prepare detailed plaus 
and even pro-tender the construction 
work. Also hanging over the deliberations i McDaniel said spending the 
Voters would then know exactly what the 1995 referendum defeat of a pro- preliminary money up front will also be  
i kind of project they'll get and exactly posed $2.8 million secoudsheet of ice a powerful si~ml of city support and 
• how much it will cost them before mark- project, conunitment to the project something' 
• ing their ballots. • "What we don't want to do is go out proponents ay they need hi order to 
The cost of tim design aud prep work there and have this thing sink," said crank up a massive fund-raising drive. 
to be done up front is loosely estimated councillor Rich McDaniei. ~rhe initial suggestiou of shifting the 
at as much as five per cent of total pro- " I  feel a bit like (Quebec premier) .referendum date to the spring came from 
ject costs - -  or $375,000. Lueien Bouchard," added councillor Val mayor Jack Talstra. 
. It amounts to a huge gamble on the George. "We really want to create the He said that would give more time to 
outcome of the referendmu because the wilu|h|g couditions before we go to explore government grailU and other 
money will be lost if voters reject the referendmn." . . sources of money to reduce the tax- 
project. .i Previous city projects have beeu,  payers'share of the project,noting that a 
' The plan was debated at an Aug. 6 dogged by credibility problems, Hull 'November eferendum locks local tax- 
meeting of city couucillors aud regional said, particularly the library and pool ex- payers into footing the entire bill. 
district representatives, pansioas where bids came in too high But Talstra is hcsitaut about spending 
Councillors David Hull, Val George and components were then carved out of money in advance of the referenduin, ad- 
and Rich McDaniel agreed that although the approved esign to reduce costs. 'd ing  a final couucil decision on that will 
the idea is unorthodox and risky, it is . "You uever got what you thought you ;be made in September when better cost 
also the best sho t at securing a yes vote. were going to get," he said. .. esthnates for the preliminary work are 
NICE CATCN: German tourist Monty Hertreiter spent the year-old is spending five weeks fishing and sightseeing several 
afternoon of Thursday, Aug. 5, fly-fishing at Ferry Island. "The 26- northwest hot spots including Terrace, Stewart and Alaska. 
More Europeans stop here 
THE NUMBER of tourists topphlg at the in- 
focentre increased this July compared to July 
1998 and a jump in European visitors seems 
to be the reason. 
Last July, 209 Europeans visited the in- 
focentre compared to 424 this July. Within 
that category, Germans dominate, says Karyn 
Audet, one of the travel counsellors at the in. 
focentre. 
"German people are telling us they're hear- 
lag about us from word of mouth," said 
Audet. " I f  they hear there's a German fishing 
lodge, and we have those, the word spreads." 
Maria MeGowan from the Tourism Terrace 
Council said website advertising as also 
helped, as did entertaining a group of German 
travel agents on a tour here this fall. 
Total visitors increased from 3,089 in July 
1998 to 3,236 this July. Although tourists 
from Asia remain few and far between up 
north, 25 did stop at the infocentre last month 
compared to just four in July 1998. 
More people this past July gave sightseeing 
as a reason for visiting Terrace than they did 
last July. And more people this past July said 
they were here to visit friends and relatives 
thau was the case iu July 1998. 
From January to July 1999, 6,606 people 
stopped at the infocentre, an increase over the 
6,511 who did so for the same period in 1998. 
• available. 
"The question arises as to whether 
'that's a smart or even lawful thing to do.  
. to commit attd spend the money for a 
bunch of plans if we don't even know if 
we're going to proceed or not," Talstra 
said. 
"The worst case scenario could be 
we'd be stuck with $375,000 blown 
away," he added. " I f  council decides to 
spend this money, it does so at its own 
peril." 
Taistra said it's even posst~le a new. 
counci l  elected in November cou ld  
quash the referendum. 
"With great difficulty after we've al- 
ready spent he money," noted George. 
Continued Page A2 
Nurs ing  , 
shortage to 
last months 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL admilfistrators now say 
adtnission restrictions because of a nursitlg shortage will 
go ~Sn for months. 
When first ammunced last mouth, admission res~ictions 
were to last several weeks. They were then extended to the' 
end of the smmner. 
But the nursing shortage is far from over because vacant 
full-time and part-time nursing positions are being filled 
by casual uurses, those who are only called in when 
they're needed to fill in when regular nurses take leaves or 
holidays. 
So while Mills may reach a full complement of 
pennauent nurses, its casual pool will be depleted even 
further, says Tom Novak, the man brought in by the pro- 
vinee to fix the hospital's ~luancial problems. 
Without au adequate number of casual nurses, shortages 
will eoutiuue because there won't be enough to call on 
when needed, he said. 
" I f  there's any sick leave we're in trouble," Novak said. 
" It 's  going to a problem for a while." 
Mills has cut the nmnbcr of available beds on its main 
medical ward to 15 when the baby nursery is open and to 
20 Mmn it is dosed. 
The hospital ueeds to find creative ways to solve the 
sta fling shortage problem, said Novak. 
He says nursing shortages are affecting hospitals across 
Canada. 
I f  there's any sick leave we're in trouble," 
Novak said. 
Fewer people entering the nursing profession and those 
who do are often enticed to work in the U.S. where they 
are paid higher wages. 
"We have to try to make the profession more attrac- 
tive," said Novak. 
Novak admitted it is increasingly difficult to bring casual 
nurses up north since most people aren't prepared to move 
without l)ennanent employment. 
Hospitals have been relying on casual nurses as a cost 
saving measure because they aren't paid benefits. 
To make matters worse, it is estimated thai 30 per cent of 
all nurses in Canada will be retiring in the next decade. 
Novak believes the nursing shortage can be fixed. 
"It just lakes time to attract people," said Novak. 
He said he's looking for inventive ways to staff the hos- 
piLal without having to rely on casuals too much. 
Mills slammed for fly-in staff 
DOCTOR LANI Almas wants to know why Mills 
Memorial Hospital will spend thousauds of dollars flying 
an administrator back and forth from Vancouver when it 
can't afford to provide better patient care. 
Ahnas is referring to the decision to fly Juanita Rarrett 
for two days each week in aud out of Terrace for four 
inonths so she can complete the hospital's quality im- 
provement reports. 
Barrett is resigning from her job as director of patient 
services at Mills the end of the month, to start a new one at 
Rivervlew psychiatric hospital in Vancouver. 
i Tom Novak, the hospital's financial troubleshooter, said 
Mills will fly Barrett here until Christmas because she is 
the only administrator with the skills to complete quality 
improvement reports. 
: "Nobody else knows how to do (the job)," Novak said. 
Y'She has strong skills in that area," 
i The reports involve evaluating the work the hospital is 
doing, reviewing audits and analyzing i~atient satlsfaetion 
~urveys, Novak said. 
But Almas, an obstetrician, said it's ridiculous for the 
hospital to spend money on flights, hotels, food and other 
expemea when it can't afford to provide services which 
directly affect patients. 
"They are spending money foolishly," Almas said. 
The hospital is so broke, she said, that there isn't enough 
mouey to hire more full-time nurses, which would open up 
more beds for patients. 
"The hospital is falling apart," Alrnas said. "We only 
have enough nurses for 15 beds. Wc need to be properly 
funded." 
Due to budget restraints, the hospilal has refused to pay 
for a temporary replacement when either Almas or the 
city's second obstetrician, Dr. Sheila Watson, go on holi- 
days. 
Without temporary help, the remaiuing obstetrician is 
then constantly on call, 
Almas said she and Watson had to find a replacement, 
called a Ioeum, themselves who is then paid on a fee for 
service basis . . . . .  
"We're paying the iocum's housing fees. That's how we 
have a locum here," she said. 
Novak said Mills Memorial will save money flying Bar- 
rett up to Terrace because she'll only be on a workiug part 
time basis. 
Ahnas wants physicians to be more involved in making 
the decisions that affect patient care. 
"Certainly physieiams feel out of the loop," she said. 
Novak agreed that physicians hould be involved in deci- 
'slons. But that means they must also be held accountable 
for those decisions, he added. 
"We don't point fingers at each other," Novak said. 
"We potnt at ourselves," 
There's no decislou yet on whether Barrett's position 
will be filled after ChrisUnas. 
"You have to look at what you can do with what money 
you have,,, said Novak. 
He's also prondslng more budget-euttiug measures, in- 
eluding ehoppiug oue non-unionized admiltlstrative posi- 
tiou at Mills. 
Tom Novak 
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Councillor slams plan to 
spend money before vote 
A RECKLESS and 
"irresponsible" risk of lax- 
payers' dollars. 
That's how city eeuncillor 
Linda Hawes sees a strategy 
to push a multipl.ex 
" I f  the people say no, 
what do they have to show 
for this $375,000 when 
there's roads to be paved, 
there's infrastructure to be 
upgraded," she said. "That 
mandate, in my ophion, to 
gamble With the taxpayers' 
money," Hawes said. 
referendum back to. April money would be much bet- 
and spend money m sd-:terspentdoingthat." 
vance of the vote to get ~i ' Hawes said it's also wrong 
guaranteed price tag. to saddle the next city coun- 
"It 's'  riot in council's oil ~ to be elected ia No- 
vember ~wi th  the fallout. 
"We don't have the right 
to tell the ensuing council to 
Hawes opposed council's have a referendum," l-Iawes 
new strategy to hire an ar- said. "We don t have the 
Hawes also feared that 
even if voters approve the 
project he work done in ad- 
vance may prove worthless, 
She predicted further 
delays could.crop up after 
the vote, making bids col- 
lected in advance worthless 
and forcing the city to speud 
the money all over again. 
Hawes also noted some 
construction finnsmight not 
bid on a project not yet ap- 
proved by voters. 
She said council is trying 
too hard to manage the out- 
who were not at last Fri- 
day's meeting - -  to join her 
in trying to halt plans to 
spend money in advance 
and instead return to a No- 
vember gferendum date. 
Councillor David Hull, 
however,' said prelinrinary 
estimates are the advance 
work could be much less - -  
as little as $150,000. 
At that price, he said, it's 
"extremely responsible" to 
give taxpayers a firm price 
since construction bids tend 
to cones .in higher than 
chitect,, get detailed draw- right to tell the e,suing come ofthevote, predicted. 
ings and tezlder packages council "to spend X atnount "Why should we fear Even if voters then vote 
prepare°d before theyote. • of dollars on studies. " . what the people decide?" no, he said, at least they've 
From front - die demanded. "Let the rejected the project on clear 
d i r e c t o r s  people speak-  that's what facts, rather than the it's all about. . . . .  misinformation and bald- 
She also lambasted the faced lies" circulated dur. 
rest of council for dragging ing 1995 arena referendum. 
doubt multiplex The advisory design corn- sign eitherway they go." 
mittee in He also disclosed that 
vote could pass 
If the money is spent on 
the project before a 
referendum, rural taxpayers 
won't be able to help with 
the upfront costs. 
Thomhill area director 
Watmough said the regional 
district doesn't spend 
money on naajor projects 
until approved by taxpayers. 
" I f . the referendum col- 
lapses, that tnoney is really 
down the drain," he noted. 
Watmough aud electoral 
area C director Gordon 
Robinson did agree that in 
the event of a yes vote, rural 
taxpayers would pay one- 
third of the cost of the pro- 
ject, in lille with an already 
established formula. 
While both directors are 
willing to go to referendum 
in either November or the 
spring, neither stated they 
support he project. 
And both think their con- 
stituents will be alarmed at 
spendizlg millions on a 
recreatioff complex when 
they already face big bills 
for essential services. 
Parts of Thora~ill need 
sewer systems and water 
lines, Braun's Island may 
need a new water system 
and other outlying areas arc 
paying big bills for hydro 
and gas line extensions. 
"Thornhill has other 
projects that are necessary 
projects," Watmough said. 
"We have to really think 
about where we want to put 
our money." 
" I  believe you'll have a 
very fiard job to sell this 
project," Robinson added. 
If $7 million was bor- 
rowed for the multiplex, a 
home assessed at $150,000 
would pay $57 more on 
each year's property taxes. 
The multiplex would in- 
dude a second arena, dou. 
hie gymnasium, and other 
facilities. Some com- 
ponents, notably a 250-seat 
drama theatre, were 
chopped out to cut costs. 
R;port 
Mafie-Josee Banville ii!~! iii ...... 
Decomposers 
Decomposers uch as slugs, snails, centipedes, millipedes, 
earthworms, spiders, earwigs, roaches, beetles, ants, crickets 
termites and daddy-long-legs have a bad reputation. You can find 
many decomp0sers in Lakelse Lake Provincial Park. Unfortunately, 
most people want to kill these decomposers because they are seen 
as disgusting. Many people don't realize the importance of such 
animals. 
If you and your family were to continually visit the same failer 
tree over the next several years, you would notice natural changes 
over time, These changes include the type of organisms inhabiting 
the log and that the tree Is slowing turning into soil. How does a 
tree decompose into soil? Once the wood is softened by bacteria 
and fungi, larger animals such as insects, centipedes, millipedes, 
ants, etc. eat the wood. These insects are looking for food and 
shelter. If you have the opportunity to look under Ihe bark, you will 
see a series of tunnels and chambers. The increase in holes and 
tunnels created by a wide variety of bugs allow fungi to grow 
deeper and decay the Inside tree as well. An increase in openings 
also allows for water to seep in. A mixture of moisture and warm 
temperatures rots the log faster. 
Soon after, larger animals will move in. These animals may include 
toads, salamanders, mice, birds, etc. The rotten log provides them 
with a cozy sheltered place to rest, lay eggs and to raise a family, 
As a bonus, the log is already full of food. 
Eventually the fallen tree turns into soil. Instead of treating 
bugs as a nuisance, realize that without many of these bugs 
decomposition would not occur. The forest floor would be covered 
with fallen trees and debris and contain no soil. Next time you visit 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park, take a close look at fallen trees that 
are in different stages of decomposition, You will find evidence of 
decomposers which play a crucial role in our ecosystems, 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
3:00 pm Walk with the Giants, Learn some secrets 
about Coastal Old Growth Forest, Trail walk, 
Meet at the information sian near the RV dump 
statlon. 
7:00 pm Totem Poles. Long before writing was used by 
First Nations, totem poles were cawed to tell 
stories and record events. Learn about totem 
poles and make your own to take home. 
Children's craft, 
FRIDAY AUG 1~ 
3:00 pm Tweeter Feeder, Every year millions of people 
discover the pleasures of attracting birds with 
bird feeders. Children's Craft, 
7:00 pm Hug-A-Tree nd Survive.Learn what to do If 
you ere lost in the woods. Family presentation 
and slides, 
2:00 pm Jerry's Ranger "Tree Friends" See the forest 
without your eyes. Nature Nut, Children games. 
7:00 pm Plunge Inl Explore the homes and habits of the 
aquatic bugs that live In BC Parks. You may get 
wet, 
3:00 pm Jerry Ranger's "Flash from the Past". 
Learn about First Nation and Pioneer use of the 
forest, Children's activity, History Hound. 
7:00 I~m r~reet Bug Hunt. What Is the best way to learn 
about insects? Collect and observe them 
In their na!ural environment. 
All ere welcome. Programs are FREEI 
, All programs will be held In the Amphltheetre 
unless otherwise ponted. 
May presented 
council with a 12-step plan some businessaaen fearful of 
going toward a referendum the costs and uncertainties 
which would have had them have told hind they will 
on target for a November organize and f'mance an an- 
vote, she said. gressive no canzpaign. 
Hawes says volunteers Hull said having solid 
working can still be ready construction bids in hand 
for a November vote. before tits vote is the only 
She said she'll try to per- way many people worried 
suade councillors Olga about the project's un- 
Power and Ron Vanderlee knowns will vote yes. 
Complete computer package 
specially designed for Home 
Business and children's 
education For only $99/mo. 
THREE MONTHS NO PAYMENT 
INTERNET READY 
Call Toll Free 
1-888-528-8818 
~e what 
~ho you are. 
Did you know, every day. 20 to 25 children are b'eated 
at B.C.'s Children's Hospital Emergency Department for 
preventable injuries? Children's Hospital 
"The Amazing 
JELLO Weekend" 
Friday, August 13 & 
Saturday,. August 1 
Wiggle or Jiggle on down this 
weekend for a totally 
awesome JeUo of a time. 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
It wiggles and jiggles and 
can be so much fun!l! 
Hanky's has just the party for you!l! 
Sav( $700 
CRAFTSMAN ® 
20.5-hp Limited Edition lawn 
tractor. Manual. #60970. Sears 
reg. 2899.99. 2199,99 
Aulomofic. #60980. Sears reg. 
3] 99.99. 2499.99 
~ . .r, 
, ,  . . . .  , , , ,  
Save $100 
CRAFTSMAN 
6.5-hp self-propelled gas 
mower. 22" EZ3 mulching 
mower with lift-top bag. 
#36929. Sears reg, 529.99. 
429.99 
THE UNIVERSITY  OF  
NORTHERN BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
will be holding an information gathering and 
consultation sessior~ concerning: 
PROPOSED PART-TIME 
SOCIAL WORK DEGREE 
for the Northwest region. 
All interested students welcome. 
Tuesday, Aug. 17, 1999 
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Northwest Community College" 
Room #3, Kitimat, BC 
For further information please contact 





6-cycle Ultra Wash 
Dishwasher 
10 electronic control 
pads. 5 wash cycles, 
Quiet System sound 
package, #15831, 
Sears reg. 749,99. 
$599 
Black console also available 
tou want.,, 
Save =341 
on the team 
KENMORE 
Tri Care 'Super 
Capacity Plus' 
Washer and Dryer 
Washer. #28922, Sears 
reg, 919.99. $699 
Dryer. #66912. Sears 
reg, 619,99. $499 
Save sSO 
RCA STEREO 13/ 
Features "IV Guide Plus+ TM. 
Comb filter. Lighted universal 
remote. S-VHS input jack. 




#14411. Sears reg. 649.99. 
599.99 
USE YOUR SEARS CARD AND - - ~  
PAY NO INTEREST 'TIL OCTOBER 2000 
ON ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES 
Pay in 14 equal monthly payments, interest free, until October 2000. On approved cr.edit, with your Sears Card. Minimum $200 purchase. 
$35 deferral fee and all applicable taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase, Offer applies to merchandise in local Sears stores. 
Excludes Catalogue purchases. Offer ends Sat., Aug. 14, 19g9. Ask for details, 
Registered trademark of KitchenAid USA. KItchenAid Canada licensee In Canad~ 
Locally /i,:i;!~F7 :*: 




Por ter  ~ .... ' 
NP0892099 
Brand 3228 Kalum St. / Terrace B.C.,V8G 2K1 
1 Monday. Saturday 9:30am. 5:30pro 
Copyright 1999. Sears Canada Inc, 
Cenlral  
THE BRANDS YOU~ ANT 
AT THE STORE YOU TRUST ® 
L 
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Crops suffering this year 
DON'T EXPECT to tlibble 
local cam or other home- 
growu vegetables anytime 
soon, The cold and wet 
spring weather has delayed 
harvesting for five to six 
weeks, say local farmers. 
Diaua Pcnuer, who helps 
man age her parents' 30-acre 
farm on Braun's Island said 
it's iffy whether or not Ter- 
race resideuts will get to 
savour locally grown corn 
this sulnnler. 
"Everyone's way be- 
hind," Penner said, 
She said farmers were 
dealt a "cruel whammy" 
this year with rain, cold 
weather aud flooding. 
In the 30 years she's been 
farmiug, she's never had to 
deal with such an ugly 
spring. 
Pen,er's cent is fir bchiud 
the five feet high it should 
be this time of the year. 
"It 's pretty pathetic," 
Penner admitted. 
Her peas and potatoes 
haven't been growing well 
either. 
"We should be picking 
now, but ithe vegetables] 
haven't even flowered yet," 
she said. 
What is gmwi0g well for 
her year are fru its and ber- 
ries, It appears that straw- 
berries, cherries, blueber- 
ries, raspberries and apple 
trees have adapted to the 
cold, wet weather. 
Emma Koen~er, who 
keeps a five-acre farm in 
Old Rome, said this is the 
worst summer she's had in 
34 years of fanniug. 
Her tomatoes, which 
should be ready to sell at the 
farmers' market, remai, as 
small and hard as little mar- 
bles. 
Sixty per cetu of her 
potatoes were Iosl when the 
Skeeua River flooded her 
fields, and the cold weather 
has affected her cucumbers, 
cabbages, ouions, lettuce, 
beans, peas, and every other 
vegetable she planted, 
"The cabbage is otdy six 
inches ~ ' i t  should be fann- 
ing heads," she said, 
Whether or not her. 
squashes do Well depeuds 
on how hot attd sunny it is 
this mouth. 
As for corn, Koen~er said 
UI"(L.fJ~NIU I-ARMERS: That's Maureen Bostock, on of Terrace. As with other farmers, crops have been 
the tractor, and Elizabeth Schneider, They own the suffering because of the rainy and cool weather that 
146-acre Crowsnest Farm, about 50 kilornetres east occurred here the early part of the summer. 
she didn't even bother I)lant- able to sell auything at the 
ing any this year. farmer's nmrket this year M L A  c r i t i c i z e s  
What worries her now are since all she's been able to 
the state of her strawberries harvest are strawberries, 
as rain could rot the fruit new po'tatoes, and hay. nurse shortage 
Certified organic farmers Nonually she's at the farm- 
Maureen 'Bostock and ors' market at the beginning 
Elizabeth Schneider, who of June. THE PROVINCIAL goverumeut should have been better 
own the 136-acre Crowsnest "It 's dcpressi,g attd frus- prepared for a nursi.g shorlage it knew was coming, says 
Farm 50 ktlometres east of trating but weather is the the Liberal opposiliou health critic. 
Terrace, said many of their weather mid you have to roll Instead, hospitals are being lbrced to manage from crisis 
crops didn't make it through with the punches," she said. to crisis without a Ioug-tem plau, says Colin Hanson, the 
the sternly spring. But when one crop falters MLA fi~r Vancouver-Quilehena. 
Bostock said all of her others flourish. Bostock's "They knew there was goiog to be a problem three years 
corn, which needs a httense hay, garlic, strawberries and ago," said Hanseu. "This is a problem going on every- 
heat and sunlight o grow, is potatoes are thriving, where." Haaseu made the conlnleuts after a visit recently 
lost. In fact the hay, she said, is to Terrace a,d to Kitimat. 
" I f  you don't get the heat, the best she's ever had. The shortage of=torsos has forced Mills Memorial -lospi- 
you don't get the cam," she So far she's got 100O tal here to temporarily freeze admissious if the patient 
Bostoek said. " It  needs the bales iron| 20 hectares of count exceeds 15 oa its general suedical ward. 
full 90 days of sun." hay, Hu,sen said the uursing shortage issue isu't one where 
Bostock said she won't "At iessl there are some mouey can sitnply solve fl~e problem. 
have any nmstard, beets, pockets of hope," Schneider "Sure, the =nouey has to be there, But this is also a mat- 
ter of uueertainty, Without a Ioug term plan, you can't ad- carrots, onions, broccoli, let- said, "That's the advantage dress the problem," he said. 
tuce or spinach either this of having a mixed farm 
year. some things grow well when One possible solulion fronted by Hausen is fiudiug 
About an acre of her crops others don't " nurses who, for oue reasou or the other, have left the 
profession. "With some progratns to br i  n ~ :the!n up to 
,was,.wip, cd.gut*by ground- Although many farmers' date, they cvtild!~'6~slbly.be:i~S'edl6~i,S~'tl e i0rt~ge," the 
watdrfl0odiug. Other vege- vegetables may ant tun= out MLAsaid. " ' :  . . . .  : 
tables have been affected by this year, they all seems to 
the coldweather, follow the planter's philoso- 0verall, I-lausen said Ihe nursi.g lifestyle issues of 
She said she hasn't been phy. straiued budgets a]ld too tnuch overtime are making the 
profession less attractive. 
~ mg and A.T.V.'s 
~ Gear  up now for the 





As Low As 
o9 oo 4~ ~ ,~ .  ¢= 4=7" per month 
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. ARCTIC CAT • KAWASAKI • SUZUKI 
Hurry in for this l imited time offer. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Your Recreation Specialists 
4921 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-3478 Fax 635-5050 
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News In Brief 
Canoeists rescued 
'THE TERRACE Water Rescue team saved the 
day at the Riverboat Days duck race Aug. 2 after a 
canoe carrying a local man and his two children 
overturned in the Skecna River. 
David Jephson of the team said it was at the race in 
case aayo,e fell into the fast-moving water. 
Jcphsoa said the man's canoe overturucd when it hit 
the large set of rapids located near the pumphouse. 
"They weresix to eight foot standiug waves," he 
said. " I t 's  a hell of a ride." 
The man and the children were wearing pcmonal 
floatatiou devices which retain body heat and kept their 
heads afloat. "They all had ilfejackets ou which I think 
saved thor' lives," said Jephsou, 
The mau and his children made it down the rapids 
and were able to grab hold of their canoe to begin kick- 
ing to shore. 
But because the shoreline is littered with 
"sweepers", floating trees, the canoe hit one of them, 
pianiug the man aud his children. 
Jcphsoa said it's very daugerous wheu people get 
near sweepers since its easy for people to get caught up 
in tree hrauehes, 
The mint was able to get his children onto the tree bnt 
didu't have the energy - -  due to the freezing waler ~ ] 
to gel hi=,self to shore. 
P.cscue swimmer Fred Adair, who was equipped with 
a dry suit, flippers, lifejaeket aud hehuet, was able to 
help get the man and his children auto shore aud to 
safety. The canoeists suffered miuor cuts aud bruises. 
Czech hiker killed in fall 
A SPECTACULAR journey down the Stikinc 
River turned tragic for a group of European 
tourists July 30 when one of them died in a hiking 
accident, 
Karel Turon, 42, of Opava in the Czech Republic, 
died instantly when he fell about 20 metres front a 
precipice above a waterfall, said Telegraph Creek 
RCMP Coast. Peter Bemdsen, 
The group had gotteu about haltkvay dew. the river 
when they took a hiking side trip, he said. 
Bemdsc. says it was the first tourist death ia the area 
ia his four years there. 
Unemployment rate falls 
!UNEMPLOYMENT in tile northwest dropped 
more than half a point to 8.5 per cent in July from 
the nlonth before. 
That's about where it was itl the spring prior to 
June's blip up to 9.1 per cent. 
This region's jobless rate remains lower than any- 
where in the interior. 
The l)rovi]tcial average held steady at 8.6 per coal. 
Uuemployment was worst iu the northeast at 10.7 per 
cenl arid lowest in Victoria, at 7.6 per cent. 
The nunlber of people employed in the northwest 
region rose by 1,800 full-time jobs in the last month. 
Provi,ce-~ide mt'plryt~eht has conth=ued to decli.e, 
",#iih-'llir* iiii~ber'*of peoplif einpl0yi:d down, 15,200 
since~lune; . . . .  = l ~ 
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The river 
IF YOU DON'T FISH or own a riverboat, you'd 
hardly know that we live beside one of the most 
beautiful rivers in the world. 
Tourist guides and publications peak in awed 
tones of the scenery that awaits people who drive 
the highway beside the Skeena River or take the 
Via train. 
And it is the river where untapped potential ex- 
ists to make the city a truly livable place, attrac- 
tive to its citizens and for those who come to 
visit. The challenge in this is arranging for public 
access. 
Imagine a trail system that winds its way along 
the river on the south side of Terrace. In the 
summer it would be a place for strollers and 
cyclists. In the winter, possibly a cross country' 
ski trail. 
In early 1998 a city concept for public access 
failed because of objections by people who own 
farmland alongside the river. Might it now be 
possible to revisit that idea? 
There are already key elements in place to build 
upon the river's presence. Ferry Island, despite 
flooding, is a popular place on which to take a 
walk. Could it be possible to attach a footbridge 
beside or underneath, the highway bridge that 
now connects the city to Ferry Island? Crossing 
that bridge now on its narrow sidewalk isn't 
much of an enjoyable xperience. 
And once on the city side of the bridge, a trail 
system extending on .both sides would provide 
added opportunity to enjoy the river. 
The city has already demonstrated its ability to 
work with landowners and volunteers in provid- 
ing for green space and trails. Of all the work the 
city does with the tax money entrusted it, its ef- 
forts in green space and •trails tand Out~ ,, ,:~.:L:t~:i~: 
Witness the work done to extend~the traii"'s~;s- 
tern along the foot of the bench in the horseshoe. 
New bridges and gravelled pathways now make 
it possible for an enjoyable and extended stroll 
among tall trees, connecting up to the existing 
stretch which comes out at Christy Park. As well, 
volunteers have made improvements o the sec- 
tion beside Howe Creek just north of the park. t 
With this kind of track record, a concerted ef- 
fort on the part of the city for river access for the 
enjoyment and use by all can only add to the 
city's growing quality of life. 
Cruising along 
PRINCE RUPERT is taking another step in de- 
veloping a tourism cruise industry which will 
also benefit this city. The Prince Rupert Port" 
Authority has let tenders to fix the dock where 
the closed Atlin fish processing plant now sits. 
Next month, if things go according to plan, 
tenders will be let to fix up the plant building as 
a reception point for cruise ship passengers. 
Once this is done, Prince Rupert has the foun- 
dations upon which to continue marketing itself 
as a cruise ship stopping point. This can only 
boost the coastal city's economy. And a healthier' 
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Dave Zirnhelt should resign 
VICTORIA - -  In one of 
the most blistering rulings I
have ever read, a B.C. 
Supreme Court judge last 
week described a 
defendant's actions as a 
"compelling and cynical 
example of duplicity and 
bad faith.'" 
The "arrogant"  
defendant, Justice Glen Par- 
rett said, had deliberately 
tried to suppress more than 
2,000 documents germane 
to the case and done every-. 
thing possible to cover up 
the misdeeds that brought 
on the trial. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I. 
give you the crook that so 
raised the ire of the judge 
) the Ministry Of Forests of 
the province ~ Of British 
Columbia. 
The case involves Carrier 
Lumber of Prince George 
which had its timber licence 
cancelled in 1993 for al- 
legedly failing to live up to 
the terms of its agreement 
with the forests ministry. 
But Justice Parrett found 
that the firm had been 
"sacrificed" to cover up 
forests ministry mistakes 
and because of changing 
political priorities. He 
awarded Carrier Lumber 
damages for the 2.5 million 
cubic metres of timber it 
had left to harvest under its 
I | 11,,1 t,~ li i/ I • I : l t , l ' : l  -J | |:1 | 
HUBERT BEYER 
licence. 
The award will leave B.C. 
taxpayers on the hook for 
more than $150 naillion, 
plus punitive damages yet to 
be determined. 
....... The trial brought to glar, 
ing light what I have said 
for years: The forests minis- 
try is out of control, with 
bureaucrats yielding the 
power of economic life and 
death over anyone making 
their living in the forest, 
aided and abetted by' 
politicians who cannot or 
will not rein them in. 
Carrier had been given a 
lO-year, five-million-cubic- 
metre licence in 1983 to 
harvest a pine beetle- 
infested area 200 kiloraetres 
west of Williams Lake. 
All went well until the 
licorice was cancelled in 
1993. 
What really was behind 
the cancellation of Carrier's 
licence was an out-of-the- 
blue promise by former 
premier Mike Harcourt at 
108 l~Iile House in 1992 to 
native leaders that Carrier 
wouldn't be allowed to log 
in their traditional territories 
without the natives' con- 
sent. 
Also at the meeting were 
then forests minister Dan 
Miller and David Zirnhelt, 
who holds that portfolio 
now. 
Harcourt had never made 
a secret of his conviction 
that native land claims were 
high on his government's 
agenda. 
, ,  , !<! , , . , ,  
Th&i treaty pro~cess' '~iS. 
shifting i~ito ~high gefii; thee 
goal of justice to natives at 
long last was a noble one, 
and promises not to log on 
any disputed laud until final 
agreements were reached 
seemed quite in order, but 
only as long as any actions 
based on those convictions 
didn't hurt others. 
The choice was really 
simp'le. The government ei- 
ther allowed Carrier to com- 
plete its logging operations 
or fell the company that 
priorities have changed, log- 
ging must stop, but there 
would be fair compensation. 
What the government and 
its bureaucrats attempted to 
do instead amounts to large- 
scale thievery. 
In the aftermath of this 
conduct most foul, several 
issues need to be addressed 
immediately. 
First, forest minister 
David Zirnhelt must resign. 
I-Ie is so tainted by the 
scandal that no British 
Columbian can ever trust 
him again. 
Second, a successor must 
be found. May I suggest 
Corky Evans, the current 
Minister of Agriculture and 
Foods. Evans is one of the 
few cabinet ministers who 
has not squandered the pub' 
., lie trust. He may not want 
' , '~e job lbut should take it 
' nevertheless. 
And third but not last, the 
bureaucracy that has run the 
forests ministry for decades 
must be disemboweled to 
bring a measure o f  
normalcy and fairness to 
forest districts and regions 
that are now but fiefdoms 
ruled over with impudence 
by high-paid and high- 
powered bureaucrats. 
Beyer can be reached at 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; e-mail 
hubert@coolcom.com; 
Fax: (978) 477-5656 
web:http://www. 
hubertbeyer.com/ 
Here's a way to make money 
'HROUGH' BIFOCALS 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
hal at d,lwn for 8 a.m. surgery 
could park his car in the side 
lot where an auto detailer 
booked 16 months in advance 
- -  could clean his vehicle in- 
side and oat using scrubbing 
and vacuuming equipment 
hauled about in a van. 
While he's in surgery, the 
agent's treet clothes could be 
pressed, the L-shaped tear in 
the sleeve of his jacket 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital 
hopes to rent lobby space to 
vendors as a way of.increasing 
its revenue. Vendors selected 
should not only make patients' 
hospitalization less sU'essful 
but also give them greater 
return for the time they spend 
lying abed. 
To think, in this high-geared 
age when everyone tries hard 
to do three tasks at the same 
time - -  for instance driving 
through traffic, chatting on 
their ecllphone, and listening 
to Bill Richardson on CBC 
Radio ~ that once a person 
steps through the front door of 
a hospital they flake out on a 
bed and for the next 12 hours 
do nothing more productive 
than cough, utdess they're 
there to deliver a baby. 
With a proper selection of 
vendors, even the anesthetized 
patient can accomplish select 
tasks while draped for surgery. 
For example, the iusurance 
agent who drives to the hospi- 
W 
rewovcn, and his Florsheim 
shoes polished. 
Rather than leave his Irish 
setter t~ sulk in its dog run, the 
pet could be whisked off by a 
groomer for a clip, shampoo, 
and nail job before his master 
is discharged by his surgeon. 
Whejz the patient returns 
home .that evening to con- 
valesce, his mind will be al 
ease knowing these niggling 
errands have been tended to. 
Peace 0£mind aids healing. 
And why not capitalize ov 
the geueral anesthetic adminis. 
tered for amputation of a 
diabetic foot or excision of an 
abdominal tumor. Arrange for 
a dentist o f'dl or crown a few 
molars at the same time. Even 
a podia~ist would find space to 
lop off a bunion or two. Work 
both ends against he middle, 
you might say. 
What with the shortage of  
nurses, beds, and budgets, 
several vital vendors ought to 
be included: a rent-a.maid ser- 
vice, a bed venial outlet, and an 
hourly janitorial service for 
finicky or rich patients if their 
room doesn't pass the white 
glove check-up. 
Regardless of doctors' and 
surgeons' kills, life insurance 
m similar to that sold in air- 
ports - -  should be available to 
every patienL And instead of a 
direct phone to the local cab 
service, why not a direct line to 
a pizza place7 Hospital stays 
arc too short for any other food 
service to deliver before the 
patient's sent home. 
Today, even major surgery is 
but a minor blip in a patient's 
daily routine because of the 
need to cut expenses, get by 
without nursing care, and mini- 
mlze costs in every way pos- 
sible. 
A thoughtful choice of 
vendors will bridge that blip 
until even your postman won't 
know you had surgery. 
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Church column 'spooky' 
Dear Sir: women mentioned in the ar- 
With respect o deLeeuw's ticle decent health care 
complaint about the Catho- throughout their pregnan- 
lie Church's voice at the eies. 
UN, I would point out that The emotionally charged 
there are many unabashedly parenthetical aside about 
religous members who en- women who have been 
joy full membership, raped as an act of war is 
For examples one need partieularilydistressing. The 
look no further than Iran babies themselves don't get 
attd Israel This, even even parenthetical mention. 
though the Catholic Church Those babies do not deserve 
is far more populous, in a the death penalty for the 
broad sense of the word, crhnes of their fathers. 
than both Iran and Israel put Of course, the number of 
together, unwanted babies resulting 
Therefore, although the from war crimes is in- 
Church has a loud voice it finitcsimal compared to the 
enjoys no practical power number of abortions per- 
whatsoever at the United formed for other, less atten. 
Nations. tion grabbing, reasons. Like 
Naturally enough, with careless conduct, too much 
what little voice it does have to dritd<, convenience and 
at the UN, the Catholic numerous others, even less 
Church promotes its own glamourous. 
views rather than those that There are 106,000 abor- 
deI..ceuw secms to hold. tions in Canada every year. 
The Church's method of Last year, the lives of 121 
dealing with HIV is 100 per babies were taken right here 
cent effective in all cases, in our own hospital. I can't 
The same can not be know, but I 'm willing to lay 
claimed for the condom, good odds that not one of 
Also, condoms absolutely thosewas the result of a war 
do not save arty womans life crime. Those babies 
during childbirth, deserved the death penalty 
even less. 
Put the money where it deLeeuw's opinions on 
belongs: bring the poor these matters are gravely 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
disordered, were mentioned in an article 
Finally, I don't read emo- of equal negative and in- 
tionally charged attacks in flamatory lose against Jews, 
your paper against Islamics as it was here against Chris- 
for promoting Islam or, for tiatts, you wouldn't even 
that matte,, aUacks against suffer the merest suggestion 
any other religion. I'm very of the possibility of publish- 
Where is the media's 
usual cloyiag, political cor- 
recu~ess attd regard for anti- 
discrimination and hate laws 
when it comes to Catholics? 
Why are we fair game? 
It's more than spooky. 
sure, that if'the word Jew ing it to cuter your mind. Paul Evans, Thornhill 
MP can learn right here 
Dear Sir: 
Regarding the July 28, 1999 news brief 
on Skeena MP Mike Scott possibly going to 
Australia to learn more about hat couutry's 
handling of aboriginal Iznd claims. 
To quote Mr. Scott, "There appear to be 
many parallels with what is happeaing 
there to what is happening here." 
What's the point? 
In his own riding, Mr. Scott's constituents 
have land claim issues that have been the 
topic for.decades. He hasn't visited any of 
rite villages or bothered to learn about the 
aboriginals here. No one has seen him. 
The trip to Australia to learn about its 
aboriginals isn't going to change how the 
people here are handling land claims issues. 
It's a little too late for Mr. Scott to learn 
about aboriginal people. He should have 
began when he first got elected. 
Going to Australia at his own expense is 
another good thing. Why should taxpayers 
pay for a trip for someone to learn about 
abodginals in another county when the MP 
for Skeena has aborigillals in his own back 
yard and across Canada. 
Mary Dalen, 
Cedarvale. B.C. 




Re: Sarah de Lccuw's column in The Terrace 
Standard, Aug. 4. 
Sarah uses her column to attack churches and 
what they stand for. 
What they stand for is protecting the l iv~ of the 
unborn, protecting natural ritually life and sex, 
protecting the feeble lives of the elderly, protect- 
ing the health of young adults by propagating the 
prohibition o f  illegal drugs, etc. 
Sarah instead propagates abortion, same sex 
"marr iages," feminism, eondotns in schools - -  in 
other words, the sexual revolution that began in 
the sixties. 
God commands in His word, in the Bible and the 
10 commandments, to be a' salt and light in the 
world. He doesn't want decay and darkness. 
The Catholic Church, which she attacks, tries 
precisely to function as a salt and light. That's 
what she uses her "power"  for, and I wish other 
churches would do the same. 
I am an evangelical Protestant and share the 
aims of the naovement "Catholics and Evangeli- 
cals together.'" 
More power to the Catholic Church and to the 
Jewish rabbis who also condcnm abortion and 
homosexuality. 
Bill Homburg,  Terrace, B.C. 
Ily MICHAEL COX and 
ALEX HAMILTON 
IT'S CALLED the market 
shuffle and everyone who 
visits Terrace's farmers' 
market does it. 
Every Saturday, about 
2000 people walk the 
market loop, stopping and 
starting at every baked good 
and flower shoot hey see. 
Locals and tourists come 
to relax --7- they can listen to 
huskers, nibble on baked 
goodies, and hum and haw 
over which plants or vegeta- 
bles to purchase. 
No matter whom people 
begin their walk around the 
horseshoe-shaped market, 
they are bound to bump into 
friends along the way. 
Karen Carpay of Terrace 
said site goes to the market 
every weekend primarily for 
the home-grown produce. 
Eut she said she rarely ever 
buys what she needs and 
then heads straight home. 
"Everybody socializes 
while they shop so it's 
great," she said. "I like it 
because I get to see people I
haven't seen for a long time 
attd get great, fresh produce 
tOO." 
With 70 vendors selling 
everything from handmade 
Iotives to fresh homemade 
West African specialty bis- 
curs called achimo, locals 
and tourists can spend hours 
eating and catching up on 
gossip 
Lynne Christiamen, the 
markets' president, said the 
markel is like a local living 
room where people come to 
discuss thc latest hot-potato 
topics. 
The purpose of Terrace's 
market is to support and 
promote local farmers, 
artisans, and entrepreneur-, 
ialship, But in addition, 
Christiansen said, the 
market provides an educa- 
tion in good local nutrition. 
It also promotes bringing 
together ethnic diversity in 
thc city, representing 
vendors from Africa, the 
Philippines, Russia, India, 
Italy, Germany - -  you name 
it, thcy'rc there. 
"It unifies people and 
brings everyone onto a level 
playing field," Christiansen 
said. " I  don't know any- 
thing else in town that does 
that." 
For many vendors, the 
market is a low-risk en- 
vironment o test the small 
business waters. 
Vendor Richard Jemmott 
has set-up shop at the 
market o see whether or not 
his Caribbean spices are a 
popular commodity. 
Jemmott, originally from 
Barbados, said eventually, 
he'd like to go into the com- 
mercial market. 
" I 'm trying to get feed- 
back from people here," he 
said. 
Jemmott said he likes the 
social aUnosphere the 
market provides. 
"This gives me the chance 
to meet people here because 
I 'm new to town." 
Vendor Loma Sperman 
has sold crochet crafts and 
fresh baked goodies at the 
market for four years. 
" I 'm retired so it gives me 
something to do," she said. 
"I have my regular 
customers, but I also come 
out to enjoy people." 
"Vend0'rs ~wh6" d~ pay' the' 
$60 yearly fee "to set up a 
booth (or $5 a day), can 
make a pretty penny. 
Christiansen, who sells 
painted flower pots, cookie 
tins and milk cans, makes 
about $200 every Saturday. 
Some vendors make a fair 
bit more than this, others 
make less, depending upon 
what they sell. 
One favourable Saturday 
Christiansen said she earned 
$700, and once or twice 
she's sold nothing. 
"It's so encouraging when 
you do sell something," she 
said. "It 's just positive in- 
put." 
She expects the market o 
gross about $15,000 every 
Saturday. 
Christiansen's eleven- 
year-old son Marry decided 
to try busking at the market 
to raise enough money to 
buy a new violin. 
After a ffW weeks of play- 
ing ~ one Saturday he 
earned $127-  he managed 
to raise enough money to 
buy the 380-year-old violin 
that he dreamed of playing. 
"He's very proud of his 
new violin," ChHstiansen 
said. 
Terrace's market isn't just 
a draw for people who live 
in Terrace. 
Diane Mcphee and Marg 
Brandly are both from 
Prince Rupert, but come to 
the market whenever they 
can. 
"The market is what 
brings me here," Mcphee 
said. 
The pair also go to the 
Port Edward farmers' 
market, but said Ten'ace's 
market is far better. 
"Even when it's raining 
I've come here and had 
fun," she said. 
The fresh produce and 
food are big selling points 
for her. 
"I'll come back for the 
goulash," she said. 
The market is limited to 
70 vendors each year be- 
cause additional competition 
would cripple vendors, 
What's notable, Chris- 
tiansen said, is that the Ter- 
race market is the sam~ size 
as metro Vlctoda's market, 
with only s fraction of the 
population. 
"It's remarkable how our 
little market stacks up," she 
SO MUCH TO DO: Whether it be talking about lhe 
best flowers to grow (above) or having a cool design 
painted on your face (below), the Terrace Farmers 
Market has something for everyone, 
said. ultimate goal is to see the 
The market has a three area on Davis Street desig- 
year lease with the city at its nated as park property, so 
current location, the nrarket would have a 
Christiansen said her penuanent home. 
OLD BUT NEW: Marty Christiansdn plays his violin at the Farmers Market almost 
every weekend. He eamed enough money at the market to buy a 380-year-old 
violin that is his pride and joy. 
Expert says Terrace's 
farmers' market unique 
Business and social skills to be learned at market 
TERRACE'S farmers' 
market is olle of the 
most successful markets 
in Cattada and even 
North America, said an 
expert in farmers' 
markets 
John Curry, associate 
professor of environ- 
mental planning at the 
University of Northern 
B.C., has done studies 
on famlers' markets 
across Cauada and the 
United States. 
He said Terrace's 
farmers' market is so 
"enormously SUCCeSS- 
ful" because it's a cul- 
tural event, where 
people go to socially in- 
teract attd have a good 
time. 
In t0day's modern 
world, there's less and 
less space whcre we can 
socially interact and 
hang out with friends, 
Curry explained. And 
farmers' markets fill the 
gap. 
Another importatd 
aspect of markets is the 
entrepreneurial training, 
He said markets teach 
young people how to sell 
products and to barter. 
"KJds have becomc so 
disconnected from busi- 
ness and selling because 
most times they'rc hired 
as help," he said. 
"Markets support and 
eucouragc young people 
lea ruing business 
skills." 
Hc said ill the past five 
years there's bceu a 
resurgence in the 
popularity of farmers' 
markets because of a 
movement of people 
searching for quality 
foods. 
Pcoplc nowadays are 
more interested in where 
their food comes from 
and how it is produced, 
Curry said. 
"People are more 
worried about the health 
risks involved with ge- 
netic engineering, 
pesticides and fertiliz- 
ers," he said. 
Farmers' markets can 
also play a vital role in 
revitalizing a downtown 
area and can be an im- 
portant element in defin. 
ing a community, 
"It can be a civic 
space that can define the 
community," he said. 
"lure.sting in that by 
city councils is a 
wonderful step for- 
ward." 
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Victoria tightens budget 
Home cleaning service cut 
. - ,  v 
A BUDGET crunch has spelled the end of home cleaning 
services for infirm and elderly people in the northwesL 
The approximately $400,000 the Northwest Community 
Health Services Society was spending on home cleaning 
will instead be used on clients' personal care, says society 
coutinuing care manager Dave Dennis. 
"The reality is, we're going to have more of an impact if 
We put money into bathing, feeding aud toileting," he said. 
Home support workers went to clients' homes, helping 
with cleaning, meal preparation, shopping, bathing and 
other duties. 
Mike Beausoleil of the community services ociety said 
getting rid of cleaning could cause problems for those who 
need them. 
Clients may not be able to afford to hire a private 
cleaner, he said, which will put "more onus on the faro- 
' 1 '  
We Help. Can You? Become a 
IMed ica l  Equ ipment  Loan  Servi  
Volunteer ! !  
Canadian Fled Cross 
hooked, closure below the old rail- 
The number of anglers at way bridge. 
each location was recorded Fisheries manager David 
along with the number and Einarson said it's really too 
type of fish kept or released early to tell how many coho 
back into the river, an~lers cauaht this season. 
Einarson added the coho 
The number of run is about two weeks late, 
anglers at each with the first echo spotted at 
the Tyee test fishery July 22 location was re- 
this year. 
corded along with "But they're coming in 
the number and some abundance now," he 
type of fish kept or said, adding Tyee coho 
released back into counts tend to jump errati- 
the river, cally four to five days after 
high tides, making it dif- 
ficult to predict trends this 
early in the annual run. 
Data from the survey will Einarson said the coho 
be assessed attd analysed by seem relatively healthy with 
an independent environmen- an eucouraging index above 
tsl cousulting firm in Van- most years this decade. 
couver. The reading, he added, is 
The study used $46,000 similar to that of 1990, 
from the Fisheries and making the fh'st and last 
Oceaus' Selective Fisheries year of this decade two of 
Program and ended one day the most promising years for 
before the Aug. 9 angling upper Skeena coho. 
SKEENA VALLEY EMERGENCY 
SERVICES CHALLENGE 
The Thornhil l  Volunteer 
,. . . . . . . . . .  Firefighters AsSociation ,. 
would like to thank all partlcipa~ts, helpers and sponsors 
who assisted us in hosting 
the very successful 2nd annual challenge 
rhornhill Firefighter Assn Thornhlll Fire Dept 
Terrace Fire Oept (hubb Security 
Terrace Freightliner Twin River Power Ltd 
Bornite Mtn Taxidermy McOonalds 
Citi Financial Skeena Mall Merchants 
Sight & Sound River Industries 
Tower Radio Royal Lock & Rey 
Northern Motor Inn Thornhill Pub 
Blue Ridge Ventures Coca Cola Bottling 
THANK YOU ALSO TO ALL THOSE 
SUPPORTING OUR GOLF SCRAMBLE 
Terrace Freigktliner Finning Tractor 
Terrace Totem Ford Coca Cola Bottling 
Valhalla Pure Outfitters River Industries 
Husqvarna Central Garage 
7-11 Stores Lej International 
Fleck Brethers~ Cedarland Tires 
Indpendent Industrial Home Hardware 
BC Auto Levitt Safety 
Superior Propane qFW 
Wholesale Fire & Reslue Copperside Foods 
AI C's Glass Chevron Cardlock 
Best Western Inn Quantum Helicopters 
Iriy Bird tleid Enterprises 
Acklands 
A special thank yau to All Seasons Sports for the dona- 
tion of a putter for our charity putt eft. A deposit of $150 oo 
has been made to the Paul Rouse trust account on behalf 
of All Seasons Sports and the Thornhill Volunteer Fire 
Fighters Association 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
RESULTS FROM an indc- 
pendent study to monitor the 
recrcatio,al fishery catch on 
the lowcr Skccna River 
should be available at the 
cnd of this month. 
The survey, lcd by Jim 
Cuip of the local sport 
fishery advisory committce, 
took place from July 27 to 
Aug. 8 and covered angling 
activity from Fcrry Island ht 
Tcrracc to the Andcsitc Bar, 
west of  the Exstew 
tributary. 
The goal is to determine 
how anglers can avoid coho 
altogether in terms of lures, 
location a,d gear, while 
they are fishiug for othe~ 
species. 
If successful, the study 
will allow fisheries man- 
agers to set up zones and 
restrictiot~s that allow inde- 
pe,deut anglers and recrea- 
tional fishing guides to 
bring tourists into "coho 
free" areas of the Skeena 
longer into the am|ual fish- 
ing season. 
"It's a big thing," said 
project manager Jim Culp. 
' '  V E eryone~,wdl..be hoping: 
for g0od re.suits)' 
Cuip used 11 people fa- 
miliar with file river. 
"You need people that are 
familiar with the. river," 
said Jim Culp. "They've i- 
ther worked for me before 
or I know them." 
He had wanted to survey 
at least half of all those fish- 
ing oa the river over the 
time the study was un- 
derway. 
Surveyors recorded every- 
thing from the temperature 
and turbidity of the river to 
weather, fly types, condition 
of attd type fish saagged and 
where each fish was 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
AUGUST 999 PALACE AUGUST1999 
The society, once called the Skeena Health Unit, had to ily." vith Rice Pilaf&Veggies 
find a way to cut spending when its budget from the health Beausoleil said his society may have to lay off one or or . 1 1 
ministry was itsclfcut, Dennis added, two staff who did the cleaning work. Sesame Beef  Stirfry 1 J t~ 
"Based on the current budget we would have deficits if Doing away with clcaning services is not uuique to the 'Ibssedwith Fettucini 
haveWe kept providing cleaning serv iceS ,had  their clcaning services taken he said. northwest, Dennis aid, and has been done in many r e g i O n S p e r s o n a l  '~. 047~02~T~ell~]~.e. ]  Cleaning Services topped June 1, and to date 11 clients in B.C. and acros  C nada. | away. care, respite care for carcgivers and profes- I C 
The society had used home support workers from the sionai functions, such as physiotherapy, will still be pro- !l " ~ ' ~ -  it] 
Tcrrace and District Community Services Society to pro- vided for clients. Terrace 
vide home cleaning as part of the personal care service, "We want to kecp people healthy and out of facilities as 1 Ph:635.¢102 ~ ' ~ :  -.. t 
Mike Beausoleil said Dcmds. much as possible," Dennis aid. 
Study could.pinpoint 
ways to avoid coho - *  ' Ii together/ ~ - l 
~easoned Lemon Chicken 
AUGUST SPECIALS 
Your choice of... 
22 23Terrac e !25 u= 127~.  28 : - -  ~01 ~ 
"Eo~hill Jun~ Parafegic (3prmi~ OJ3 Sode~ ~arace 
Secondly ScUm Minor ~c~a~ N~v,.~ I~  ~r~lipS~t~ 
5. ,=~u~ Te~ Mmr PCentAdvks~y Baseball Bui~t#3keona OJb 
~r~il Association Re,on Sat t~ 
29 30 
Ot~Sat r  Terrace 
1 2 Terrace 3 4 ,o,= 
Skeera Junior Minor Paraplegic k.~sodaticn ~ C~ 
Seonnda~/ Nortlr,,~st ~'v, evoi~t P~edJ~ School Parent Baseball gutkley/Skeona 
C~!  Association .Region 0ro~Jf 0f Elks #425 
9 Terrace 
C~edonia Senk~ Minor 
Secondary 
School Parent Hockey 
Coumi= Association 
15 17 ,= 
Skeena Junior Terrace Par~eg~ 
Secondary School Minor Hockey Nmtlv~t 
Parent Auxiliary eull~ey/~keena 
Association ~ 
5 6 7 
B~ Ke~0de Fde~ship 
Sony 
Terrac~ Minu Ni~'aTnb~ Co~ol TenaceCurt~ 







Legion #13 Order of Royal Purple 
-and Big Sis~ of Tam 




v Hot~td ¢-/ FmF~. 
Te~O~ 
N~'aT~Cou~, ~r~r~S~ 






Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games  
Wed.,Thurs., FrL, Sat. Late Night Games 
B ingo  Every  Saturday  Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS 
4410 Legion)Terrace 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
N~'aTr~Coun~. Te~ace SLang Club Tepee L=~ 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 
Games 9:45 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
I 
~P- ~-P ,gJxcrr" Sy.,~I~G Ct~J~ ~'~Y'S~'~S 
111e Tenole Skolin[I (lub offers B 
Powerskaling program coiled k 
ONPOWERSI(ATE. 'file CAN- 
POWERSKATE proglom is designed _& 
for hockey and ringette players wl ~ i 
~sh lo improve Ihe number one F 
skill their game cequires- 
iKNING! [he program is taught 1 
by a certified ~NPOWERSKATE 
Coach, it develops sealing ability , . .~  
and stresses speed, power, and coor- 
dination on the ice. ~ ' .- 
REGISTER SUNDAY, AUGUST 15 
TERRACE ARENA LOBBY FROM 10:00-12:00 
'CANPOWER$1r,,ATE Level 1 - Fall '99 
Sept.3- Oct. 7 
'CANPOWERSKATE Level IV" I -  Fall '99 
Aug. 30 - Sept. 23 
'CANPOWERSKATE Level 1/11/11/- Winter '00 
Jan. 7-Mar. 10 
'CANPOWERSKATE Level 1/11/111 - Winter '00 
Jan. 7 - Mar. 10 
FUll HOCKEY OR RINGETTE 
EQUIPMENT IS REQUIRED!! 
FOR ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS CONTACT 




10 a.rn. - 12 noon 
SWAP 
10 a.rn.-2:00 p.m. 
he Arena Lobby 
) 
nterested in coaching a 




B USINES s REVIEW 
Society rejects new landing system 
THE MOST expensive of craft is, said LaurenL 
While that's good, con- 
tinued Laurent, it doesn't 
establish a glide slope, or 
descent path, for the aircraft 
to follow. 
An added complication is 
that AirBC's aircraft don't 
carry GPS equipment and 
otdy a few of Canadian 
Regional's do. 
"GPS at some point will 
be the absolute nd all and 
be all but we're not there 
yet," said Laurent. 
He predicted it will be 
well into the next decade 
before all airports in Canada 
consider putting in GPS ap- 
proaches and before the 
great majority of aircraft 
have the system in their 
cockpits. 
This leaves the remaining 
option - -  moving the air- 
port's two pieces of equip- 
ment used now as a landing 
system from beside the run- 
way to just south of the 
main runway. 
The iocalizer tells a pilot 
if the aircraft is on track for 
three options to improve the 
landing system at the airport 
has been rejected by the 
Terrace:Kithnat airport 
society. 
That leaves two options 
being considered to increase 
the chances of aircraft land- 
lug in cloudy and inclement 
weather and help remove 
the stigma attached to the 
airport. 
These three options came 
from a consultant's study 
completed this spring on be- 
half of the society. 
The  rejected option at an 
estimated $1.1 million in- 
volved new approach light- 
ing on the runway so pilots 
could come in attd llne up 
for a landing at a steeper 
rate over mountainous ter- 
rain south of the airport han 
they do  now, said airport 
manager Darryl Laurent. 
Pilots now descend to 527 
feet with a visibility of two 
miles by a gradual descent 
approach. If they can't see 
the runway at that point, 
m 
'. ::~i::*~,~ ".~k. -:~.~ . . . .  ~.~.~i~, ,  .~ ~':~::~.~. 
NAVCAN manager Monty Cook is looking forward to 
getting a new landing system at the Terrace-Kitimat 
airport. 
But Laurent says there's 
nothing wrong with the ones 
already here so the actual 
price would be less if this 
option was chosen. 
"There would have to be 
some money spent in 
designing and writhlg the 
new approach so that it 
works, the air carriers would 
have to accept it and Trans- 
port Canada has lo approve 
it," said Laurcnt. 
Hc's submitting detailed 
information on Otis option, 
as well as on the GPS option 
to the society t'w its consid- 
eration. 
they pull up for what's 
called a missed approach. 
A steeper descent could 
mean coming down to 200 
feet wilh half a mile of 
visibility. 
But installing the new 
lighting is not only ex- 
pensive but a steeper de- 
scent iszl't something pilots 
want to do if they don't 
have to, said Laurent. 
"Pilots don't like it and 
it's not a comfortable ap- 
proach for passengers," he 
added. 
One of the remaining two 
options, having aircraft use 
an on-b0ard global position- 
ing system (GPS) is the 
cheapest at an estimated 
$25,000 cost to the society. 
GPS systems are gaining 
in popularity among a wide 
variety 6f users such as 
sailors, hikers and prospec- 
tors as they take information 
from satellites to determine 
exactly where they are. 
That also works for air- 
craft in terms of telling 
pilots exactly where the run- 
way is and where their air- 
the airport while the DME, 
or distance measuring 
equipment, tells the pilot 
how far away the aircraft is 
from the airport. 
They work fine, says 
Laurent, but because they 
are beside the runway, a 
pilot can't then make a 
straight in runway approach. 
"Right now a pilot comes 
in to 527 feet and then looks 
to the left to see :he run- 
way," said Laurent. 
"It  would improve the 
chances of landing if the 
localizer[DME was moved 
so the aircraft came in right 
over top of the runway." 
"More landings would 
take place than there are 
now because of weather. It 
won't be a perfect solution, 
but it will make things bet- 
ter," said Laurent. 
The consultant's estimate 
is that this kind of approach 
• would allow pilots to go as 
low as 300 feet with a 
visability of one mile. 
There's a projected cost of 
$400,000, including a new 
Ioealizer and DME. 
Out & About 
BC Hydro will also use this outage to complete 
regular maintenance toour other facilities 
in the area. By scheduling lnaintenance 
work during Lhe outage, we can avoid a 
future planned outage. 
The areas affected by the outage will be: 
Greenville, New Aiyansh, I<incolith, Canyon 
City Nass Camp, Elsworth Camp, Stewart 
and Hyder. 
We regret any inconvenience this may cause 
and will restore service as quickly as possible. 
Please protect all sensitive quipment. If 
you experience any electrical problems 
following the interruption, or would like 
filrther information, please call our service 
centre at 1-888-769.3766. 
For information on preparhLqfor }bar 2000,/dense 
call 1-800-BCHYDI{O, 
THE POWER IS  YOURS 
Bghgdro 
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0 MAKE ~S T MER WA UM 
T~IS 1 GREAT S 
I tom ~'~t-~Thl W~tche~s ,,~w tot $2S O0 
2 lo,~e woit?ht tot .~umt'tlt::,r c n t '2"  3 Succe.'k~ on, C'clsiest 
[3f(It} t.?vef [)eCc;IJst" votl c(ltl t~ol of t  V XOOL~ UOU ('tO~d 
3 @,:'t a bee t,oaurv end. l~3.shlon ,quide °Celebrate: 
"HAVE YOU. BEEN TO WEIGHT WATCHERS?" 
I ! Free Gu 
-! _2 3 _ = _ - While quantities lost 
Join now for $28.00 
Call 1 -800-682-8011 for more infon'nation. 
For your colivl3nl0rlce, registration and weigh.in begin at tile ttllles listed below. 
The meeting starts ole-|tall" hour later, 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
,t907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 7:00 pm 
Vahd ,It partlopatmg locatlon~ for it limited llme onl~ Subsequent weekl), fees apply, GS] not included. 
(01999 Welgll Watchers Interr~,llonal, In{:, Owner" of the WEIGHT WATCHERS [radt]mark. AI rij4hts reser~,ed, 
TRAVEL ADVISORY 
NISGA'A HIGHWAY 
KWINYARH BRIDGE CLOSURE 
August 15, 1999 
7:00 AM to 1:30 PM 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways advises Nass 
Valley residents and motorists traveling between Terrace 
and the Nass Valley that the Kwinyarh Bridge will be closed 
to all traffic on Sunday, August 15, 1999 from 7:00 arn to 
1:00 PM, 
This closure is for the installation of a temporary Bailey 
bridge to allow traffic flow while a new permanent bridge is 
constructed. The new Kwinyarh Bridge will be completed 
and open to traffic by late October. 
Please adjust your schedules appropriately, observe the 
posted construction!speeds and take the time to enjoy this' 
beautiful part Of the world. 
Contact the Northwest Region, Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways at (250) 638-6440 for further information. 
..,BRITISH 
L .OLUMBIA  




sagged again in July after a, 
more promising month in 
June. 
Just one new house was 
started, bringing the year's 
total to 12, That's a long 
way off the boom years of 
the mid 1990s when the city 
saw about 80 new homes 
built each year. 
Renovations, additions, 
and carports and garages 
continue to be the main cat- 
egories of construction work 
approved in town. 
The city issued 18 build- 
ing pemits in July worth a 
total of $470,900. 
That brought otal year-to- 
date construction to $3.5 
million. 
That's down nearly 25 per 
ce,t from $4.49 million to 
the same point last year and 
it's way below the $17.4 




1 800 860-5499 
II I11££ I IWII 
Awesome Home Theatre Package with 
surround sound Free Delivery 
Only $99/mo! 
FIRST 50 CALLERS RECEIVE 
3 MONTHS NO PAYMENTS 
Limited Offer, 
' Phone Toll Free 
1-888-528-8818 
Kath leen 's  
• Fash ions  
I l l  
3 0"+. 5 
our  entire stock 
3 DA I ONL Y Aug ! 2, ! 3 & ! 4 
NOW IN STOCK 
EZZE,WEAR 
Check out the savings at 
Kathleen's Fashions 
Lakelse Avenue 
(Across from White Spot) 
NEW 
Take The Aft New 2000 Mazda MPV Van For A Test Drive 
And Enter Your Name To Win... 
I!°I IIIIIIIIII I I  I I I I I I I  IIIIII !II !I!I 
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wi th  Sa feway C lub  Card  
~; ~i:/~,' :::i~ i:i:;;~ ¸¸ ::LIT i~ 
% 
?~.!,,'~. ~!-:, .i~:"!~:~"~ ~-i'.', 
$1 
S,~fe~,'v~,, Club Price 
. . . .  -,. -'i.-i:'..'~::/;~? ;i':' - 
Lucerne Milk 
Assorted varieties, ncluding 
Chocolate. 4 Litre. FIRST 
ON E-Combined varieties. 
blot to be combined with 
any other milk offer. 
~ N ~  ~" ~ '  I Potato Ch,ps 
ILN'~-- ~ ~,,..'~v ~ ' " t~ J  Assorted varieties. 345 g. 
~~'~ ~ : ~ ,  ~ ~ , ~ J ~ ~ l ~ ]  FIRSTFOUR-Combinedvarieties. 
~_ ~'~.  ,, 





SAVE at least ~1.35 
58ea. 
evv,: ~, Club Price 
ello 
)matoes 
)duct of U,S.A. 
~. 1 Grade. 20 oz Package, 
~V'E at least 91 ¢ 
m 
L -_  
. . .  w i t5  coupon 5r id  min imum $60 purchase  
o Triple reword miles does not apply to bonus reward mile items or oilier Bonus items. 
This offer applies to bose AIR MILES"' offer only! 
Valid at any parlici paring Safeway store. Limit of one coupon per purchase, 
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. No rainchecks, 
Coupon effective August 12 - August 14, 1999.  
I II!l!J!l!l!FIl!l!lj!l!Jl SAFEWAY 

















BRAUN'S ISLANDERS are faciug anotller problem af- 
flicting their drinking water ~ high fecal coliform levels 
in the narrow slough Separating the island froth the main, 
land. 
.It's a continuation of water problcnls over the past six 
• wee~ that have caused them to boil water for drinking and 
oth'~r dolnestic uses; 
Islander Dialta Penner said tile wanting signs placed by 
provincial public health officials on either end the Braun's 
Island bridge aren't large enough to warn children and 
young people of the real danger ht file slough, 
"There 's  a tiny, lninuscule sign and that's supposed to 
warn childreli of safety problenis?" Pemlcr questioned. 
• She said chiidreu and young people play on the shores of 
the slough and sometimes wade through the waier. 
"Kids are in the water and we waitt somethillg that 
wants them of how dangerous it is," she said. "A sign 
with a skull-and-cross,bones would be nlore appropriate." 
Animals o!i the island, she added, are also getting sick 
because they are comi!lg into contact with eontanfiuated 
water. 
Penner said her dog 10st 20 poultds over three weeks, and 
a uumber of other dogs have had to go to the vet because 
of drinkiug or wading ill contamiliated water. 
But"  ' ' • ' it s not just dogs that are gettutg ill front contact wllh 
slough water, Penner said. 
"Thcre,s crows that are dying all over the place." 
The fecal coliform samplea taken by the environment 
ministry are well above acceptable vels. 
Jim Hofweber, a ministry official, said the coliform 
couilI has to be less then 200 to be considered at a Safe 
level. 
Two recent samples takeu ill the slough registered a 1600 
and a 4900 coliform count. 
Hofweber cautionedl however, that the water sample 
which registered a count of 4900 was taken mdy i00 feet 
from a chicken coop. 
That means, he said, that manure could have been flow- 
ing into the slough which then could hav.e contaminated 
the sample. 
There's no furm reason yet as to why the slough is being 
contaminated. 
The min.istry took samples from the slough, Hofweber 
said, so residents could make an infonne,4 decision about 
letting children or dogs in the slough. 
Penner and the Braun's Island Well Committee, how- 
ever, see the high col i form count as a reason to have the 
slough flushed out. 
"Everybody is making it sound like everything is OK, 
but it's not." 
I-Iofweber said flushing water htto the slough would be 
difficult because of enviromnentai hazards. 
DIANA AND Justin Penner tower over the sign warn- 
ing Braun's islanders of water contamination prob- 
lems in the slough, Penner wants health officials to 
make a better sign warning of water contamination. 
I (:IU|VJI'  ,.,.,-,,., 635.TIPS] 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
Tax Law ,, Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - i~75 West Georgia SWeet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
l 
Terrace Supporlive Housing Socioly's 
Terrace Mountain Manor 
4011 Sparks St.. between Terlaceviow Lodge and Heritage Park,.,,~[ 
for seniors (55 & up) ~ 
one & two-bedroom suites for sale. CflSII or I l l]Sl ice I1[I l0 ~5°/'o 
Ca,, Be,,~ ~. ~ar,o. a, 635"0036 ,or on 
irllormalion package or personal presentation. 
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Come to fhe 
Sat . ,  Aug .  2 | /99 .  
Featurmg local-recording artist 
"FAIR WARNING" 
at 12 Midnight 
A New Generation of Screens For Doors 
i!iiiii:!iiiiil;ii!iiii~i!;! !~! ! ~ The Disappearing Phantom 
Screens are made to fit your 
specifications available in several 
colors, and will fit single, french 
or patio doors, inswing or 
outswing. 
Phantom offers a limited one 
year labour and three year parts 
:ili:ii~iiiiilli;ii:[ warranty (excluding screen) 




Irly Bird Building Supplies 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
Police 
Beat 0 
B r e-fit e r 
TERRACE RCMP are sear- 
chiug for the person or per- 
sore responsible for two 
thefts in lower Thomhill 
Sunday, Aug. 1. 
Sometime betweeu mid- 
night and 8 a.m. thieves 
broke into a shed and 
vehicles at a home in the " i':7 ~>~'~'~" 
3700 block of Piue Avenue .-:./ 
and stole two Hiiti drills, a /~  
Milwaukee angle drill and a 
Methanex face mask. 
The second break-in hap- 
pened between midnight 
and 5 a.m. Sunday morning. 
A Nokia cell phone in a :::; 
black case with an adaptor t 
and an orange Mougoose ~i~,i 
mountaiu bike were stolen 
from a garage arid vehicles 
in the 3800 block of Muller 
Avenue. :,' 
Phone f raud  
usiug the Terrace RCMP f - ~ - ~ ~ ,  ~. ~,~,  ..., . . ' ' ' " ' ~ ~ " : ~ '  
detaehlnent's nalne to elicit ~ " ' " ~ . . . . .  
money from unsuspecting ' ' , . z ~ - - - ~ , ~ , , , i L ~ ~ _ _ ! , ) ~  
Surrey residents . . . . . . . . . . .  J~ irl, .).~.~_L.~ ~ : ' / ,  
The detachment received a
coinplaint July 31 after ON EVERY IN-STOCK NN'99 ON EVERYIN.STOCK NEW 
solneoizc eal[ed a Surrey FORD TAURUS OR MERCURY SABLE '99 FORD ESCORT OR ZX2 UP TO 48 MONTHS 
home asking for n,o,,ey o,, "30L OHV 6 engine •4-Speed automatic with over- .Po~e, steering.Powe, brakes.Daa, irbags I ON EVERY ,N.STOCK NL.-VII [ 
bchalf of the Terrace RCMP dave • Air conditioning • Power windows •Variable ,, Solar tinted glass * AM/Ft~ stereo ,, Cloth bucket seats 
PU"CHASE rlNA.CtNO Intermlttentwipers.Tllt steering eu e, with split 60/40 rear seat* Rear window defroster '99  FORD WIN DSTAR 
basebal l  team, uP TO 48 MONTHS UP TO 48 MONTHS 
Corporal Dolt Murray of 
the complaiut was a first for i , \  . . . .  ~ ~ , . / . . ~ ) . ,  
the detachment, which 
doesn't generally participate ~.~~~" .~. " - ~ ~ _ ~  
in direct marketing ~ 
campaigus  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,~,!!~ .................................. - "~- -~__  
"We don't cvcn have a 
said. I ] F I   O"TOUR OR MERCU" =YSr'QUE I O' FORD F..](PLORER .D,aISlidingDoors.Quad huckotseals •Privacyglass.Roof rack | 
The only police body the t ~ [ 2,0L Zetec engine • Dual powel mirrors * ,~M/FM * 40L OHV engiee • Air cond. *AM/FM stereo/cans. • 200 HP 3 8-1itre V6 • Air • Power windows/Iocks/alirrors • SecunLock | 
so l ic i ts  Inouey  is the Cal la -  . . . . .~  ....... I stereo =,Tilt steerbrg .Second generation dual atrbags • Second gen, dual airbags *SncuriLock passive anti- passive anti theft system •Speed control •Tilt steering =, Plus over I 
d ian Po l i ce  Assoc ia t ion  . . . . . . .  =- ~ * Child-proof rear door locks *Solar Imted glass theft system •4 Wheel ABS 40 standard safety features includiug: 4 wheel ABS, side door impact | 
UP TO 48 MONTHS UP TO 48 MONTHS 
which  alerts local detach-  ~ beams and second generation dual airbags / 
meats beforehand. 
Charged 
male for impaired driving 
and attentpting to use his B C F O R D & M E R C U R Y D E A L E R S If[fEE] [ [~  www.ford.m/offers/ 
brother's driver's licence 
August 4. w~q~ B~ ERs READ THE LEGAL COPY 0% purchase financing ave lable on every,n-s ock ne V "~ Winds 0r. Ex ~o er. aurus6at to. Contot/M,stlque. Escort ix2 up to 48 nton hs on aoproved cred~ o q al let re a pu chasers Eg S2S,000 financed at 0'~ annualpercentage rate or 48 months monthly 
COllStable Gary Swanson  paymenl~s$52~83~c~sl~fb~rr~wmgas$~andthet~talt~b~repa:J~s$25~TNs~sasamplecat~iat~n~n~y~D~wn~.~nent~requiva~n~l~a~rnayber~uae¢lD~a'ern*ay~lt~rle7~ F~nanoner~ntavatlablewdh nyotl;eroftet Quantflies may v&~ by dealer, finanemgoff rd0esnotapfllyto 
It~ense and insurance fe0~ Some conditions apply Lmfled time offer Offer meychange w~ttlaut noI~ce See dea*er for dota0s 
said a vehicle was pulled 
over on Clark Street near 
Hwyl6 East in Thornhill ~ T E R R A  
after an officer noticed the ~ CE DL#5548 
vehicle was being driven er- ~OTEM FORD 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. 635-4984 
ratlcally and had a broken 
headlight, 
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Local man survives 
grizzly bear attack 
CONSERVATION OF- 
FICERS are warning the 
public of the presence of a 
grizzly sow in a popular 
fishing hole south of 
Kitimat after she attacked a
Skeena Sawmills employee 
July 30. 
The ea~lployce aztd a co- 
worker spent the momiig 
working near Bish Creek 
when they noticed a grizzly 
cub scurrying up a l~ee. 
Iga~owiug the mother must 
be nearby, the employees 
ran away in opposite direc- 
tions. 
him, she would have," said 
/deideris. " In her mind, she 
was removing the threat 
from her cub." 
And although running 
may be the automatic reflex 
when faced with.;a grizzly 
sow, Melderis doesn't sug- 
gest it. 
~. "If  she wanted to Mll 
him, she would have,'" 
said Melderis. "In her 
mind, she was remov- 
ing the threat from her 
cab." 
Bat that was too late for 
one of them. "Running is never a good 
"The sow grabbed one idea," he said, adding the 
guy and bit him once on the staff member was most 
lower back part of the probably in danger no mat- 
neck," said Martin ter what he did. ' 
Melderis, "l'errace's enior In fact, the grizzly 
conservation officer, 
~rabbed the employee be- 
Melderis said the man fore he had time to spray 
received four puncture bear repellefit or use a bear 
wounds from the grizzly's banger, or noise maker, he 
teeth, but was alert enough 
carried with him - -  a tech- 
nique Melderis suggests 
would frighten most bears. 
" I f  you're going into the 
woods make your presence 
known," he said. "The 
bears will go out of their 
way to avoid you." 
The employee is on 
temporary work leave after 
filing a Worker's Com- 
pensation claim last week, 
said Skeena Sawmills' gen- 
eral manager Lou Ponlin 
last week. 
"It 's probably more emo- 
tional damage than physi- 
cal," he said. 
) Poulin added the en- 
counter is a fast for the 
company, even though bear 
sightings are common at this 
time of year. 
Poulin said the company 
has vacated the Bish Creek 
work lot, until it can be sure 
the bear and her cub have 
left the area. 
• to get into the fetal position 
and hold his hard hat over 
the back of his neek. 
The grizzly continued to 
paw his back a couple of, 
times before leaving. 
The man was taken to the 
Kitimat General Hospital, 
where he was treated for his 
injuries, kept overnight and 
released. 
Melderis said the grizzly 
is not considered a large 
enough threat to be put 
down. 
"The grizzly's behaviour 
was clearly defensive be- 
haviour and she was protect- 
ing her cub," Melderis said. 
"There's ~o reason to be- 
lieve she'll attack again." 
Melderis said the two 
people had unknowingly 
wandered too close to the 
cub, startling the sow. 
"She was very nearby," 
he said. 
Melderis said the un- 
named employee did every- 
thing he could have by pro- 
tecting his vital organs. 
"If she wanted to kill 
* 'k**** ,k  * , t - ,k**  ~r * ~r ***  
~' Call Aaron 635-0764 ,k~r 
,'t" , ' t '  t - , - t - , ' t  * * ,  ~r * ~' * 
Northwest B.C. Soccer 
, Association Player 
Development Program 
BCSA Regional Development Camps are geared 
toward players who want to improve their soccer 
technique and knowledge and want to be evaluated 
on their current skills. Duiing this camp, players from 
the northwest will be provided with high level 
instruction to ir~prove their skills. In addition these 
camps will be used for the identification of players 
interested in participating on regional teams (U-14 
Summer Games) and/or provincial all-star teams. 
Location: TERRACE, CHRIS1Y PARK 
Date: August 21st and 22nd 
Cost: $25.00 
Eligible: Boys & Girls 
U-11 to U-18 
(Birth Year 1980-1988) 
Coaching Staff: To be appointed by BCSA 
For More In~o: ' George Bujtas 
Phone/Fax: 250-635-3719 
School of Mus,c & l,ne Art. 
v .¢./.~ 
Robin Hollet and Jess Dafoe wish to thank all of Iheir valuable clients, and 
a special thank you to the 250 hardworking students enrolled in pro- 
grams this year. 
Rattle and Hum is closing down its Kalum Ave location on June 30. We 
will re-open at our new location in September. 
! 
Sorry.no summer programs this year. 
Look for these exciting fall programs: 
Raffle and Hum Toddler-Preshcool Music Classes (2-4 years) O 
• Musicals for Kids (8-10 years) 
• /~usicals for Teens (11-13 years) 
• /~usicals for Homeschool Students (8-10 years) 
• Musicals for Homescl~ool Students (11-13 years) 
• Homeschool First Year Band Program 
• Homeschool Second Year Band Program 
Far information or to pre-r~ister your child call 
Robin at 635-4261 
6e,¢ e~°ycisio~ 
! 
Help  bu i ld  a 
bet ter  fu ture  fo r  
Canada s ch i ld ren  
Governments across Canada recognize that children are our 
country,s strength today and in the future. 
We need your input to develop a National Children's 
Agenda that will reflect your views and priorities, 
For more information, including the Vision paper and a 
workbook  to provide your input, call i -800-361-6392;  or 
visit our website at w~nw.children-enfants.org to download 




The 747 Air Cadet Squadron would like to 
congratulate the winners in the 
1999 747 Air Cadet Squadron Raffle. 
Early Bird draws- May 1/99 Pat Butler won 
$750 el Safeway gift certificates. 
June 1/99 Donna Latimer won 
$7.50 of Overwaitea gift certificates. 
July 1/99 Rollie Wheeler won 
$750 of Canadian Tire gift certificates. 
The grand prize of the 
1998 Motorhome was drawn August 2 and 
won by Sandra Hammond. 
The 747 Air Cadet Squadron would like to THANK the 
many businesses and individuals that supported the Air 
Cadets Motorhome Raffle by buying a ticket. 
Special THANKS to file following businesses that assisted 
with the raffle: 
Canadian Tire John & Peggy at OSG 
East End Chevron Terrace Equipment 
Rick Morrison at Royal Bank Bookmasters (Kitimat) 
Bill 8, Ernie at Chinook Sales Wayne Braid & staff 
Doug Madeod & staff Terrace Drag Racing 
River Industries . Terrace Spe~way 
Terrace/Kitimat Air Show 
Shawn, Gavin and staff at Mohawk 
Thanks to those dedicated core of Cadets who gave up 
their summer to help with lhe raffle. 
.THOUGH RCMP say the Riverboat Days weekend, 
was relatively quiet, pranksters kept officers busy at- 
tending nuisance calls. 
On Saturday, July 31, the detachment received 
several complaints from drivers who had rocks thrown 
at them from the treed area above Lanfear hill. No 
suspects were found. On Sunday, Aug. 1, officers 
responded to a smashed in glass door at Totem Press in 
the 3200 block of Kalum Street in Terrace. 
It's Another Double 
Header  Race Weekend 
at  Terrace Speedway 
August 14 & 1 5 
We are using our rainday and bringing you another 
great double header race weekend. 
Saturday Racing starts at 7:00 pm 
Time Trials - 5:30 pm 
Sponsored by: Terrace Totem Ford 
& Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Sunday is Kiddies Day 
Come Out And Meet  
Peppi :!, Thei : Clown 
Kids i:an get a ride in a st~k:car!!so 
...... :i:iii~:~:: ~::i::/l~ing y0~helmet. ::::::i!::ii:~ 
Sponsored:eY: PJ's2 FaPi: il Pizza 
O#ADUffADMis/iOiPi[CE at 
Terrace Sp_.eed__way _ i 
Bulkley-Nechako 
Cariboo • Fraser Valley 
• Central Kootenay • Greater Vancouver 
• Colunnbla-Shuswap • North Okanagan 
• EastKootenay ° Squamish-Lillooet 
• Fraser-Fort George • Thompson.Nicola 
British Columbiak Disaster Financial Assistance Program may be able to help you. You may be eligible under the 
program for direct financial support for uninsurable and eligible losses if: 
[] you are a homeowner, enter, small business owner, local government, farmer or charitable organization; and 
[] you have suffered amage over $1,000 for essential items. Remember, Disaster Financial Assistance is not 
provided for damaged property for which insurance is available. Claims will be considered far 
uninsurable losses only. 
You may pick up an Intent to Claim form from your government agent~ office or local Provincial Emergency 
Program office, or you may download it from the PEP Website at: http://www.pep.be.ca/ 
Please, submit,,..,:.,,, the.. completed...., form as soon as possible;, it must be received no later than October 19, 1999 at 
ifii~ i'~llowmg address: 
Provincial Emergency Program ~d~,  
PO Box 9201 Sin Prey Govt 
Victoria, BC VSW 9J1 RITISH 
_ _ _ ~ ' ~  P~y/,ec/a/ Phone: 1-888-257-4777 B 
~ ~ ~ J m o y _  Fax: (25.0)952-4888 COLUMBIA 
Ministry of Attorney General 
- - - - !  [ I r ' l  'm| I II ' " "  
Buy any Deck with 
Changer Controller 
Starting at $1999s and 
Get a 6 Disc Changer for: 
I 
We Will Pay the Tax on all 
KENWOOD ~i1~ Speakeri 
_ Cannot Be Combined Wilh Any Other Offers 
All Home Audio Systems 
On Sale Up to 
Kl l  r I I I 
Complete Stereo Package 
" 
Buy One or More ' 
HQ Sub Woofer 
KENWOOD 
at $299"and recieve 
Sub Box 
KENWOOD 
Car Amp Installation Kit 
With Purchase of 
Any Car Ampl,her 
Prices In Effect Until Aug. 3 !, 1999 
: ! 
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Five teams competed in 
the Skeena Valley Emer- 
gency Services Chal- 
lenge. The Terrace Fire 
Department won the 
event, which included a 
fire truck drag race, a 
stretcher relay race, a 
bucket brigade, a fire 
hose target shoot and a 
chili cook off. Also com- 
peting were two teams of 
Thornhill Fire Department 
Volunteers, an Emer- 
gency Services~,RCMP 
team and a media team. 
R ive r boat 
Parade Results: 
Commercial category: 
,1st Best Western .- 
'2nd Northern Drugs 
3rd North Coast Anglers 
Non-conmlercial category: 
,lst Skeena Valley Rotary Club 
2rid Terrace Stock Car Association 
3rd Royal Canadian Legion 
Groups: 
1st Big Brothers and Sisters 
2nd Kemodei Youth and Kids 
.3rd Prince Rupert Masonic Lodge 
.'Best vehicles: 
;lst Canada Post 
2aid B.C. Parks 
'.Best overall floats: 
~Northcrn Savings Credit Union] Terrace Credit Union 
(Joint float) 
Canadian Tire/Scouts (Canadian Tire sponsored the 
!scouts) were runners-up 
Best out of town float: 
,;Shoppers Drug Mart (the float was brought up from Lower 
,Maildand) 
Emergency Services 
• Challenge results: 
iwinners: Terrace Fire Department 
runner-up: Thornhili volunteers 
Terrace fircflghters won the event based on a strong show- 
ling in the chili cook-off. Honorable mention goes to the 
-,'RCMP'd~mergeney S rvices Team, which won the chili 
contest's public choice vote. The RCMP~Emergency Ser- 
;vices Team beat he firefighters at their own game, win- 
;ning the fire hose target shoot! 
SERVERS from clubs, pubs and restaurants in Ter- 
race competed in the 15th annual Best Western- 
Terrace Inn slinger's race. The winner of this year's 
team race was Beasley's Mix. Winners of the 
single's race were Beasley's Mix and Gators (Best 
Western Inn). The winner of the restaurant race was 
the Back Eddy Pub. Beasley's Mix also won the man- 
ager's race. 
Days 1999 
JANESSA ONSTEIN participated in Terrace Chrysler's float. She made her own 
paper car to zoom down Lakelse Avenue. 
THE TERRACE Fire Department's float rocked down 
Lakelse Avenue. The float didn't win any awards, but 
it was oacked with children and adults all having a 
wonderful time, 
CHILDREN AGED 9 to 14 sped down Park Avenue from lhe pool to the library in 
the Terrace RCMP's first annual soap box derby. Eighteen soap boxes were 
purchased by community organizations, 
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'CITY SCENE 
BAr: gether local and regional performers as 
SC E N E' well as hundreds of music fans. All 
, styles of music are encouraged. Also a 
,&GATORS: Back by popular demand children's area and stage and food and 
is Just Kidding. craft vendors. Volunteers and musicians 
needed. Call Yvonne: 635-2263. Tick- 
,&BEASLEY'S'MIX: Live entertain- ets available at Sight and Sound. Cost 
merit with Brent Hai fyard,  theamaz:  be fore  July 19 is $25 family, $12 adult,. 
ing one-man band every Friday and Sat-: $5 youth, Tickets after July 19 cost 
urday night. Come drink martinis on family $35, adult $18 and youth $8. 
Friday. 
A2ND ANNUAL GOSPEL 
AGEORGES PUB: Playing until Sat-.. MOUNTAIN MUSIC FESTIVAL is 
urday, August 14 is Prairy Dust, 
CELEBR,-,1 E: 
,&RIVERSIDE FESTIVAL: Country 
and Bluegrass music fans are invited 
to attend Terrace's first annual country 
and bluegrass music festival. The event 
will take place August 13-15 at Har- 
Ice's Place, 11 kilometres North oi' Ter- 
race on Kalum Lake Drive. ~ 
A3RD ANNUAL ROSSWOOD 
MUSIC JAMBOREE will take place 
Saturday, August 21 at the Rosswood 
Community Fairgrounds. The Jamboree 
is a music celebration that brings to- 
being held at the Kispiox Valley Rodeo 
Grounds in Hazelton from Friday, Aug.. :" 
13 at 6 p.m. to Sunday, Aug. 15 at 4: 
p.m. The Gospel festival is an op- 
portunity for Christian Musicians to 
share their love of God and faith experi- 
ence in song. 
Among the headliners performing are 
Bill Olsen, who specializes in Youth 
ministry. He is the Music and 
Evangelism Pastor at Glad Tiding 
Pentecostal Cht~rch in Armstrong, B.C., 
Abe Zacharias is the first Canadian to 
win Country Gospel Male vocalist of 
the Year and he will performing on Sat- 
urday evening. 
Weekend passes can be earned by 
volunteering some time in different, 
areas. Interested volunteers can contact 
Braunwyn at (250) 842-5202. 
,&SHAMES MOUNTAIN BERRY 
FEST: Pick your own blueberries and 
huckleberries Sunday, August 15 from 
noon to 5 p.m. at Shames Mountain 
Daylodge. There will be prizes for most 
picked, bluest face and youngest/oldest 
picker. Live entertainment will be avail- 




&,Until Sept  12: SUMMER MEM-  
BER SHOW. Exhibition featuring 
artwork from local, regional and nation- 
al artists who are all members of the 
Terrace Art Association. The artwork 
on display will consist of a variety of" 
mediums, such off, watercolor and 
acrylic paintings as well as pottery, pho- 
tography and fibre arts. 
Georges Pub 
nsed For Good Times', 
. z,n zazz  
+*++ 
August 10-14 :'+*" ' i d j 
Music at it's best " 
Dance to Country Rock 
"Don't Drink & 1 
Dr ive  1Mon-Stm 
OurFREECour tesy l l ,  9~]~i~'l~P, nl 1:i I 
Van will pick you up[ ] En joy  a.  nzeal  o r  a l l  I 
 araoke & D. J .  
  ays starting at 9 pin. 
( Enjoy The Summer  
/ an oar 
• • ..... I 
I ! LWe hove umbrellasl (and cold beverages), ! 
3086 Highway: i 116: 




~ve bought of water as a nutr en .2 
msi~ " t yqursel[ofwater and you would per- 
1 at )nly oxygen is a greater requirement 
our y, 
"t w I t.o wager you .re ar J this advice more than 
: dr ,t leastlJ to 10 gl6s: o filtered waterdailv. 
ihl that old sloaan... " u lhink to ~,?urse~f. %u've 
ore, ygu'JJ'hear'il ].cio. Bestdes, you drink 
v ol Fee and tea and so rJ~ Jks. They contain water, 
~'lhe 
ell ) my do car tom war .,r. 
t a! urselfthis woulc~.you consider washinq your 
/ nc '4 pickup w h cot ~e, , ream and suc~ar, flow 
,tio a? Apple "uice. or lyl madiet colo.!~ 
~nrie le: serasne m your vehicle, I imaalne 
t o . nrst op rh nity with plenty of flesh 
tater. 
Well then why v, J you cc d~ ng the i0side of 
your more precious y with a hi, ure? In fact, just 
as you use extra ~ ' to rinsl ff h de fsolast~ed 
witl~ coffee, so tea you shou c ~s oody with extra 
water if coffee aefs ",lashed ns t 
Understand "that he mere qt 17 : being quid deese t 
quqlif,/as water. 0 ;ly pure wal ¢c ts as water. 
IF 8'1o 10 glasses ounds imp ih the good news is that 
if you train yourse~ to drink mt il ill soon become auto- 
matic. As yourbc:ly becomes roperly hydrated and bal- 
anced, it will remint vouhow m h water to drink. 
Want nlqrp, g,ood'news? It's rout as inexpensive a drink 
OSyou ¢oula final 
THE SOLUTION: Make o conscious effort to drink more 
water. Many people carry water botths with them to work 
and while they shop or travel. Some people leave a chart on 
the f'idg 3 to record how much water they're drinking, and 
find 't h~ Ips to remind them to drink more. Others measure 
their dal y serving of water into a pitcher and assure they 
drinl it I. y the close of the day. Find a method that works for 
you. 
Remember a healthy body works, plays, and feels betterl 
*For information, a consultation or to 
purchase herbal nutrition products 
at wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Shelley C (en, Barbara Emery, 
Sid & Therese Ross, KeBy Hosein & Debra 
Cervo, John & Barb Heighington, Darcie 
Annesley, Maureen Gent, Bruno Belanger & 
Krista Bottyan. 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-1541 
Fax: 250) 635-1505 
EMAIL: t~runo~ kermode.net 
C~nglng Canadians Hedth 
One Person at a Tune 
i i • 
WEEKLY MEETINGS a weekend pass call Karen Martinsen at 842-5202. 
THURSDAYS 
GREATER TERRACE BEAUTI- 
FICATION SOCIETY meets every 
first Thursday of the month at city hall 
in council chambers from 7-9 p.m. The 
society's mission statement is to foster 
individual responsibility for beautifica- 
tion and tidiuess. Receipts for 
charitable donation can now be issued. 
For more into call Chris Hansen 638-, 
1049. 
• SATHYA SAI BABA Information 
centre holds weekly de vat)aria! singing 
from 7:30-9:15 l~.m. Thursday~ifigli~ 
For more info=call 635-9544 or 638- 
0433. 
TERIGkCE PARENTS for French 
mcct he last Thursday of each month 
at 7 p.m. at Kiti K'Shan school staff 
room. For more into call 635-0135. 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
Tuesday, August 17-28 
MILLS MEMORIAL hospital auxil- 
Iary are having an "End of Season 
Bag Sale". All summer stock must 
go. They are located at 4544 
Lazelle Avenue. For more into call 
635-3512. 
Saturday, August 21 
3RD ANNUAL ROSSWOOD 
MUSIC JAMBOREE at the 
Rosswood Community Fair- 
grounds..The Jamboree is a music 
celebration thatbrings together lo- 
col and regional ~ performers as well 
as hundreds of music fans. All 
styles of music are encouraged. 
Also a children's area and stage 
and food and craft vendors. 
Volunteers and musicians needed. 
Call Yvonne: 635-2263. Tickets 
available at Sight and Sound. Cost 
before July 19 is $25 family, $12 
adult, $5 youth. Tickets after July 
19 cost family $35, adult $18 and 
youth $8, 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays at 7:30 Monday, August 30-31 
! p.m. at the Terrace Womcu s Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 635-4449. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every mouth at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for voluuteers 
attd board members. Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more into. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every nmnth. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more into. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
file second and fourth Thursday of each 
ltlonth at 7 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. Drop 
in. For more into call Diane at 638- 
2202 or 638-2056. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
~eets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for into. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
PIealth Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the Fast and third Thursday of each 
tnonth until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a lust class com. 
lnunity. For more into call Brace at 
635-6316. 
TOPS (Take Off PouDds Sens~ly) 
tneets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium, 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
WHAT'S UP 
Friday, August 13-15 
GOSPEL MOUNTAIN MUSIC r. 
FESTIVAL will take place at the. 
l~isplox Valley Rodeo Grounds. For 
more into or to volunteer and earn 
AUDITIONS for "One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo's Nest" at the McCall 
Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St., at 7:30 
p.m. Needed 12 male roles and 4 
females. Performance dates are 
November 18-20, 25-27, Dec. 2-4. 
No experience necessary - -  we'll 
,. train you from scratch! Crew posi. 
tions also available. Call Marianne 
• at 635-2942 for more into. 
Sunday, Aug. 2g-Sept. 4 
CAMP PHOENIX: Come join the 
adventurel Boys and girls ages 8- 
12 can participate in archery, arts 
and crafts, canoeing, games, 
sports, outdoor adventure, swim- 
ming etc. at Camp Mclnnis on Lake 
Tsitnic near Prince George. 
Sponsored by youth parliament. 
We provide opportunities for chil- 
dren who would not otherwise be 
able to attend summer camp. Sub- 
sldlzation available from B.C. Hydro 
and Vancouver Children's Fund. 
For an application call Jeff at 635- 
3259. For more into e-mail camp- 
phoenic@bcyp.bc, a. 
Wednesday, September 1 
POETRY CONTEST: Teens ages 
12-18 are invited to submit poetry 
to the Terrace Public Library's 2nd 
annual poetry contest. Deadline for 
entry submissions September 1, 
1999. Win cash prizes. First prize is 
$100; second prize is $75; third 
prize is $50. Contest details are 
available at the library. For more In- 
formation call Holly at 638-8177. 
The Terrace Standard offers, the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
wee to its readers and community or- 
ganizatiom. 
This coluran is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. [lems will run two weeks be- 
. fore each event. 
.We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p,m. on t/~e Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
hlUST SEE #1 CFL MARTINI htADNESS 
B.C. UONS TAKE ON WACKY' WINGS SPECIAL 
TORONTO ON THE 
Baby's Name: Baby's Nante: 
Dakota Theodarou Jadda Augusta Wdght 
Date & l ime of Birth: Dale & lime of Birth: 
July 21, 1999 at 3:34 a.m. July 27, 1999 at 12:48 p,m, 
Weight: 8 Ibs 12 oz. Sex: Fern',de Weight: 8 lbs 5 oz. Sex: Fern;de 
Parents: Donna Thcodorou & Parents: Jamie Rohlnson 
"Earl Weget & Keith Wright 
gaby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Tanner Bntden Monkman Jacob Benjamtn 
Date & 'time of Birth: Date & lime of Birth: 
July 23, 19~) at 2:(13 p,m. July 30, 1999 at 8:35 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs2 oz. Sex: Male Weight: 6 Ibs 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Troy & Maul'ca P,~nks: David &Janet Bloc'or 
Monkman Big Brother @;mpbell 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Abigail Rose Sttwens Jesse Dale 'Lanlerman 
Date & Thee of Birth: Date & 'lime of Birth: 
July 26,1999 at 10:00 p.m. Jnty 31, ItY)9 ut 12:22 p,m, 
Weight: 7 Ibs, Sex: I.'emule Weight: 8 lbs. 10 oz. Sex:M',de 
Parents: Julle Ann Pelsma & Parents: I.es & Lanra 











The winner of the 1999 Air 
Cadet Motorhome Raffle is 
Sandra Hammond of Masset 
B.C. She purchased her tick-, 
et while shopping at the 
Terrace Canadian Tim in 
July. Thc 747 Air Cadets 
want to thank cveryone who 
supported the raffle. 
Duck race 
winners 
The winners of the 1999 
Great Terrace Duck Race 
included: 
1st prize: Home Theatre 
system 
wou by: Amauda Talstra 
2nd prize: $500 shopping 
spree at Sa feway 
won by: Megan Sandover- 
Sly 
3rd prize: $500 shopping 
spree at Ca.adiau Tire 
won by: Derrick Curtis 
4th prize: $500 shopping 
spree at Ovcrwaitea 
won by: Jody Cox 
four  men.  
TLT The classi: ~l~ of .,P. 
auditions ~M..,y, nurse Ratched 
and a deaf-mute ludian was 
Director MarianneWeston written in 1962 by Ken 
Kescy. 
is despcrate for male actors, After a wildly successful 
Without at least 12 moo, she stage run, the play was 
cannot stage "One Flew made into the acclaimed 
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" movie starring Jack Nichol- 
for the Terrace Little soft. Sct in a mental institu. 
Theatre this fall. The first tion, it ells thc story of the 
round of auditions last power struggle between the 
nmnth produced a total oi head nurse attd a convic~ 
Shoes to 
Tibet 
Locals cau drop off dona- 
lions of shoes for Tibetan 
children at Dr. Issac Sobol's 
office, Room 202 in the 
Park Avenue Medical 
Clinic, 4634 Park Avenue. 
Sobol, a family physician, is 
leaving ill September for 
Tibet with four other doc- 
tors to set up free medical 
clinics. He'd like to take 
dozens of shoes wilh him to 
distribute to poor children. 
I ~RA~~E The City of Terrace Emergency Program 
would like to thank the many individuals who helped out during the recent 
flooding in the Terrace area. We would also like to thank the many busi- 
nesses who donated both materials and/or labour to assist bot h the flood 
victims and the many volunteers. This disaster showed that our community 
can certainly be reli~l on in an emergency situation. 
THANK YOU 
~°enorrajooa Gomp u/ees fine. 
? : i! . . 
103-471~ Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (250) 635-3362 Fax: (250) 365-6383 
E-math merlin@kerrnode.net Web: www.pendragoncomputers.com 
All Systems include 17" Moni tor  and Speakers  
+ ++°. @ 
Terrace & District Crebj~ UHion 
Team up again to bring you great systems and loans at Prime Rate (oac). 
PLUS, buy a Computer through your Terrace & District Credit Union 
Account and receive up to 1500 Canadian Plus Points! 
Also you will be entered into a draw for 25000 Canadian Plus Points!!! 
PRIME :S BACKff!  
Canadbn Plus" 
INCENTIVES 
Compaq Presar io  5304 
.+ y .++ : 
_~_mp~je • s; 
366MHz MMX Cyrix Mll Processor 
. 64 MB SyncDR/~ 
' 512Ke Level2 Cache 
4.0 MB Video M0mory 
4.3 GB ~ Ullra DMA Hard Drive 
' 32X Max' CD-Run Drive 
. 2X AGP 3D Graphics with Direct 3D 
• 56K v.g0 Modem = 
$ 1299.00  
Compaq Presar io  5360 
.C_o_mp a+rl _S+ e_lsJ  
4SOMHz AMD-K6-2 Processor 
wilh 3DNowl Technology 
64 MB SyncDRAM 
4,0 MB Video Memory 
10,0 GB ~ Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max ~ CD-Rom Drive 
• 2X AGP Graphics with Direct3D 
56K V.90 Modem ~ 
450 MHz AMD K6-2 upgrade version 
$1437.00 
• 'Mot~0¢ Ir~ ~;$Iklrl + l  In l~Py l& mn 
Compaq Presar io  571  I 
e~jpmq~pS ~ 
+ 466MHz InlelCel0ron Processor , 
, 64 MB SyncDRAM , + 
' 2X AGP Graphics wilh Direc~:3D , 
' 4.0 MB Video Memory , 
, 12.0 GB' Ultra DMA Hard Drive , 
' 32X Max + CD.Rom Drive 
' 56K v.go Mod0m ~ 
' 1OltOO Mbps NIC 
$ 1899.00  
"*l~ht~ Ilrd Sptlkerl M I , I~  le  
$ 1699.00  
"'Mopdtor Ipr~ S,;+lklt I I~ llltl~+ i |  IhO*n 
Compaq Presar io  5721 
.%~', 
~e _n~_ p~ q_SRe • s| 
500MHz Inlel Celdron Processor 
96 MB SyncDRAM 
128KB Level2 Cache . . . .  
4.0 MB Video Memory 
• 10.0 GB' Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max :~ CD-Rom Drive 
' 2X AGP 3D Graphics with Direct 3D 
' ESS Solo PCl Audio 
' IlSMB DSU56K Modem 
10/10OMB NIG . . . . .  
$ 2249.00  
* '~OP IM S~llklrl  p+I | I  I¢~ r I t  IPIO+I'~ 
Microsoft Windows 9B 2nd Ed, 
Microsoft Interne, Explcret 
Quicken Basic 99 
Vtdeogrem Creator' 
Compaq Guickreetcre 
Included Serrate;  
. . . . . . . . .  Microsoft Money 99 
McAfee Anltv!rus 
Microsoft Works 4.5 
Microsoft Word gT' 
Ring Can,rat F~x' 
LIv0Pix Collection ~ | 
Netscape Communicator' i 
Miuoa0ft En=rta 99' J 
• N01 Included On 5304,~ 
crimi,al and rapist posiug a,, large i)arts for patients and 
a psychol)aUL staff. 
Required arc o.e very tal Four female roles arc 
mall tO play the "Chief' avaihtl)le: Nurse Patched 




...... • ::.: ~J....:~i:)~)~`:+`:`+.:!~:+~)~!:::`:~.::.~:`::~::`:~>`:::~.:i!~:.*..:...*~:*`.* ~ ..... .. . ~.. 
, .+~++,~!!~: +:. ::. ..... , • ...~++~ , ~) :: :~!i~" 
Specializing In: O 
Facials. Waxing. Manicures, Pedicures. L,~h Tinting. Rbergh,,ss 
and Silk Wrap Nails 
IN A RELAXED AND PERSONAL SETi'ING 
4546 Park Ave. Suite 208, Terrace, B.C. 
638-8664 
RJssy welconles you to call for an Appointment 
Gt~t Certificates and Pampering Packages Available 
,m 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD.I 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE I 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick,- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 





>,,.., , . . ' he , : . ,~ , , ,  ~ .. _,~_. ~ . .~:~ i . 
~,11 k'£, 1.1[t[,l'lq t ' , :~J .~ ,JdlJlh +'~I, P~I~ :'[tl,YL:l ++ L 




is having a ~,)) GOLF SCRAMBLE 
I '~ 25th Anniversary 
Fundraiser 
Sunday August 29, 1999 
Tee off at 2 pm 
Dinner at 6 pm 
Tickets are $60 per person 
or join us just for dinner- 
$25 per person 
Tickets available at 
the Child Development Centre 
~510 South Eby Street 635-9388 
J 
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O BIG BROTHERS & BIG SISTERS 
Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Terrace 
would like to thank everyone who helped us 
during the1999 Riverboat Days Festivities. 
We appreciate all the hard work, support, 
transportation, and donations we received 
from the following individuals and span- 
sots: 





Brian deViveiros and friends 
Michelh Turner 
Earl Stewart 








Leyton Freeman Transportation Services 
A special thanks to Rob Gardner and Mark Doehhr 
br  all the time and labor the~, donated. 
www.canadiantlre.com 
Or Emall us at 
(~/SAFEWAY 




~TANDA_RD The Terrace Standard 
. standard@kern=ode.net 
Your website/email address 
cou ld  be herel  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 
isallleamsJl J~ l lagU~l l~ l lue  J l lq l l l l l tD i l lq l l l l S  JllJlllUJlmlilllll n ~ i 
= | ROYAL LEPAGETe~ace ~.~+ 
" ~mm,mmm / l l~ l l i~ i  id Indepeflden"y ow~ecJ Qnd operoh~ J~'°'l'e~' ~'='1 ~"1 ~/~ hi 
I ~  that as of July 30,1999 he is the ----~ iil + ++u_  to_ .  
| ~  newest sales associate to have joined ~ m ~ 
afflhahen with Ten'aces fastest I1~11 
expanding real estate finn | ~ | 
#m~ ~ ]  ROYAL LEPAGE TERRACE. ~ l l  
i >~l / ~  d Raja's determination to be associated ~ ~ 
mmes ""- l with a progressive real estate =~m~ 
i!1 !i i for the needs of thn clleot, not only for the cempany, ! ! !  was the deciding factor for Raja in selecUng ~m~ 
ROYAL LEPAGE TERRACE. ~ ~> 
Raja, having previously werked with tbe Royal Lepage ~ ~ ~ 
!ii +s+.o+_ +o++.,  opportunit~ to return to their method of marketing and 
training. ~) -  
. Raja is confident that ROYAL LEPAGE TERRACE and -~ 
l i l  their fresh and Progressive appr°ach t° Real Estate I i I 
majoring will be a benefit o both him and his clients. 
mmmrram/m~mmtm imnmnm i ,ml l lmmr~ iVlmlml,Jmslm 
AL LEPAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LEPAGE 
EtlllgUlll~lllilllllJllllll|ltmlAIIIMI nl~ItlUl]llllUJel.IJJ ~IIILIIIIIIIIISlI~Ul NmummIlillillallilll 
mmmem_ 
~ CANADIAN TIRE 
www.cantlre.terrace@osg.net 
 lllllllllllllllllllllll 
ROYAL LEPAGE Terrace 
 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
'n+oo+n+O o.,O era,  635 2404 
#8-4644 Lazelle Avenue " 
Erika Langer broker lowner  of Royal Lepage Terrace, is confident the Canadian franchise of Royal Lepage will 
enhance the service that our team of professional Realtors can provide to the residents of Terrace and the surround. 
ing Area with all their Real Estate needs. 
THE TEAM Just Got BIGGER 
Erika Langer has 13 
years of Real Estate service and 
has been actively involved in The 
Real Estate industry being 
president of the Northwest Real 
Estate Board (1995/96) and 
also as Education Director 
bringing continuing professional 
education to Realtors. Edka has 
also been previously active in 
the new house construction, and 
can provide a specialized Real Estate Service to builders and 
contractors along with the needs of everyone buying and 
selling a home. 
.... Lynda Boyce, licensed 
since 1992, has raised four 
successful daughters, Dana, 
teaching sch .ool in Ontario, Kelly, 
Carrie, and Tend in Price George 
and is the proud grandmother of 
Megan. l.ynda now has the time 
to devote to her career full time• 
Lynda is sensitive to peoples 
needs and ensures everyone is 
iii completely satisfied and 
endeavors to take advantage of all educalJon opportunities. 
supporting and assisting the 
Terrace• 
Ralph Godlinski, omoo 
administer, looks forward to 
helping make Royal Lepage 
Terrace grow and prosper with 
the future of Terrace. Ralph 
brings with him years of 
experience in managing a 
successful real estate company 
as well as being a second 
generation of Realtors in the 
Terrace area. Ralph licensed in 
1987, looks forward to 
sales associates at Royal Lepage 
Lisa Godlinksi bus joi.ed 
the Team at Royal Lepage Terrace. 
Lisa brings with her 7 years of 
experience as well as the 
additional duties of director of the 
BC Northern Real Estate Board. 
Usa has always strived to provide 
the best service to her clients and 
friends and has been #1 
salesperson on a regular basis 
with her previous company. Lisa 
looks forward to working again with the Royal Lepage service 
for her clients. 
Diana Wood after a brief 
time away due to health reasons, 
is excited to join the New Royal 
Lepage Terrace team of 
professional Realtors. Diana 
brings with her 7 years 
experience as well as setting as 
Treasurer for the Northwest Real 
Estate Board. Experienced with 
two Interaational Franchise 
offices Diana looks forward to 
working with the marketing tools of the well known relocation 
services of Royal Lepage. 
Raja Sandhu has hoe. a 
licensed realtor since 1995 and 
has a level of professionalism that 
will be an added asset to Royal 
Lepage Terrace. Raja strongly 
believes in continuing education 
and is currestly taking additional 
educational courses which will 
enhance his ability to provide top 
notch service for his many friends 
and clients in all matters relating to real estate. Raja looks 
forward to serving all his clients at the new Royal Lepaga i 
Terrace office, 
t 
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uly is waning. I 'm leaning against a log 
J sticking out of the jam at the top of 
Ferguson's Reach, scanning the 
riverseape. The land is scarred from the 
miniature hurricane that whipped down 
the valley from Terrace then veered off before 
reaching the coast. Four wounds are visible from 
my vantage point: two are high on the mountains 
next to White Bottom Creek; there are two more 
on the ridges east of there. The hedge of mature 
cottonwoods across the river has been shorn by 
the wind: snapped in half like pencils. 
There is one small logging setting across from 
me. Ragged and reddish brown, it stands out 
vividly next to the alder-filled cuts made a decade 
ago which now appear green and soft and look 
like steeply sloped golf courses. 
The sky is gray. The fiver has dropped a foot in 
the last few days and cleared,. I can wade up to 
my knees and still see my boots. This is water 
clean enough to catch fish with a fly according to 
Finlay, who liked to cite Ted Rawlins' Rule. In 
fact, it was at just this place, next to this log jam 
still intact after enduring high waters every 
spring and a couple of floods, including a really 
powerful one this spring ~ that I first met Finlay, 
sitting on one of its gray arms, drimking a pop 
with Ches Lipinsky. 
For ine the log jam has become a monument to 
adventure and excitement over the last 15 or so 
638-7283 
Sports spectacular 
Riverboat Days results ~:::: ~:::~ :~'~ ::~' !~i"i~.;~~:!~ !  
SIo-pitch tournament ?:~: ~;i~;~:!~;;;:~;;,: 
A Event: West Point Rentals ...... ,.:.-.::/~ .~: :.:~,~ 
North Coast Timber ('Prince Rupeg) 
B Event: Smlthers Blue Angels 
Kitimat JR Santos ::~:: ~'~":"~ ~:';!~!~'  
C Event: Rudon Enterprises Ltd. ~: .  ....... ........ !~.iii~iii::i: 
Harbour Air (Prince Rupert) 
Riverboat Days soccer challenge 
Under 14: ] !ii:I~ii~:: " :~  : : : i : '  : i::::: : Terrace Under 14's, first 
Terrace Under 13's, second 
Bulkley Valley, third 
Terrace, first 
Prhtce Rupert, second 
Bulkley Valley, third 
Under 12: 
First Annual Soap Box derby 
Age 13/14: Matt Kelly, first 
Age 12: Stephen Simmons, first 
Ryan Fiddler, second 
Erik Oison, third 
Age 11: Brianna Kelly, first 
Calen Findlay, second 
Kyle Howard, third 
Age 10: Kassandra Beaupre, first 
Reggie Moffat, second 
Skyler Howard, third 
Age 9: Devin Udsen, first 
Shylin Daigneault, second 
Philip Ca naday, third 
Tennis tournament 
Men's A Event: 
Men's B Event: 
Men's Consolation: 
years. This was the place my Dutch friend, I I 
Patrick Mersey, usiug a small Atlantic salmon fly, .I [ Men's Doubles: 
hooked his first sleelhead, which he thought was [ I .~ ': ,:"~!;:~"~' ' 
Women s S~ les 20 pounds, but was over 30 ~ much larger than [ [ " 'rig : 
any I 've caught. I I , 
Women s Doubles It was just below the jam, on a day when [ I 
chinook were rolling steadily as they shouldered I I Mtxed Doubles 
their way upstream, that Dionys de Leeuw, toss- | ' 
Under 14: 
Senior's Mile 
Over 55 Run: 
Over 55 Walk: 
41-55 Run: 
15-40 Run: • . 
Under 15 Run: 
Under 15 Walk: 
Richard Kriegl 6-3, 6-I 
Dan Kotai 
Jesse Santos 6-2, 6-1 
Andrew Brown 
Bob Tueceri default 
Roy Vie 
Richard Kxiegl, D. Faria 6-2, 6-1 
~ Dan Kotai;-~J:'-La fontaine, ~ ............... , 
Erna Motshilnig 
Melita Bracken 
E. Motshiluig, M. Bracken 6-0, 6-3 
Dee Jennion, Diane Cey 
Richard Kriegl, Melita Bracken 
Nonn Lee, Diane Cey 
Barry Minhas 
John Dewacht, men's first 
Ines Lopez, ladies first 
Maxine Smallwood, first 





WAY TO REACH FOR IT: Dan Kotai lunges for the ball during the men's doubles 
finals at the Halliwell tennis courts Sunday afternoon. Kotai and Jeremy 
Lafontaine lost to Richard Kriegl and David Zaria 6-2, 6-1 in the men's final. 
"~:::~" i ii ~ iii~,il 
. . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ "~ ~: ~ ~ia~'~ 
~:,~ i ~ " !~:: ~:/:i: ~; : ::i. :i;:~ ~ : ~:ii ~ 
COOL CAl': Prince Rupert's Marcy Garrecht of the Breakers Brewers strides 
home during a game against JR Santos of Iqtirnat at Riverside field Sunday, Aug. 
1. Breakers took a 7-4 lead at the bottom of the third inning but the Brewers 
eventually lost to give Kitimat the silver medal in the B-event final. 
i:i!:;:~i!!~;! !':i17:~ ¸
WHOOPS: The Terrace boys Under 11team 
wrestled Prince Rupert for control of the ball at 
Christy Park Saturday, July 30. Terrace beat teams 
from Ketchican, Kitimat, Smithers and Prince Rupert 
to take two age.group finals Riverboat weekend. 
~,~:i : :~ ~i. : . . . . . . . .  / . . . . .  Z:! ~:~; ). i ~: :~,'~;i*~ ' i~ 
ON YOUR MARK: Constable Kurt Grablnsky made these sure future stock car I 
drivers at Riverboat Days' first ever soapbox derby got off to a fair start. Forty-two 
I racers, most of them aged nine and 10 coasted down Park Avenue toward the Li, brary Sunday morning. Each of the carts will be stored by their individual sponsor until next year's Riverboat Days tournament, 
ing a Kitimat spoon in a riffle above the spot 
where Doug Webb and I were fishing our flies 
with big two-handed Hardy rods, hooked three of 
those sahnou. The first, a good sized fish, came 
unstuck near shore; the second, obviously a giant, 
ran arrow straight on a run that, ahnost all the 
way across the river, peeling huudreds of yards of 
monofilalnent from Dionys' screaming Silex reel, 
before it broke free. The third sahuon, a 30-pound 
male, he killed. Frustrated, as I was, at being un- 
able to pursue one of these big fish to grab a fly, 
Doug, who had brought his gear rod just in case, 
latotted on a Kitimat, made a long throw to mid- 
strea,n and promptly fastened on to one. 
This was also the place where, on a crisp day, 
late one Noventhcr past, Finlay had a large fish 
boil under his fly. He brougl.t he line in to check 
if everything was tutoring sLaoothly. It wasn't. 
The wind had tied the leader around the shank of 
his Skinny Skunk making a riffling hitch that 
made Fin's fly wake across the smooth, shallow 
pool that was there then. While Finlay undid his 
leader, I put up one of those hairy surface flies I 
use for steelhead. Fin fished through, smoothly 
now, but the fish didn't come back until my hairy 
bee skated over it whereupon it took throwing off 
a mighty splash, them burned off downstream. 
My first thought: steelhead, the first one to take 
a surface fly in the Skeena, but when the ferocity 
of the struggle dropped precipitously, I knew it 
was something else. It was a bull trout, with a 
huge head and pike like markings on its flanks. It 
was over 10 pounds, and I suspect it was looking 
for the migrant shrews that one sees swimming 
these waters in the fall. 
The sound of jet boat firing up jolts me from 
this line of reminiscence. I look at my watch: 
8:30. In moments two boats jet by fdled with 
clients from Komahom Lodge. The predominant 
colour of the passengers is military green. 
The boats bristle with rods. I take out my clip 
board and note the commencement of their f'mh- 
ing on the data sheet. I wonder where they might 
be headed. The whine of the motors disappears as 
they do. 
For the purpose of statistical rigour, we're sup- 
posed to stay at one site. 
Shames bar is my site, my office for eight hours 
a day over the next two weeks. Part of a team of 
13 people, I 'm to collect data: how many fish are 
hooked; where in the mouth they're hooked; what 
species; if they were killed or released, and their 
condition upon release; what gear type and meth- 
odology are being employed by the anglers; the 
water and weather conditions and any other anec- 
dotal information we feel may be relevant. 
There isn't much katown about the growing 
sport fishery on the Skeena bars from Ferry Island 
to Andesite, so whatever we can provide will be 
important to future decision snaking. 
I finish recording the wealher and turbidity and 
wonder if I'll be fated to spend the next six hours 
alone, when I hear a deep growl behind me. 
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,tr,t ~ 
IACTION AD RATES 
63Et. 7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Disp lay ,  Word  Classif ied and  Classif ied Disp lay 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a stat hol iday falls 
on  a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 D.m. for 611 dis=01av and classified ad#, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Ma6tercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard & Advertiser) $13.38~(mc. GSD 
(Standard & AdvertiSer) ~=~..~(i~. as'r) 
*Additional words fever 20120¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.48 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY~ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
1 105~': :i
ANNOUNCEME~ 
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CTiON D 
Classifications! 
A.NNOUNCEM~NTS 616 COMA~ERC[AE 
lOS ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SAtE OR RENT 
110 ANNIV[RSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
20 BtRIHDAYS 640 MISC, FOR RENT 
12S CIIURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 640 ROOM & BOARD 
135 F, NGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOhW~DOA]]ON 
145 IN MEA~ORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NONCES 668 rOURIST 
155 ORITUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 tENDERS 676 V/ANTED ro RENr 
16S TFIANKG 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSCNALS 7OSACREAGES/tOTS 
230 LOSt & FOUND ;'IS COMMERCIAl PROPERW 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SAtE BY OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 73S HOUSES 
315 AU~'~IONS 745 MC~ILES 
330 COMPUIERS 7S5 OP[N HOUSE 
355 FURNITURe 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOA4OT/~ 
36S MISC. FOR SALE 810 CARS FOR SAtE 
380 TIMBER 8151RUCKS FOR SALE 
39S WANTED 
/ FARM 8S4 AJRCRAR 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 UVESTocK 8S8 Ai~/'S 
435 PE'IS 862 BOATS / MA~INE 
866 MOTORCYCLES 
INO~SIIR¥ 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
460 EQUIPMENT 874 RV'S 5rH WHEELS 
470 tOGGING/TIMBER 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'S MOTORNOMES 
882 RV RENTALS 
EM.~O YhffNT 890 5NCWMOBILES 
StOBUSINE~ 
OPPORTUNITIES "~rRI/KES 
$20 CAREERS 908 BUSINESS 
530 EDUCATION OPPORTUNmES 
$40 HELP WANTED 910 BUILDING SERV/CES 
570 TUTORING 912 CARENTOY 
580 WORK WANTED 914 OILED CARE 
RENTAL 920 CONSTRUCTION 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN 
/~08 RASE/'AE NT SUITE 936 JANITORIAL 
6t 2 CABINS/COITAOES 944 MISC. SERWCES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set roles therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds aeverhsers that ~t is against the provincial Human Righls Act (o discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directe~ to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement wilt be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requesree not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first ~ublicatlon. 
It is agreed by (he advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the evenl of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for Ihe portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone Star t  Date  # of  Insert ions Terrace Standard # Weekend Advert iser  
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Cred i t  Card  No .  Exp i ry  D a t e  
{3 VISA {3 MASTERCARD 






16  17  
1 3 .59  1 3 ,eo  
25 ,89  26 .11  
14 .66  
26 .96  
Cl ip  & Mal l  Th is  Form To:  
Terrace Standard 
3210 Cl inton St., Terrace,  B.C. V8G 5R2 
1 4 .87  





26 .32  




9 10  
14  16  
13 .3e  
19  25 .68  
14 ,23  14 .45  
26 ,54  20 .7B 
1 5 ,30  
26 .1  4 
15 .52  
For long,it ad, ~loa8o use a Bop~r~to ~tloor 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
| 
CAMP MEAD presents a work- 
shop and simulation with Alice 
M. Ross, M.S. Learning disabili- 
ties and dyslexia specialist on 
Aug. 27, 1999 at 8:30 pro. Rock 
Nest Ranch 10 miles west of 
Houston. $50/person including 
lunch. Register by Aug 24. 
Phone Leigh Hogstead at 1- 
250-845-7739 or fax: 1-250- 
845-7708 or Dan at Learning 
Difficulties Centre, Prince 
Georqe, BC'. 1-877-564-8011. 
CELEBRATE THE International 
Year of the Older Person with 
us! Seniors camp out rallyl At 
the Vanderhoof Exhibition Au- 
gust 20,21,22. Call Janet (250) 
567-2124 or 1-800-752-4094. 
PAIN RELIEF without drugs! 
New space age wraps, Stop 
pain due to arthritis, sports inju- 
ries, varicose veins, etc. Money 
Back Guarantee, Mark's Plaza 
Pharmacy. 1-877-747-6664, 
THE HEALING rose aromather- 
apy flyer inserted with Wee- 
kend Advertiser July 31: Under 
the heading aromatherapy mas- 
sage word acupuncture should 
be accupressure. For more info 
call 635-2406. 
WELCOME FAMILY REUN- 
IONS: One-stop shopping, 
rooms, catering activities *af- 
fordable rates*. Call: Margaret 
Penner, Delta Silver Star Club 
Resort 250-542-8281. 
The Terrace 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 
Fund-raiser to be held on 
August 15 including a beer 
garden and mini golf as 
advertised in the Terrace 
Standard August 4, 1999 
has been postponed until 
further notice. 
The Legion Apologizes [or 
any inconvenience this may 
have caused. 
I I  pu.c mE I 
i ~ ~  ~~'~;~ ;:~z~;~ ~ 
Tramfoz'mation~l CotmsegiD~ 
~flezolo~ 
Bean Gregg, Consultant/Co~ch 
tlzomatheraw 
Barb Whiting and Ellen Black 
He.ling 
~Ei, Therapeutic Touch, Polarity, Prana 
NirvaRa Healing Team 
By appointment 635-7776 
• Ws o?,o  |Your Welcome I 
I Wagon Hostess for I 
I Terrace, B.C. are: I 
I Linda I 
I  zs- z s I 
l & Tanya | 
16,s o33o I 
J If yo_u have moved I 
I !o Terrace or have l 
l iust had a new l 
I baby, are getting I 
I.married, or start-I 
ling a new bust- I 
I hess, just give us a I 
I calL , J  
SINce 1930 
J 
:~  . . . . .  .~ • 
Don't be sad. 
Don't be mad. 
Fifty ain't SD bed! 
Just be glad 
111o1' plastic surgery is Inorfi than a 
fad 
Even at your age it con still be had. 
Happy SOth Birthday 
Laura Lee Willing Shroeder 
From Your Youngest 
Brother & Sister ~ / 
Memorial Tea for 
MARGARET 
DEGERNESS 
will be held Saturday 
August 14, 19gg at 2 
p.m. at Evangelical Free 
Church 4840 Park Ave., 
Terrace, BC. 
In lieu of flowers, dona- 
tions may be made to 
Cancer Society or 
Diabetes Association. 
• F o r  more information callr~ Rita Hall at 635-g594. "~ 
• "1 KriecjI, Emil Siegfrledr= 
(Siegi) passed away 
peacefully on Thursday, 
August 5, 1999 with his 
family at his side. He is 
survived by his laving 
wife of 48 years, 
Hildegarde, sons Siegi 
(/~ar an), Wolfgang 
(Corrina), and Richard 
(Melifa), grandchildren 
Nicole, Heidi, Colby 
Trover. Sarah, and 
Brandon. He leaves to 
mourn three brothers 
Fritz, Werner, Oscar and 
three sisters, Doris, Liese, 
Lore, relatives and close 
friends. 
A celebration of his life 
will be held on Saturday, 
August 14 at 1:00 p.m. 
at MaKayrs Funeral 
Service, 4626 Davis 
Avenue. In lieu of flowers 
donations can be made 
to the Canadian Cancer 
,3 Society. I~ 
William Aid Ross 
(1915.1999) 
lushund, falher, grandfalher, greal 
grandfather, waodworker, and bowler 
died on Tuesday August 3rd, 1999. 
Born SIh of March in Wesl Kildenan, 
Manitoba, San of Rodritk William Aird 
R0ss and Emily ~ay Ross. Married Io 
Julia Lorraine Klassen in May 0f 1954. 
He leaves his loving wife Julia, his chil- 
dren, Mgrvin, florriel (Alien), Sidney 
(Theresa), Sandro and Stephen (La- 
urel), his cherished grandchildren, 
Mike, Gerald, Amy, Candace, Shown, 
~a, Lelilia, Halhan, Maflhew, Emily and 
William and his beloved great grand- 
children, Jofdyn, Grace and Halden. 
William was predeceased hy ht~ btolher 
Herb and his grandson Roger David. 
william hod a gregl lave for bowling 
and wfking In his wofidshop producing 
many ~nderful asations. William was 
dearly loved and will be greedy missed 
by fill. Donaliofis muy be made in his 
name Io the Hsarl and Slroke 
Foundaflm ofCanada. 
rLorie Maureen Hughes ~
Born December 14, 1950 
in Toronto, Ontario. Passed 
away on July 29, 1999, at 
Terraceview Lodge, after a 
short illness. 
Lorie will be sadly missed 
by her Mother, Irma Mu.qnes 
of Terrace, brother Michael 
Hughes (Joan) of 
Scarborough, Ontario, 
brother Steven Huones 
(Trudy) of London, untano, 
sister Teresa nuanes ILo- 
nrad) of Terrace, Aunts- Rita 
Jones of Sydney, BC, Anna 
Kidd o'f Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Margaret Hughes 
of Fort Frances, Ontario, 
and their families. 
A memorial service was 
held on August 4, 1999 at 
McKoys Funeral Home, in 
Terrace lead by Pastor Void. 
If desired, memorial trib- 
utes may be directed to 
Terraceview Lodge, 4103 
Sparks Street, Terrace, BC 
V8G 2W2 
Lorie's suffering is ended, 
she is now at peace. ,= • 
B,,le Lh C~4um~a Fc~esls 
CORRECTION 
Managing Community 
Forests to Meet Local Needs 
Cameron Beck of the Carrier 
Chilcotin Tribal Council is a 
member of the Communit~ 
Forest Advisory Comrniltee. 
Lauries Vaughan is not a 
member of the Community 
Forest Advisory Committee. 
We apologize for any confu- 




RE: THE ESTATE OF FRANCES 
MARY OLSEN deceased, 
Formerly of Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against lhe estale ef FRANCES 
MARY OLSEN are hereby notified 
under section 38 of Ihe Trustee Act 
that particulars ofIheir daims hould 
be sent o the undersigned Executrix 
at #200-4630 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, 8.C. V8G I $6, on or before 
September 20, 1999, after which 
date ~e Executrix may dislribute Ihe 
eslate among the p.arties enlitled to 
it, having reqard Io only those 
claims of which the Executrix then 
has notice. - Beryl Kim Brown, 





Pursuant o section 19 (4) of 
the Forest Practices Code of 
British Columbia Act and sec- 
tion 4 of the Operaliona 
Planning Regulation, the 
approval of tl~e 1997-2001 
Forest Development Plan for 
Boyle and Dean Logging Ltd., 
Forest Licence A1~838, has 
been extended to June 30, 
2000. The original lerm of 
this Forest Development Plan 
was July 02, 1992' to July 01, 
1999. 
For further information, 
please contact Rod Fowler, at 
(250) 635-6956 or in writing 
at Post Office Box 220, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G ,4A6. 
E]l.iThe family of the late Lorie M.[~ 
ughes, of Terrace, would like 
to thank Dr. Ferguson and the 
staff of Terraceview Lodge for 
their excellent care and com- 
passion, not only during Lorie's 
brief illness, but all the years 
she was in your care. 
We would also like to thank 
Pastor Marvin Void and his wife 
Cindy for the time spent with 
Lorie and for the heart-warming 
memorial service. 
Asincere THANK YOU 
from our hearts. 
Irma Hughes (Mother) I~ 
and Family 
I i sPc ,~:s  ro~ YOU 
" v~W ~/. me dic :a ' l  e r , t  i.ca ', 
~ ~ C E  LEGION AVENUE WATERMAIN 
INSTALLATION CONTRACT 
Tender Documents and Offer Forms for installation of 
approximately 470 metres of walermain are available 
from August 11 th, 1999, and may be picked up for a non- 
refundable fee of $25.00, at the PUBLIC WORKS 
BUILDING, 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, weekdays 
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 
Tender to close at 2:00 p.m. on August 19th, 1999. 
BP-J:rlSH INVITATION TO APPLY ¢ 
COLUMBIA FOREST LICENCE A61004 ='=~ 
North Coast Timber Supply Area r,,== 
The Minister of Forests is inviting applicagons for a non-replaceable forest tlcence 
in the North Coast 1"1tuber Supply Area. 
Each parson has the opportunity to submit one or more appflcations. The lieenco 
wilt athoudze an aggregate allowable annual cut which will not exceed 150,000 
cubic metres of timber end will have a term of 10 years, The llcence holder will be 
responsible for operational planning, access conelruction, timber cruising, block 
layoul and silvicultur0 to free growing. 
Applicants must be registered in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
any category. 
Applicants do not have Io commit to conlinuo, expand or construct a timber prec. 
essing facility. 
There is wrnlen material in respect of this proposed forest licence of which appli- 
cants must be aware and consider in their applications. These materials and appli- 
cation forms are contained in a tender package which may be obtained from the 
District Manager, 125 Market Place, Prince Ruped, Brittsh Columbia, V8J 1 B9250- 
624-7460. All applicants must submit a completed application in accordance with 
instructions provided in the tender package, Applications that do not meet these 
requirements may be rejected. 
Applications must include a proposal providing information requested in the tender 
package and meeting the objectives of the government, as determined by the 
Minister of Forests. Those objectives are: 
- Create employment and economic opportunities for the community of KiUmaat 
Village; 
• Advance the forest management capability of the Halsla Nation; 
• Encourage aboriginal/forest industry business relationships and encourage 
value-added manufacturing, directly or indirectly; 
• Mant standard requirements for environmental quality and management of water, 
fisheries, wildlife and cuflural heritage resources, end, 
• Contribute to government revenue. 
APPUCATtON DEADLINE & VIEWING 
Applications must be submitted in sealed containers marked "Application and 
Tender for Forest Llcance Afiloo4, North Coast Timber Supply Area" and 
must be received by the Minister of Frosts, c/o Distdct Manager, 125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia, V8J 109, on or before 3:30 hours (PST) 
September 24, 1999. Applications, including non-confidential portions of propos. 
sis, will be available for public viewing at the above office between September 27 - 
October 27, 1999. 
F" q 
I would like to thank the following sponsors for their support I 
I and generous donations which helped to make the | 
| 1999 Riverboat Days SIo-Pitch Tournament possible: | 
I West Point Rentals Neid Enterprises / 
| Acklands (Kitimat) Acklands (Terrace) 
I Northern Motor Inn Bear Country Inn 
I G.E.R.S. Electrical The Bargain Shop 
I Repair & Service Skeena Hotel 
I Terrace Freightliner Trucks Spotless Cleaners 
I Totem Servlce/N & J Service Ba~iew Fuels 
I North Coast Health & Fitness Sdeway 
I Terrace Shell & Car Wash McDonalds 
lDave Armstrong & Sons Contr. Trirnline 
I Credit Union Northern Savings 
IT.S. Contracting C,U,P.E. 
I Cqdyle Shepherd Effective Fitness 
I Bell Pole Royal Cdn. Legion 
I Doug McRae Joh~nny's Wel~ng 
I Narco Septic Rob Barg 
I Shames Mtn. Ski Hill Wedges Pizza 
• I W.CB Employees Union Bandstra Transport 
I Independent Industrial Cily ef Terrace 
I Molson Canadian Janitors Warehouse 
I Kermodei Veterinary Hasp, Aqua Clear Boltlers 
J Aim-Wood Contracling MVP Sports 
J R.egional District Kitimat-Stikine Doug Siv,/er 
I The Back Eddy Pub Terrace Chrysler 
I Houlden Logging Ud, Kondolas 
J Rudon Enterprises Wildligh! Photo 
I Coast Inn of the West Coca'Cola 
I Brickway Designs Nirvana 
I Universal Work Wear David D. Hull 
~ :cEwan GM SIo-Pitch National 
And a special thank you ta Roylene 
i 
~i~ .~BP, I:I-ISH ROAD CLOSURE ADVISORY u,,~ v ~)  
L.OLUMBIA LACHMACH FOREST SERVICE ROAD r=,~, 
Vehicle access to Work Channel and Recreational Site via the lachmach Forest 
Service Road is restricted. Due to environmental restrictions for the installation of 2 
bridges at kilometre 5 and 5.3 the Lachmach Forest Service Road will be closed at 
kilometre 0 to all vehicles not authorized for access, The road is expected to be 
closed from August 11 re August 15, 1999 or later. Damage, removal or disobeying of 
traffic control devices (signs) may result in a fine under Section 6(4)(5) of the Forest 
Service Road RogulaUon. For further information please contact the North Coast 
Forest Oistrict, 125 Markel Place, Prince Rupert BC VSJ 1B9 telephone 250-624- 
7460. 
COLUMBIA BRIDGE CLOSURE 
The Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest DIslrict wishes to advise users of the Skeona 
West Bridge that it will be dosed from August 5 re August 25, t 999, 
The Skeena West Bridge crosses the Skeena River 30 kilomcrres East of Terrace on 
Highway 16. 
This closura is to allow for repair and upgrading of the bridges. 
For furlher information regarding these closures, contact Dan Varner at the Kalum 
Forest District, #200. 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, 638.5100 
~'  ~BRJ l "~H CALLING FOR TENDERS FOR ~1~ 
LOLUMBIA WEST NASS A62351 TIMBER SALE LAYOUT u,-=w=r=em 
CONTRACT SBFOODKM-O31 
Sealed Tenders for the West Naas A62351 13tuber Sale Layout Contract No. 
SBFOODKM-031, under the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, will be 
received by the District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200. 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8(~ 1L1, until 9:00 a,m, on August 27, 1999. 
This contract will require the layout of approximately 60 hectares el .timber Sales 
in I block.. . , . . . . . . .  
All inquiries should be directed re Christopher S. Lind, Contract Cootdlnalor, at the 
above address, Phone (250)638-5100. Contract particulars package can be 
oblained at the Kalum Forest District Office between 8:00 a,m, and 4:30 p.m,, 
Monday to Friday. The contract package will not be available until August t 3, t 999. 
No tender will be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available at the lime. 
- - ,  
COLUMBIA CALUNG FO=m~ 'ENOERS r~,. 
Funding for this project is being provided by Forest Renewal B,C. 
Sealed Tenders for the following Survey contract will be received by the Dialdct 
Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Heilh Avenue, 
Terrace, Sritish Columbia on the date shown below: 
Contract: SU00DKMR.O43 Located in Ihe Bell Irving Zone within the Kalum Forest 
District, fsr Surveys on approximately 050 hectares, Viewing of this site prior to 
submitting a bid is net mandatory, 
Deadline for receipt of tandem Is 1:30 p,m,, August 20, 1999, at which time all ten. 
dOrs will be opened. 
Only those contractors who have successfully completed contracts In the kalum 
Forest District within Ihe past two (2) yeaurs are eligible to bid. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms and in Ihe envelope supplied which, with 
the paniculate, r~ay be oblsined from the Ministry of Forests, District Manager 
indicated. Tenders will not be consideled having any qualifying clauses whatso- 
ever and the Iow0st or any lender will not necessarily be as¢optod. The work will 
be administered by the British Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
All inquiries should be directed to Migs Lovlin, Forest Technician-Contract 
Ceerdinetor, at the Stewart Field Office, 
Phone (250)636.2663, 
Contract award is subject a funding being available at the time, 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE  OF INTENTION TO APPLY  FOR A 
D ISPOSIT ION OF  CROWN LAND 
Take halite that The Corporation of The City of Terrace of Terrace, 
B.C., occupation Public Works intends to make application for a 
Statutory Right-Of-Way of land generally situated on the North bank of 
the Skeena River in Terrace, B.C. and more specifically described below; 
(a) Lot A District Lots 611 and 4-355A Range 5 Coast District Plan 
11910 more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is required is Sewage Out Fall. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the Senior Land 
Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Land Division. p,o. 
Box 5000, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO Telephone: (250) 847-7331 
File No: 6406685 
Dated: 
Be advised any response to this advedise- 
ment will be considered part of the public 
record, For information, contact an FOI 
Advisor, Environment & Lands, 8keena 
Region, 847-7696. Slrwart Chridensen 
I FOR SALE  I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BY SEALED BID: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
3 acres in Endako, B C w i th  40' x 72' bu l ld in  
(former school), Open I~ouse August 28th, Bids musgt I 
be in by September 10th and will be opened on | 
September 1 lth, | 
For Information package, phone: | 
250-699-6628 or 250-699-8678. | 
The highest or any other bid may not necessarily be accepted. I 
B6- The Terrace Standard,.Wednesday, August 11,1999 
, 365 '  
MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE '• 
- -~-~,  : 
435 PETS ~ 
Tins , t i l l s  t ' .eee,eittn,e of  T i , r rau ,P  (A . I ' .T . )  
wi.~lle,,~ to tieaeek tile, [o l ie lw img i'ulr unnaklung 
- I  'eennelonnnasni;i "99-  sees'In -'e great  snnl,ce,,~,~ on  
• I . l y  : | l l  ~ 3 i :  
l ]oast Inn of the  West . i l aaky 's  
Best  Western  Ter race  I nn -Hater ' s  
North West  Communi ty  I I~alth 
Serv ices  Soc ie ty  
Ter race  Trans i t ion  I lnnse 
Ter race  Women's  I |eseurce  Centre 
Kbony's I l lddeu Treasures  








Buck or Two 
Canadian Tire 





Terrace Bull"tiers Do-It Centre 
Off Road Specilaites Ltd ............. 
Neid Enterprises Lid. 




The CoaSt Inn of the West 
Denny's Restaurant 
Aqua CI.ear Bottler 
Bear Country Inn 
Uniglobe Travel 
Tim Horton's 
North Coast Health & Fitness Ltd. 
Happy Days Handbag & Luggage Co. 
Senior Games Zone 10 
would like to thank these merchants for 
donating prizes to our 
Senior Mile August 1st. 
It was a great success. 
ml~ w 
THE WESTPOINT BALL CLUB 
would, like to thank the followiqg sponsors for their support 
and generous donations whict~ helped to make the 
1999 Riverboat Days SIo-Pitch Tourname,t possible: 
Neid Enterprises 
Acklands (Terrace) 
Bear Country Inn 










Royal Cdn. Legion 




Cily of Terrace 
Janitors Warehouse 
West Point Rentals 
Acklands (Kitimot) 
Northern Motor Inn 
G.E.R.S. Electrical 
Repair & Service 
Terrace Freightliner Trucks 
Totem Service/N & J Service 
North Coast Health & Fitness 
Terrace Shell & Car Wash 







Shames Mtn. Ski Hill 
WCB Employees Union 
Independent Industrial 
Molson Canadian 
540 HELP ~ . 
WANTED : • '. . . . .  ~ .~ 
540HELP/  
• : WANTED • • . -. : : ;  
Kermodei Veterinary Hasp Aqua Clear Bottlers 
Aim-Wood Contracting MVP Sports 
Regional District Kilimat'Stikine Doug Sivyer 
The Back Eddy Pub Terrace Chrysler 
Heulden Logging Ltd. L . . . .  Kondolas 
Rudon Enterprises . ' ,i Wildlight Photo 
Coast Inn of the West Ceca-Coh 
Brlckway Designs Nirvana 
Universal Work Wear David D. Hull 
McEwan GM SIo-Pitch National 
And a special thank you to Royhne i 
v0,ry heart fe~lt 
t lmnk you to all of 
our  i r i~,.ds nai l  
rl,laiivl,.~l I l la l  Oqlll- 
t i l l l le  too iholliilh, I l l  
IJll~ J,;ln;elJJlllrl 
J'ani.o=r ,i~tN.Jety in 
lowing I l lP l l l l l ry  O| 
my huslmnd. 
IAeui,~, Morteen 
& Faani ly 
l l a  HATS OFF 
to all those 
involved in the 
planning,of the 
Grad 74 
5th Year Reunion! 
ow wonderful to 
ee so many of us 
together again! 








.... Eve~t! t ing: for i :  t iw  ': 
--MALE ORDERS. WELCOME- 
KATHY'S PET CAREII Care 
for your pets in your home. For 
into call 638-7824. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements, 10+ yre ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 





• 520 .CAREERS • 
LiVE & PEaSONAL 
UVED #1 IN CANADA 
llVANLY UYS TALK 
L lV i  I on  I 
530 EDUCATION ii 
J '1 CARl|Ill ~YCHIC|  
ii i -900  451 4055 I 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 1-888.223-3366 
EPILEPSY SOCIETY /~,.llor~lr~ormatlvn J 
I 
FEB 3, 1999 in the ladies 
change room at the Aquatic 
Centre, a bulova "Millionth 
• Ounce'" watch. Has great senti- 
mental value. Please call 250- 
771-3149. Reward offered and 
no questions asked. 
FOUND BLACK cordless tele- 
phone. Not a cell phone on the 
overpass. To Identify phone 
635-4600. 
LADIES' 8EIKO gold colour 
watch with the inscription on the 
back =Love Jim" Lost at Lakelse 
Lake Provincial Park picnic site. 
Has great sentimental value, 
Call 636-7251 (home) or 635- 
6273 (work), No questions 
asked, 
LOST AT Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club on Thurs. 
June 24, 1 o/s project Sand- 
wedge, if found please call 
Denny at 635-9302, 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
LOST: FEMALE cat spayed. 
Tattoo in ear. Short hair, white 
with calico markem. Really 
missed. Please call 635-9565 or 
615-7909 (leave message) Lost 
by Pine/Muller. 
LOST: REO & Silver Norco 18 
speed boys mountain bike. July 
22 from Safeway parking lot. 
Reward offered. 635-7169. No 
Questions asked. 
MISSING FROM Haugland 
Ave, Ige basket of children's 
toys. Would greatly appreciate if 
they were returned. Very upset 
children. 636-7830. 
BC'S LARGEST Chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day, 
Connect live or just listen. Use 




PSYCHICS. Live & confiden. 
tial..99' Predictions, daily crisis, 
relationship? 24hrs/18+/ 
&2.69min, Mystical connec- 
tions, 1-900.677-5872. Also 
free reading 1-877-478-4410 
(credit card only). 
MALE ORGAN enhancement 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement, 
Gain 1-2", Permanent and safe, 
Resolve Impotence, FREE 
brochure. Call Dr, Joel Kaptan, 
312-409-5557, insurance rein. 
bursement. Visit webslte 
www,drloslksplan,com. 
GM LOOKING for GWM 18-35, 
LTR. I like taking long walks, 
karate, traveling, smoke, social 
drinker, movies, music and 
most of all honest to myself and 
others. You: very open-minded, 
hopeless romantic (like me), 
sensitive, sincere (sex 
considered secondary) like 
quiet t imes together and 
cuddling (even in front of 
"straights.") All letters answered 
but with photo priority. No 
married people or people 
offended by individuality, 
Terrace Area only. Reply to PC 
Box 29003,Terrace BC, VBG 
5T3. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
PROFESSIONAL & devilishly 
handsome 32 yr. old SWM non- 
smoker seeks assumed-to-be- 
shy professional SWF 30-35 
non-smoker, non-mother of 
more than one. Please respond 
to file #29 c/o The Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace BC, VBG 5R2. 
}O(X LIVE 24hr 18+, 1 on 1. 1- 
888-913-8122 from 1.75 rain. 
900# available. 24 hr. Uve Chat 
1 on 1.1-900-870-7647 former- 
ly 870-2740. 
CHANGE YOUR web browser 
& earn $$$. Sign up is 100% 
PROPANE RANGE, commer- 
cial model, new c/w hood, 6 
burners, 2 ovens & grill, 
31 "wx31"hx60"L. $2,800. AI. riv- 
er boat 6'x18'x2', flat bottom 
(1/4" thick) well built c/w heavy 
duty custom bit tlr. Gen set 
Yanmar a/c diesel 3500 kv rope 
start, low hm. $2,500. Wearing 
house Satellite phone Wee- 
P1000. Two yrs old, in good 
working condition, $2,900. 
Johnson 65 HP Out/B motor 
rope start. Mad J65 RSLM 
$2,100. Contact ph (250) 624- 
1033 Eveninqs 624-1486. 
SANDBLASTING SAND deliv- 
ered; excellent price. 847-4083. 
SWIS QUALITY finished wood 
products 842-6929. Now In 
stockl Birch flooring, lx6 Cedar 
V-Joint Paneling and Bevel, 
Drop Cove or Channel Sliding, 
everything need to build a com- 
plete cedar deck and railing. 
New items: Birch stair railings 
and spindles, Coloneal style 
mouldings in Birch or Hemlock, 
Baseboards, casinqs. 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250. Ph 635-2828. 
USED STEEL building clear 
span. 50ftx60ftx18'6" EH in- 
cludes roof, wall cladding, metal 
building insulation. Roof live 
load 69 PSF as is where is 
FREE. Advertisers pay YOU!  into/viewing contact Norm 
http://www.gotoworld.com/get- ~'~ph/fax (250) 296-4414 Williams 
paid. Member id# 1012119087. ~ Lake. - ~ ". 
] L ,.,.,,~ '~ yoS~mle P~ est ~o~1~ st oh; :3en re(dr nYe t,
GREEN LEATHER couch 
$900, recliner $675 and love- 
seat $675. Also big screen 50" 
Color tv $2,000. All non-negoti- 
able. Phone 635-1615. 
SATURDAY 10 am- noon. Lots 
of stuff. 4518 Cedar Crescent, 
on bench above swimming 
pool .  
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(250) 673-2054. 
WANTEDII PHOTOGRAPHS 
and/or Films of Ootsa and 
Cheslatta Lakes and the rivers 
before, during and after 1952 
flooding. Will make copies in m- 
turn for copies. Prompt return 
assured. Willing to pay if neces- 
sary. Please call Mike at (250) 
694-3334 or Toll Free 1-888- 
1-1~INU. z-queen, 1-oounre 
Bed, Steel work bench, Water 
pump and tank, Lamps, Comfy 
chairs, Coffee table. All in ex- 
cellent condition. Ph: 250.847- 
2858. 
2 TOC Cam AIpha-Numera 
pagers, used less than 1 yr, 
Askin.q $100 each. 635-2124. 
3 BR. home, Mill Bay Rd. 1- 
acre leased lot. Granisle 37' 
Aluminum Boat. Has every- 
thing. 2 welders, gas, electric. 2 
chev land/marine motors, volvo 
legs. Has everything tools, lot 
29. Mill Bay Rd. Granisle. 1- 
250-697-2474 or 1-250-697- 
2720, 
BEEF, LAMB, and pork. 
Naturally raised & processed 
meats. Freezer orders cut & 
wrapped to your specifications. 
Also, custom butchering, cutting 
and sausage making. Delivery 
available. Hamblln Farms, 
Houston. Phone 1-250-845- 
2133 or 1-800-665-6992 or 
email, farms@hamblin-flrp.com. 
CADEX- MOUNTAIN bike by 
Giant, aluminum frame, bar 
ends, toe clips, asking $600.' 






LARGE QUANTITY heawwall 
culverts, w/collars, never used, 
48"-84" diameter, up to 40 ft. 
long. CHEAPI Good for road 
building, wells, manholes, root 
cellars, etc. Can deliver any- 
where. 847-4083 
MOVING - f/s, freezer, bbq, Iv, 
vcr, weedeater, toddler bed, all 
one year old. Furniture, toys 
plus more, 635-1955, 
NEED HAY? Check price com- 
pare to square bails, 1200-1300 
Ibs per bail, broom orchard ti- 
mothy, excellent for horses. 
Also hay for cattle with alfalfa 
mix. Both top quality. Will load 
on your truck at $45/bail. FOB. 
Telkwa-Pull off your truck with 
rope tied around bail. 250-846- 
5202. 
PIANO- MASON Reiche. Very 
good condition. $1,900. 635- 
5690. 
USED STORE equipment l- 
large walk in display cooler, 1- 
dairy cooler, 4 glass doom, 1. 
open meat cooler, 1-electric 
fork lift. Call Gordie Browne. 
250-392-3341. 
1994 FORD 7740 4 WD, 86 HP 
tractor, cab, air, shuttle shift, 
ezee on loader, quick attach 
bucket, bale fork, joystick, 1920 
hours, S45,000-open to offers. 
1987 New Holland 855 Round 
Baler, auto wrap bale com- 
mand, good working condition 
$8,550. 1997 Vicon Model 1653 
Fertilizer Spreader- 1 ton -trail- 
er, mount as new $4,500. 1998 
Wood pro PTO drive wood chip- 
per-as new $3,400. 3 pt Hitch 
Mount Hydraulic Wood Splitter 
$600. Phone 250-560-5500. 
2 RIDE on tractors. John Deere 
1967, 12H power with mower, 
rototiller, snowblower. Bolens 
18 H power with reel mower, 
snowbtewer, rototiller, dozer 
blade, open to offers. 638-2050. 
GREEN DRY hay- Round bales 
' $90/ton. Square bales $3/bale. 
International 201 self-propelled 
10 ft. swather fair running con- 
dition $2,000. 845-7867. 
16.1 15 yr thoroughbred mare. 
Has done Hunter Jumper and 
Basic Dressage. Jumps 3.6, 
good on trails. $2,500. 296- 
3522. 
CAGEN CONTR. LTD HAY & 
GRAIN SALES. Glen 638- 
0254. 
QUALIIY ALFALFA/ TI. 
MOTHY horse hay-delivered 
from Vande~'hoof. For into. or 
ordering call Cindy at 638-8304 
or Email: wind.surfer@ker- 
mode.net. 
m Come in and see our TM 
new Laredo Boots & 
BLUE FRONTED AMAZON 
parrot, healthy, hand reared, 
people friendly, has full size Ha- 
gen parrot cage. Parrot without 
the cage $1,260 with cage and 
accessories $1,650,635-6429, 
REGISTERED HUSKY pups for 
sale. Blue eyed. Ready to gel 
635-2049. 
REGISTERED LOWCHEN pup- 
pies for sale (3 females, 2 male) 
Ready to go Aug 7. Will be mi- 
crochipped, dewclawed, first 
shots, dewormed and vet 
checked, asking $600. Ph 250. 
632-8817. 
1984 WA350 Komatsu Loader. 
Good working condition. 
$60,000. 250-.842-5426. 
1998 751 bobcat, full cab enclo- 
sure with heater. 102 hrs, war- 
rarity, 2 buckets. $24,200 abe, 
PH 250-877-1406 or 250-847- 
5678. 
CLAUSON LOGGING ltd. 
Ouesnel BC. General freight, 
lowbedding, rallbed, pilot car 
service, local & long distance, 
Lowbed capabilities from 5 axle 
highboy to 9 axle Iowbed, 
licensed, full cargo insurance. 
Equipment moved anywhere in 
BC and Alberta. Call (250)747- 
1229 24 hrs. Fax (250) 747- 
1900. 
SALE OR trade; 1993 Dresser 
TDBG LT, 6 way blade. Brush 
rake. New U/C. Logging pack- 
age; Dresser TDBC 6 way 
blade. Brush rake. Winch & 
arch, 75% U/C. Large inventory 
of used excavator & crawler 
U/C. Trak tech Equipment. 
Phone (250) 374-5054 or (250) 
851-8530 eveninqs. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail. 
Dave Crossan 250-567-2607, 6 
km Mapes Rd, Vanderhoof BC. 
A STRUCTURED path to 
screen writing success. Robert 
McKee's stow seminar In Van- 
couver, Oct. 15/16/17. His only 
Canadian appearance this year! 
$645-registration. $545-early 
registration. Toll-Free 1-877- 
345-8228. website 
www.Mckeestory or emaih con- 
tact@McKeeStory.com. 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS seeks 
new ownership. Contact Rob 
635-6331. 
COIN LAUNDROMAT currently 
operating but building lease ex- 
piring. Fuel line equipment & 
accessories asking 25 % off re- 
placement cost. Excellent op- 
• portunity far low cost start up in 
your favorite location or addition 
to existing compatible business. 
250-314-0596. 
DIET MAGIC. I lost 171be in 
five weeks. Burns fat like crazy. 
All natural. Doctor formulated. 
Guaranteed, 1-888-820-7327. 
OWN YOUR own business. Eat 
in or take out restaurant. Great 
downtown location. Steady 
business. Exclusive distributor- 
ship for product. Turn key oper- 
ation. $48,000 serious~ enqui- 
ries only. PO Box 546, Terrace 
VBG 4B5. 
DON'T MISS THIS 
OPPORTUNITY. 
~,- Selling due to health 
reasons. Large cleaning 
service serving Terrace & 
Rupert. Steady clientele & 
contracts. Large volume, 
sales $150,000 year. 
Asking $90,000 
638-6377 
Serious enquiries only 
m lJl 
FULL TIME RN POSITION 
is available for the community of Lakals'ap' (Gree- 
nville) 2 ½ hours out of Terrace, BC, * '*, . . . . .  
Presently a 2 nurse semi-isolated Heahh Centre 
with plans for an on site MD in the near future. A 
minimum af 2 years experience in Community 
Health or Rural Hospital nursing and current 
R.N.A.B.C. Registration necessary. 
For more Information Contact: 
Lori Tonealto, D.O.N. Nisga'a Valley Healih Board 
Phone: 1-888-233-2212 
Fax: (250) 633-2152 
The First Notions Council of Women 
is seeking applications for lhe position of
Co~U~Li ty  Deve loper  
The First Nations (0undl of Women is (ommi,ed to providing, promoting 
and developing lhe spiritual well being of First Nalions women and families. 
1he Council ads as licison and salvo{ale I0prom01e Ihe politi(ol concerns 
~kh will achieve s0dol justice, ublain economic independence, and achieve 
greater cedainly for first Natiam women ond families, lh  (0mmunIly 
Developer will deliver aslmlegy for raising community awareness on Ihe 
determinonls of health Ihat directly ond indiredly affed the heolth profile 
of children birth to six years. 1his position isa temporary 25 hour a week 
unionized job working a shared pnsjlion wi$ one other (ommunily 
Developer. Pr0j~ end dee is March 31, 2000. 
Qualifkations: 
• Background in early childhood education or related field. 
• Knowhdge of and experience with communily development process 
• Understanding of the deteminenls of heallh in relolion to young 
children 
• Aworenessof communilyslrucluresinduding overnment/non 
governmenl servkes, hminess sedor 
• Demomlroled wfillen and oralcommunication end inlerpersooel skills 
• Excellent orgonizolicnol and problem miring skills 
• Abilily to work as u member of o colle~ve 
• Compuler skills uch as word proce~ing/deskfop publishing 
• ,~i]ily to work flexible houri. 
111o successful applicanl will hnve a sound knowledge of the social issues 
facing First Nations families in the communily and ensure a first Nations 
penpedive incorporated 01 ell levels of lhe projed. Resumes wilh covering 
hirer and references will be accepled until Monday, August 23rd, 
1999 at 12:00 neon. Resumes should be direded to: 
CAPC Ilirlng Committee 
c/o Terrace Women's Centre 
4542 Park Avenue 
Terrace B.C VSG IV4 
TDCSS 
MENTAL HEALTH 
REHAB SERVICES PROGRAM 
Two permanent part-time positions available: 
SUPPORT WORKER - Supported Independent Living Program 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT WORKER - Stepping Stone Clubhouse 
Qualifications: 
• Grade 12 and relevant post secondary education ' 
• Experience working with adults with mental illness 
• Excellent interpersonal skills 
• Ability to work independenlty and within a team setting 
• Ability to teach life skills 
• Valid BC drivers license and reliable vehicle 
• Criminal record check required 
Application fonms available at 
Terrace & DisWkt Communily Services Seciety 
. #1 -3215 Eby Street, Terrace 
For Further Into Contact Pare Bibby at 635-2505 
,~ 
Management Opportunities 
Large international corporation since 1924 is 
expanding in the Terrace area. Planned new 
store openings in the next 12 months. 
Quality individuals needed for Assistant 
Management Training Program. Positions 
available include: 
Dealers $30,000 
Asst. Mgrs. $35,000 
Branch Mgr. Trainee $40,000 
(1 st Year Earning Potential) 
No experience necessar'. Professional train- 
ing provided. Must be available to start 
immediately. Train in Terrace. 
Call 250-635-3066 for personal inlervlew. 
WANTED: DEALERS to mar- 
ket, sell and install a beverage 
dispensing unit In restaurants, 
bars convenience stores, etc. 
Training provided. Territories 
available. No franchise fee. 
Product has excellent perfor- 
mance record. Phone 250-305- 
1009 (days) 250-296-4142 
(eves). 
"SECRET TO FINANCIAL 
FREEDOM." Revealed in pow- 
erful free special report. Toll- 
free 24 hr. message. 1-877- 
864-9176. 
TRAIN TO work in the 
computer industry. Nelwork 
Technician, Computer Techni- 
cian, Programmer Analyst, Of- 
lice Administrator, For pro- 
grams or student loan into from 
our CDI College. Call toll free 
today. 1-888-229-1555. 
TRAIN TO become a barber 
Malaspina University-College in
Nanaimo has spaces in the 9- 
month barber/stylist program 
which starts in September. In- 
terested? For into call 741- 
2206. 
PART TIME babysitter w/first 
aid in my home, 635-7470. 
Start nq Sept 8. 635-7470. 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for driller with valid ticket, DBK 
Excavator and grader opera- 
tars, Must be experienced in 
road building. Please reply to 
box #21, c/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
BC, VBG 5R2. 
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS 
Scott, Vohora & Company 
Chartered Accountants. Cur 
firm is interested in seeking 
candidates who want to pumue 
a career in Accounting. We will 
provide training and financial 
assistance with your course to 
obtain a CA, CGA, or CMA des- 
ignation while you am em- 
ployed with our firm. We offer a 
competitive remuneration pack- 
age. Please fax or mail your re- 
sume to: Scott, Vohora & Com- 
pany, PO Box 728, Attn 
Praveen Vohora, CA, Phone: 
(250) 627-1371 Fax: (250) 624- 
6929. Closing date: August 20, 
,1999. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
product in the comfort of your 
own home, send a eASE to 
OPH, 6-2400 Dundas St. West 
Suite 541. Ref 663, Misslssau- 
.qa, Out L5K 2R8. 
EBONY'S HIDDEN Treasures 
is looking for a Home Party 
Hostess for Hazelton, Smithem 
and Kitlmat. Call 1-888.638- 
1070. 
FULL TIME Barber needed. 
Clear Cuts Barber Shop in Ter- 
race, 638-6362. 
APPRENTICE & Journeyman 
cabinet makers required for well 
established Fort McMurray Mill- 
work shop. Send resume to 
(780) 791-9281 or call (780) 
791-9448. 
CAKE AMD pastry cook. Must 
have lots of experience in high 
volume bakery. $10 an hour to 
start. Fax resume to : Attention 
Ken at 1-250-845-3566. 
INTERNATIONALLY RE- 
NOWN scientific reseamh & de- 
velopment company seeks 
competent, resourceful eaders 
for expansion to northern interi- 
or. Fax resume to (250) 698- 
7334. 
LOG HOME builder wanted. 
Minimum 2 years exp. Full time 
employment. Wages will de- 
pend on exp. Fax resume At- 
tention Don 250-835-8854 or 
phone 250-835-8861 Salmon 
Arm. 
MOTEL MANAGERS. Couple 
required to manage busy 66 
unit Kamloops Motel. Previous 
exp an asset but not required. 
Duties loci direct dealing with 
the public, basic paper work, 
staff supervision, minor maint, 
long houm. Couple must be 
able to work well as a team, en- 
joy working with public & handle 
stress well. Good salary, gen- 
erous vacation time, and suite. 
Reply in writing to: 105-1687 
West Broadway St., Vancouver, 
BC, V6J 1X2 or fax 604-738- 
2386. 
THE BEAR Country Inn is now 
accepting applications for the 
position of line cook, Applica- 
tions are available at the front 
desk, or apply in person with re- 
sume to Bear Country Inn, 4702 
Lakelse Ave, Terrace, 
THREE SOCIAL work positions 
open with Gitxsan Child & Fam- 
ily Services in Hazelton. Qualifi- 
cations: BSW, RSW plus 12 
months related experience; ex- 
perience in Ftmt Nations 
Communities, knowledge of so- 
cial and economio issues facing 
Gitxsan communities an asset. 
Call Sharon at (250) 842-2248 
ext 366 for job deecrlption and 
application forms, Closing date: 
Au¢1.13/99, 
: 1540 HELP  
WANTED ' 
.... 540 HELP  : 
• ' WANTED 
:i 
CORMUNIT~ LRW CENTRE SOCIETY  
MANAGER 
L'ox Ghels Community Low Centre Sodep/, a non profit organization, has 
an opening [or a dynamic individual who has the ability to develop, imple- 
ment and manage operations of the Society. Reporting to ihe Board of 
Direclors th e Manager is the mosl senior posilion of the L'ax Ghels 
~.ommunily Law Centre Society. 
Qualifications: 
Past'secondary educalion in Business Monagemenf/Adminslra i0n from 
nn occrediled college or university, and a minimum of three (3) years 
experience in managem0nl and/or administration including policy nnd 
procedures, lin0nce, personnel and effective team leadership. 
Superior c0nmnunkafi0ns, inferpers0na[ relali0ns, I0mpuler skills and an 
underSfandi,g of Northwest first Notions issues and cu tares is a must. A 
valid (lass 5 Drivers Ucence end reliable vehicle is also requited. 
Salary l0 (0mmensurale w/lh education, quolificali0ns and experience. 
Interested applkanls, please submit a covering hirer, resume nnd support- 
ing documentation by August 13, 1999 t0 : 
Personnel (ommilfee 
L'ax Ghels Community I.aw Centre Society 
3212 Emerson Street 
Terrace, BC, V8G 2R8 
Tel: (250) 635-2133 Fax: (250) 635-9085 
WHISTLER-EXPERIENCED 
part time typist/clerk ongoing 
projects. 70 wpm/Computer lit- 
eracy/Internet proficiency/own 
vehicle a must. Wage negoti- 
able/starting at $8.00/hr. Willing 
to work flexible hours. Apply to 
The Roehlig Group: Fax 1-604- 






The Terrace Women s Resource 
Centre has two positions avail- 
able for youn.q women between 
the ages of l :~nd 24 ~ho c~e~' 
interested ~n working for luiho'"n" 
credit dollars. One J~undred and 
Fifty hours will be worked 
between September 1, 1999 
and August 31,2000, for a total 
of $1200.00 towards tuilion at a 
recognized post secondary edu- 
cation institution. Applications 
are available at the Women's 
Centre, 4542 Pork Avenue, and 
must be completed and returned 
by August 251h, 1999. Should 
you have any ~urlher questions, 
our phone number is 635.0228 
• jusi ask for Sarah! ..= 
YOUR CHILD can: Improve lan- 
guage arts/math skills, get a 
head start for K-l, learn French 
as a second language. Call 
Certified Teacher Tutoring 
Services, 635-0634, after 5. 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
V8G 5R2. 
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 
position available immediately 
for our POS division. 
Responsible for installation and 
maintenance to POS systems, 
fax and computer systems. Em- 
ployee must be personable, 
good mechanical aptitude, flu- 
ent with DOS and Windows 
95/98, post secondary in com- 
puter maintenance. Salary 
starts $1,900 ÷ per month, de- 
pending on experience plus 
travel allowance. Send resume 
to Sandtronic Business Sys- 
tems Ltd, 74 South 1st Ave, 
Williams Lake, BC V2G 1H5, 
250-392-4498, fax 250-392- 
6994. 
WANTED FOR industrial deal- 
ership. One qualified Sand- 
blaster & Painter. Please send 
resume to Attn: Graham, James 
Western Star, Williams Lake, 
fax 250-398-6367. Particulars 
on job description, wages & 
benefits will be discussed after 
resumes are reviewed & applic- 










Parker Pacific, Terrace B.C. 
250-635.2292 ...... 
CERTIFIED HOME Care Work- 
er. 8 yrs. experience. Looking to 
do housecleaning, personal 
care. References avail. Phone 
635-7834 ask for Sharon. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it riqht once! Call 635-3783. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Call 635-2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace at 
635-2126 or 638-6969 (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041. 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS. EX- 
PERIENCED CARPENTER will 
do work in all aspects of con- 
struction; concrete, framing, sid- 
ing, building maintenance, etc.. 
Workmanship guaranteed. 638- 
8210. 
. . . .  OD , PR  U R 
Join a uniquely successful wood products secOndary manufacturer, 
mcated in the heart of the Bulkley Vallej~ ~ 30 km west of Smithers 
Kyahwood Forest Pr~0O~,:a~joi~i-venture supervisory qualities and well-developed 
between the Wet'suwet'en Nation and 
• 1580WORK. I 
WANTED : 
NoMhwood Inc, produces'value-added 
finger-joint material and operates a planing 
facility. A fresh newapproach to a venture 
of this kind has ~esulted ins particularly 
stable and committed work(arcs, 
You will super~ise'~ cieW~:of =" - " up to 30 and 
will focus on a~hieving high standards of 
productivity' andquallty in the safest, most 
cost-efficient manner. The emphasis will 
be on personally delivering a high level of 
leadership and motivation, as well as on 
establishing and continuously striving to 
Improve performance standards, You will : 
also become involved In such areas as 
fire, safety, the environment and wood 
waste energy systems, 
We would like to meet with you if you are a 
community-spirited person who has a solid 
planermill or similar background, coupled 
with exceptional eadership/interpersonal/ 
analytical skills required to assist in 
determining mill capabilities for new 
business. Experience in secondary 
manufacturing or finishing-end/shipping 
would be an asset. 
In return for your contribution, you can 
expect an attractive salary and benefits 
package. Please submit a r6sum6 by 
August 20, 1999 ¢/o: Human Resources, 
Northwood Ino, Houston Region, 
PO Box 158, Houston, BC V0J lZ0; 
fax 250,845.5296. 
HgahLuood 
FOREST PRODUCTS J.V. 
northmoo   www.northwood.ca %.. ,  
The Workers' Cornpensation Board of BC is a provincial statutory agency 
conrrnltted to prevention of zoorkplace injnry and occ,pational disease, and to 
providing quality rehabilitation arrd fair compensation to zvorkers injured in 









B OA R D o,.,,,.,. COLUMIIA 
our role will be to provide quality vocational 
ehabllitation to the Board's clients, with the 
emphasis on expediting the return to employment of 
injured workers. Key related functions include: 
• assessing employment handicaps and implemen- 
ting appropriate programs/training • conducting job 
searches • preparing emp]oyability assessments 
• adjudicating, managing and expediting rehabili- 
tation expenditures •participating in a job search 
techniques program, working with external 
community providers. Extensive province.wide 
travel for a period of up to l? weeks per calendar 
year, sometimes on short notice, may be involved, 
Your appropriate academic background and 
experience have given you: • effective mediation/ 
persuasion skills required in the resolution of issues 
• the ability to establish/maintain objective 
professional and collaborative relationships with 
various others in situations which may be 
adversaria], sensitive and potentially hostile • well- 
developed organizational and declslon-making sk s 
In addition to counselling abilities, you possess a 
general and/or working knawledge of: • vocational 
and psychological assessment tools = labour market 
and employment trends• vocational rehabilitation 
principles/practices ~ disability management 
• budgeting • computer applications. Eligibility for an 
Accredited Rehabilitation Professional (ARP) designa- 
tion is preferred. A valid driver's licence is essential. 
The salary~enefits packages are competitive. 
Please submit a r~sumd, indicating locaiion 
preference, by August 23, 1999 to: Human 
Resources, Compensation Services, Workers' 
Compensation Board of BC, RO. Box 5350, 
Vancouver, BC V6B 5LS; fax (604} 276-3291, 
Please ~ote that only those ,nder consideration will 
be contacted. If you are .nsuccess~d please accept 
our appreciation/or your interest. W~e WCB is 
commttled to employme, t eqnity objectives and 
Invites apl;llcattons franl all qrla/Ificd applicants. 
MOTEL MANAGER 
REQUIRED 
ust be neat, organized, honest and trustworthy, an I 
able to deal with the public. Must be bondable. Mut 
be able to do basic bookkeeping, able to manage 
staff. Full time position with flexible days off. Ideal for 
semi-retired couple. Please reply to File #30, c/o 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2. Closing Date: Aug. 23 /99  
i ~ _W__e have an opening for . 
EXCAVATOR OPER~TOR/LOG IRUCK DRIVER I 
I I  ' ~ ~  will have previous road I 
I L ~ ~ e i  ~ Fi'r;t I 
I ~ u - ; i ; ~ ; ~ ;  I 
I ~ ~ .  You will demon- I 
I ~ s s u r e  g rn~t I 
I 
Interested applicants ubmit your resume in confidence to: I 
"- "Paul Stewart I 
_ . C.,ulbron=on togging IJd. I 
1475 Hwy 16 Eost,"PO Box 65 I 
Vander~oof, 8C, VOJ 3AO I 
V "o~ce" 25. 0-567-450S Fox: 250-567-9232 I 
emaiI doll@ highway16.com J 
WALTER OR 
WAITRESS REQUIRED 
For September. 2 Part-Time positions, must be flexible. 
Must have Serving It Right certificate. No phone calls 
please. Fax your resume and cover letter to 
250-635-4328 or drop off at Kalum Motel ( ~ / 
Closing date Aug. 20/99•  
Haryana 's  Restaurant  
5522 Hwv 16W,  Terrace "~-A--~7 
__  • r , . . " " , ,~ 'v~.~'~- - .  
Loomis Armored Car 
is Canada's leading full service security and cash ]ogislics provider 
serving the Financial Commercial and Government eommunilies. 
Employing over 2800 employees across Canada Loom s s an 
equal opportunity employer offering entry-level opporfunit es as 
armed personnel. 
Selection Requirements For these positions are serf-discipline 
Respect for Service, Secur ty and Safety. If you have a valid Class 5 
Drivers license and FAC Firearms licenses pleases apply to: 
Fi le #28 c /o  Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 5R2 
Starting rates and full benefits and training are competitive tage~her 
with opportunily for career advancement in a growth company. 
f Wrinch Memorial Hospital-'  
is seeking 
Registered Nurses 
for Casual Employment 
Multi-Discipline Unit 
, Opportunities for temporary full time work 
i'ii~ey~d)~:=.~qLer, j~andemer en nursin 'skills 
. ease S.UDmtt resumb and leffer o1" appllcafian to 
Judith R. Woss 
Assistant Adminislrator 
Bag 999 
Hazelton, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
Enquiries may be made to 
Judith Wass at 1-250-842-5211 
J 
North (enlro] Munidpol Assodotion 
ADIMiNISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
1he NC/~LA invites applications for the position of Adminislrolive Assisfonl This is o 
port lime pesilion, averaging 20 hours per week, Io be hosed in Prince Usurps. 
Under the diredion of the N(MA Executive, the posiUen holder provides odminislro- 
live support lo the Association. Dallas indude, bul ere nol limited to: orgoeizol n of 
Execulive/(ommilfee m etings; Ageedo preparation gad Minule predodion; prepo- 
rclion o[ member newshtlers; Annual Eonvenlien so-ordination; moinlenon(e of
Association accounting records, invoicing, membership dues and o(counls pay- 
oble/receivcbh; end liaison fundi0ns assigned hy the Executive 
1he suctesslul eppkonl will hove compleled Grade 12 along with pest-secondary 
courses in office administration r possess on equivohnl combiner on o| education 
gad experience. Familiarity with currenl word processing software and extensive 
data uniTy/word processing experience is required. Bookkeeping or o(countieg 
experience is prdecred. 
(cedidoles must have e demons(rated obifily to maintain harmonious relationships 
within the werk (onlexl gad possess the public rehlions kills ne(ossory fo (ommuni- 
cole effectively with a wide voriely of (ooslifuent groups. 
A Full ob description is cvaihbh upon request 
Salary will be commensurate with quolificotioos and exper ence 
Applicolions with full resume meal be received by the undersigned ne later then 
4:00 p.m., Friday, Augos120, ] 999. The N(MA thanEs oil opplkonls for their inler. 
esI, but only those receiving an interview ill be (unladed, 
Mayor Blair Lekstrom 
President, 
P.O. Box 150 





Yeu have e diploma in Civil Engineering Technology and related 
experience. Yeu ere an intermediate/senior technologist who can 
advance municipal end industrial infrastructure projects to approved 
design drawings and tender specifications. You ere familiar wilh Ihe 
use of AutoCAO end MS Office, and you have experience in 
topographic surveys, site plans, construction layout, inspection and 
contract administration. 
McEIhanney provides a full range ef services including legal 
surveying, environmental, hydro-technical, municipal, transportation 
and industrial engineering from our Terrace office, We offer a 
comprehensive benefits package and e competilive salary based on 
qualifications, experience end performance. 
Please submit your rdsum~ in confidence by August 19, 1999 to: 
Darrell Norton, P.Eng, 
Branoh Manager 
hlcEIhenney Consulting Services Ltd. 
1 - 6008 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, BC vgG 4SB 
Fax: (260) B36.96B6 
E.maih humenreseurces@m©elhennay,oom 
gnly shertlistod canal/delos will bs ountacted. 
MI08tO 
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DZE _L WANT FRIENDSHIP 
CENTRE SOCIETY 
THE POSITION: 
• Tile Executive Director manages and coordinates the Human 
and Financial resources of tile Centre and administers day to 
day operations 
• Liaises and consults, with officials of government departments 
and agencies and olher non-profil organizations 
• Manages program budgels for Centre and Outreach offices and 
is responsible for overseeing contracts administered by Cenlre 
. Negotiales Contracts 
• Reports to a volunteer board 
QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS: 
• A university degree in Business Adminisiration or a related 
social science field or a demonstrated equivalent with a 
cornbinati0n of eYperience edu~a ion and training ~ 
•Exceilent commUnication skills, bolh oral and written 
. Extensive knowledge of heaith and social sewices public policy 
issues both generally and for Aboriginal Peoples 
• Knowledge of Aboriginal People, history and Values 
• Skill and ability to supervise up~lo 50 staff with wide range of 
skills, experience and training 
. A minimum of 5 years policy and program development 
experience with communily based health and social services 
• Aboriginal person preferred 
. Valid BC Drivers Licence and reliable vehicle 
. Criminal Record Check 
TERMS 
Remuneration commensurate with experience, Benefit package 
position based in Smitliers, BC. 
Apply with resum~ by August 24, 1999 by taxing or mail to Chair 
of Dze L K'ant Friendship Centre Box 2920, Smithers, BC V0J 
2N0, Fax, 250-847-5144. Only successful applicants will be 
conlacted, 
conditions. - . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A menthly salary range of $3,162 - $3,680 is offered, together 
with comprehensive benefits. 
A COPY 0P YOUR DRIVER ABSTRACT MUST BE ATTACHED TO 
YOUR APPLICATION. Please forward a r~sum~ (or application 
form available from the ICBC Claim Centre) and covering 
letter, quoting AD #840, by August 18, 1999 to: Human 
Resources Operations, Room 118, 151 West Esplanade, 
North Vancouver, BC V7~4 3H9; fax: 604.661.6450. 
p All applicants will be acknowledged, 
b.t only those candidates selected for 
an interview wilt be contacted. 
q We are cornr~ftted to employment 
equity and encourage applications 
from all qualified persons. 
MI~RN6 
~'~ilkley Valley Milk i.td ~. 
q'cq u i i'c.,.; ~.1 
41h class ticket engineer. 
Must have experience with 
• iIllllllOlliLI ct )n lp rcssor  
• high i~res,,.;ure boiler. 
This is a full time, 
permancnl position. Wa~c 




ih~x 39, Telkwa, 
V0,1 2X0 
A l ia :  i )avid lh'antc ; 
F-~PERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
MATURE LADY able to house 
sit. Will look after plants & pets. 
Please call 635-3301. 
Northem Hearing [
A emVATEPOST&sEcSaDA f, lfra,/  ngN 
WCBsatAug2eOFA LEVEL  1 $75 I 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION EMOORSEMENlr $75 J 
Sat Aug 14 
Sun Aug 29 
WeB OFA LEVEL  3 $595 
Aug 16 - 27 
Sept 13-24 (2 Weeks, Monday to Friday) 
Oct 18.29 8 am - 4 pm 
TRAFF IC  CONTROL 
Spaces open for next class. Book Now! 
WHMIS  $50 
Anytime on computer. 
1 AND 2bdr ap[s avail immed. ;~' BDRM apt. Avail Sept 1. 
On site management. 635-3594 $575/mo + DD. 635-6824. 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDRM suile, ground floor, 2 BDRM duplex in Thornhill 
near schools. F/s incl. Has 
w/d, f/s, fireplace, storage shed, hookups for washer and dryer. 
all utilities incl. Avail immed. NG heat. $575.638-1702. 
N/S. 635-3756. 
1 BEDROOM ground level. No 4665 PARK AVE (close to 
stairs, $475/mo. Avail Aug 1. medical centre) 3 bdrm, main 
635-5338, floor of house, 4 appliances, 
1,2, 3, bdr apt, Avail immd. On NG, $600/mo. 635-2697. 
site management. Re( reqd. COMPLETELY FURNISHED 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 616- studio suite private, cozy, com. 
0345. fortable and clean. All Utilities 
included with laundry access. 
$475/mo, No smoking, no pets. 
Avail Sept 1, 1999. Phone 638. 
8323, 
2 BDRM unit in 4-plex. Small. 
r Quiet tenants, please, Sorry no 
pets. Re( reqd, $400/mo. 638- 
1648. 
/ : /APARTMENTS 
II ' " ' 
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608 BASEMENT 
SUITE  
J 644 MOBILE :/~ 
l l HOM ESI: 
2 BDRM, 2 bath condo, f/s, dw, 
fireplace, balcony, security en- 
trance, covered parking. No 
pets. No smoking. $650/mo, 
$325/secufity deposit. Avail 
SePt. 1 635-4640 after 4 p.m. 
3 BDRMI apt. F/s, w/d, dw, 
clean and new carpet. No pots. 
Close tc town. Security deposit. 
$360/mo. Rent $725/m0. 635- 
5954. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom suite all 
utilities incl. Close to town. No 
pets. Avail Sept 1. 635-2921. 
FOR RENT two bedroom apt. 
Quiet and clean• Avail framed. 
Laundry facilities, f/s, ground 
level, No pets. Ref, reqd, 635- 
1126 or 635-6991. $525/nlO. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets. ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
4 BDRM upper duplex in Ter- 
race, NG heat & hot water in- 
cluded. DD & ref reqd. Phone 
90-9554. 
New,  Hodern  ~ 
& C lean 
Large 2 bedroom, I 112 bath, 
1320 sq ft., townhouse 
located on southside. 




WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00  month. 
1 Bdr AplsSOO/month 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
PARK MANOR: 
:2 bedroom apartment, 
2nd Floor, 
s600 per month, 
i~cludes heat. 
Adult oriented, no pets. 
References required. 
Ph, 635-3475. 
|.q i~.t i l  | i [ ;]] l  i ~]-~ ;~ i 
4621 Lakelse Ave. 
~5/mo 
plus 1/2 months D.D. 
Gartbage RU. avail. 
Dow~town Location. 
For more info contact 
V~a.Vne or Hem at 
638-1965 
Would you like a 
landlord who treats you as a 
valued customer? If so, try usl 
Available im~nedialely. 
Beautitul 3-Bedroom Suite 
and 2-bedroonn Suite in 
4-pie×. Bright & Clean. 
Dishwasher, Washer~Dryer, 
Beauti[ul fenced yard with 
gardens. Close to schools. 
$650 and $525/month 
Call 635-4261 
NEWER WELL maintained, re- 
cently painted 3 bdrm, Thornhill 
duplex avail to non smoker Sept 
1. F/s, w/d hook-up, own stor- 
age. References. $750/mo. 
638 -0436. 
ONE BDRM bach. suite down- 
town. $350/mo plus dd incl. 
heat. Avail Sept 1.635-6350. 
ONE BEDROOM $425/mo Ca- 
ble, utilities included. 4520 Little 
near swimming pool. Avail Aug 
1. 638-1171. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment in 
Thornhill. 4036 Motz Rd. Rel 
Reqd. Sorry no pets. Single oc- 
cupancy. Phone 635-2312. 
ONE BEDROOM apt. $425/mo 
Furnished. Utilities & cable incl. 
4520 Little near pool. AvaiJ Aug 
1. 638-117t. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close Io town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
SUNNY HILL Trailer Court: 
12x68, 2 bedroom trailer, avail 
framed. Rent $550/mo. Phone 
685-7025 (evenings) or 638- 
0438 (days). 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances= gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$'750/month. Call 635-4954. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, f/s, 
$400/mo. Security deposit, ref- 
erences required. Avail now. 
New Remo 635-6904. 
'I3NO BEDROOM in quiet loca- 
tion 5 minutes from downtown. 
Pets welcome. $;400 month, 
12th month free. 635-9102. 
Summit Square [ 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball• Courts 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
Taking Applications I 
Now III 
_ ,for I & 2. I 
Bedroom suites iU 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites Ill 
' Ample parklng Ill 
• , ill  Close to schools & downtown II 
• ............... III 
' Security entrance III 
• On site management , Ill 
• No pets : Ul 
• References requil~ lit" 
To view call III 
638-1748 ' II 
II 
1 BDR basement suite. Close 
to downtown, schools & hospi- 
tal. All utilities incl. N/S, N/D. 
Preferred no pets. Ref reqd. 
635-7470. 
1 BEDROOM basement suite in 
horseshoe area for working, 
non-smoking person, $500/mo, 
all utilities included 635-5136. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent to a 
working person. No pets 
please. 635-5893. 
J us t  a Day  Away 
£i[e  a Beach 
o . .  I l a id=,  Gw; , i i .  
I l us i ie .  IN .P ;en f remt  heuu~,kee l i iu~ e .a l , ins  
in  ."~',llik(Nlll Park  
Ca l l  ~,~11-626- ,~47~ or  
emai  ! I o tsa fun~beaeheab ins .eom 
/ - - ~ ~  i RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE j 
I Almarlin Buildi, g 
• ' : ' : I 3219EbySt. 
: 2,500 sq.fi. Retog 0r Office, 6r0ud FI01" 
j 1,000 ~.ft.to UO0 ~.fi, 0~ 2d FI~, 
.I eh: ss.ng , , ._ 
I II 
Illil' PROGRESSIVE  VENTURES LTD. Phone; 635-7459 
FOR LEASE 
4818 fllgkway 16 West Greig Avenue-Central t~rotion 
warehouse space 880sq.fi. 2 retoiV0ffice spate 
wareh0~se w/0ffice 7,450 sq, ft. ],700 and 900 sq. ft. 
2709 Kelem Street 5001 Pohle Avenue 
5,200 sq. ft, com~erdol building 2 adjoining spaces 
r./w slorefront, wore~om & compound ofi'ke/wareho~/OH door 
951.S sq. ft. each 
CALL US ABOUT OTHER LOCATIONS I 
I I I  I I 
BEAUTIFULLY RENOVATED 
2 bdrm. bsmt. suite. F/s, w/d 
and gas fireplace. N/S, N/P 
$600/~no, gas heat included. 
Avail Sept 1. Evenings 638- 
8323. 
LARGE, BRIGHT and clean 2 
bdrm bsmt suite on quiet streeL 
New flooring, separate entrance 
$600/mo utilities Included. 
Eveninas 638.0369. 
ONE BORM bsmt. suite in 
horseshoe. Private drive and 
entrance. For quiet non smoker. 
DD + RR, $475/mo. Utilities inc. 
638-1622. 
ONE BEDROOM bsmt suite, 
Thornhill area. Utilities incL 
$450/mo olus DD. 635-5992. 
ONE ROOM Light-Housekeep- 
ing basement suite. Private en- 
trance, Close to ,edowntown. 
$425/mo with $200 security de. 
posit, Includes utilities. 635- 
9059. 
TWO BDRNI bsmt suite, quiet, 
non-smoker, f/s, close to 
schools & hospital. Call 635- 
3832. 
WANTED QUIET, single non- 
smoker to rent 1 bedroom bsmt 
suite, Close to town & schools 
all utilities incl. except phone, 
$525/mo plus DD. Avail immed. 
Phone 636-7254 to view. 
1 BDRM fully furnished cabins 
available. All utilities included, 
No pels. References required. 
$575/mo. 635-2362. 
FOR RENT one bedroom cabin 
Avail Aug 1 and Sept 1. 
$415/mo. 635-2319 eveninqs. 
FOR RENT in professional 
bldg. Two suites: 1105 sq ft, 
800 sq ft. 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Call Dr, Zucchiatti 635-2552. 
OFFICE SPACE 
Psychologist with well: 
established ~wntown 4-office 
complex seeks individual in 
compatible business to share 
office space. 1 office available 
immediately. 
S300/mo all inclusive 
(250) 615-6863 
2 BDRM apt newly renovated, 
very clean, basketball & raquet 
ball courts. No pets. References 
required. Rent $500/mo. Also, 
sale or rental purchase avail. 
635-0662 or 615-6762. 
4659 LAZELLE. GREAT loc- 
ation for home-based business. 
Character home (1/2 duplex) 
with fresh decor , Large living 
room with fireplace. Large kitch- 
en plus dining area. 2 1/2 
bdrms. NG. Lease available. 
NS, $700/mo. 635-2697. 
1 AND 2 bdrm suites on 
Queensway with view. Clean. 
$500 & $525/mo. Call 635-2837 
or 635-7844. 
2 BDRMI 6 plex. Hardwood 
floors throughout. $450/mo. No 
pets. Thornhill. Avail framed. 
F/S. DD $;225. 635-1322. 
2 BDRM house with garage. F/s 
incl, 4700 block McConnell 
$550/mo, Avail immed, 635- 
9590. 
2 BDRM townhouse & 2 bdrm 
duplex suite. Townhouse: f/s 
Duplex: f/s, w/d. No pets. Ref 
Reqd. 635-3796. 
3 BDRM house, Ige yard, f/s, 
w/d, pels welcome, $B00/mo. 
635-9168. 
3 BEDROOM home for rent, 
Fenced yard. Great for kids. In- 
cludes tie, w/d, ng. Close to 
school. Avail Sept 1. $850/mo, 
635-0115, 
3 BEDROOM house, 5 ap- 
pliances, dog kennel, quiel 
street. 635.0854. 
3 BEDROOM main floor of 
home. Newly renovated in ex- 
cellent condition. No smoking 
and no pets. Coming available 
on Sept,l. 5035 Medeek, DD 
reqd. Please contact 635-8885 
or 624-6275. 
4 BDR, 2 bath house in horse- 
shoe. Refs reqd. Avail Immed, 
$750/mo, Lisa 63B-B639, 
LARGE 3 bdrm rancher 
w/workshop in serene country 
setting, Non-smokers i~lease. 
Ref read, $950/m0. 635-2124. 
NEWLY BUILT side by side du- 
plex for rein in Terrace. For 
info. call 632-4406. 
TWO BDRM house $650/mo 
plus dd. Has 4 appliances, lo- 
cated near downtown. No 
smokers. 635-4133. 
TWO BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill area. Pets welcome. 
Avail Aug 1. $625/mo 635- 
9013. 
TWO BEBROON house situat- 
ed on a very large lot. Quiet 
neighborhood. $700/mo. Phone 
635-7602. 
UPPER HOUSE, 2 1/2 bed- 
rooms, no smoking, close to 
town, nice garden. Avail Sept. 
1, Phone 638-760B. 
2 BDRM trailer $350. 2 bdrm 
duplex $475, 1 bdrm house 
$395, All in Thornhil. No pets 
please 636-9530. 
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, top 
floor suite. Includes utilities, 
$850/mo. 3 bdrm, 2 bath house, 
$775/mo. 2 bdrm duplex, 
$370/mo. Call Lisa 638-8639. 
4 BEDROOM, upperpart of 
house. 2 bdrm bsmt suite, $900 
per month including utilities. 
Close to schools. 638-7290. 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse 
on Haugland & Pear. Also a two 
bedroom unit in fourplex on 
Soucie. Both with f/s, wash- 
er/dryer hookup. No pets. 635- 
5213. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in town, 
F/S $450/mo. DD + Ref reqd, 
Avail Aug 1, 635-2932 or 638- 
1053, 
2 BDRM home in quiet park. 
W/d, f/s, some furnishings in- 
cluded $19,500 or $500/mo in- 
cludincl pad rental. 635-2013. 
2 BDRM trailer, fully furnished. 
All utilities included. No pets. 
Non-smoking. $595/mo. 635- 
2362. 
2 BEDROOM trailer on private 
lot in Thornhill comes with addi- 
tion. Includes f/s, w/d and cable. 
N gas heat, no pets, $600/mo. 
Ph 635-9171. After 5 p.m. Avail 
immed. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
CLEAN 2 bdrm mobile home in 
Pine Park, 4 appl. New wind- 
owe, fenced yard, $575/mo. 
Call 635-2126. 
CLEAN FRESHLY painted one 
bedroom trailer in quiet trailer 
park in Thornhill. Suitable for 
couple or ideal for single per- 
son, Stove fridge, hookups for 
w/d, $500/mo plus security de- 
posit. No pets, no smoking. 
635-2946. 
MATURE, EMPLOYED, quiet, 
non-smoking tenant looking for 
long-term lease on small house 
in town. Please leave message 
at 638-O010. 
PROFESSIONAL WORKING 
Couple requires 2 or 3 bedroom 
home in rural area. Excellent 
tenants. Strong references. 
Room for horse big plus. W/D, 
F/S. Will consider rent to own or 
extended house sitting. Call 
CLEAN TWO bedroom trailer, evenings 638-7670. 
f/s, large back yard, $50O/mo, ' THE HEALING Rose are- 
Avail now, References and se- 
curity deposit required. New 
Rome. 635-6904. 
CLEAN WELL-maintained 2 
bedroom trailer located in quiel 
court in Thornhill. Ideal for 2 
people or couple with one child. 
F/S, WID $600/mo plus security 
deposit. N/G heat Sept. 1. Sorry 
no pets. No smoking. For ap- 
pointment to view call 635- 
2946. 
IN TOWN . Avail immed. 2 
bdrm trailer w/addition. Ref + 
DD. $550fm0. 635-7519 to 
view. 
matherapy massage is looking 
for small space to rent or share. 
Phone 635-2192. 
WORKING NON-smoker with 
allergies, needs house with no 
carpets, with four appliances 
near downtown. ASAP. Even- 
incls/Weekends 635-0828. 
RETAIL OR commercial spaces 
available, available immed. Lots 
of parking. Warehouse two 
• overhead doors 28'x36' and 
55'x20'. Phone 635-2312. 
RENT TO own optional. 2 bdr, 4 ' 
appl, mobile home in Sunny 
Hill. Renovated $600/mo. 635- . 
2126. 
SUNNYHILL TRAILER Court: 
12x68, 2 bedroom trailer, avail. 
framed. Rent $550/mo. Phone 
635-7025 (evenings) 638-0436 
(days). 
~Ncw 14x 70 Mobile~ 
$39,900 
YES! i 
Includes: freight o 
Prince George, block & 
level, fridge, stove & 
drapes, 2x6 exterior 
walls, 1 piece tub & 
shower, and cathedral 
ceilings. 
1956 Hart Highway 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC 
563-5412 
email valridge @ pgonline.com 
weh page 
www.v:dleyridgehomes.be.ca 1-888-301-2288/ 
HOUSE TO share 5 min. drive 
from College. Mature responsi. 
ble female wanted. Prefer non- 
smoker, all utilities and cable 
incl. Dogs welcome $375/mo. 
Call 638-7745. 
AREA FOR storage of equip- 
ment, RV's, boats, cars, trucks, 
approx 7,000 sq ft. Partial en- 
closed. Call 635-9171. Leave 
message. 
LAKESHORE LOTS on Mc- 
Leese Lake- south of Quesnel. 
Good swimming, fishing, boat- 
ing. Approx 1 acre, paved road. 
$74,900-$75,500. (250) 392- 
6733. 
OWNER RETIRING 70 mi W. of 
Edmonton. 160 ac. All open. 
Pasture rented $800/mo. 77 ac 
hay land. Older home, outbuild- 
ings. $137,000. Consider carry- 
ing small mortgage. 1-780-785- 
2054. 
OWNERS MOVED Must Sell: 
10 acres and house. Was 
$181,000 now $159,000. 
$40,000 worth of renovations, 
Sockeye creek in back, good 
soil, subdivision possibilities. 
Make us an offer. Phone collect 
after 6prn at 250-542-0656. 
TEN ACRE lots north of Ter- 
race. Park seffing, rural. 
$4B,500. Leave message at 
798-2472. 
FIFTEEN UNIT apt. bldg, in 
Masset, no down payment, as- 
sume mortgage only. Phone 
604-214-2957. 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT 
for sale. Table hot food (pot 
lights & wood grain finish). Gas 
broiler char. Deep fry table. 
Wok (CRS130) Call 635-3735. 
1400 SO ft 3 bdrm, unfinished 
basement, horseshoe area. Re- 
duced to $110,000. 638-0736. 
3 BDRM, 2 1/2 bath home with 
f/s, sliding glass door to sun. 
deck, separate laundry room, 
large family room and attached 
garage. Underground wiring, 
NG heat, Nicely landscaped Iol 
in quiet cul-de-sac with attrac- 
tive ornamental and fruit trees. 
Includes a lovely 1 bdrm rental 
suite with private entrance, f/s, 
w/d. $189,000. To view call 
638-0436. 
4 BDR, 1 1/2 bath house on full 
basement. Near Uplands 
School. Drive by 4024 Munroe. 
$149,000. To view call 638- 
8639. 
rq' OWNER :: ....... ; 
• . ,  : , . , . . .  , 
ATTRACTIVE 6 1/2 yr old side 
by side duplex, well maintained, 
3 bdrm one side, 2 large bed- 
rooms other side, F/s and stor- 
age both sides, dishwasher anti 
carport 1 side. Situated on 1,3 
acres in Thornhill. Ample park- 
ing; nice yards. Good income; 
potential for further develop- 
ment, $215,000. "l"e view call 
638-0436, 
FRANCOIS LAKE Frontage 3 
bedrooms full finished base- 
ment, 2 bathrooms, large kitch- 
en with 7 appliances, satellite 
system, landscaped, Close to 
school. 5 acre. Fenced for ani- 
mals. $185,000, Phone 250- 
695-6448 Burns Lake. 
LARGE OLDER home in North 
Usk. Newfoundations, upstairs, 
roof, drilled well, septic and ma- 
sonary chimneys, wood heat. 
Large lot with fruit trees, ber- 
ries,and workshop. Needs fin- 
ishing. Suit carpenter. $65,000. 
638-8526, 
PROPERTY NASS Valleyl 58 
acres, 2 homes, outbuildings, 
good water and power. Contact 
Si Davis 3667 Krumm Ave., 
Terrace BC, VBG 4Y2. 638- 
7899. 
REDUCED: THREE bedroom 
house, to view 4632 Weber 
Ave. Close to hospital, schools 
and downtown. NG heaUhol 
water. Asking $107,000 abel 
638-0050 or 635-4270. 
" "~ ~] OiK) '3 
3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, 
split level, 1300 sq fi with 
700 sq ft finished basementl 
Oak floors 8, cabinets, 
wood fireplace. Reduced to 
$175,000. Also 2 rental 
trailers on 2 late both For 
$115,000 or  a l l  for 
$280,000. 
Kofoed Dr. Thornhill 
Recently renovaled house with 
basemenl suite, 3 bdrms 
upstairs 8, 3 bdrms down. 1175 
sq ft per flo0r. H6 heat, 
sundeck, fenced back yard, 
fruit tree and green house. 
Close to school on quiet street 
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: '745 MOBILEs  
!i:i!:,:::/:i~!i~!~!i~/.! ;:  
TAK~ OVEII 
PAYMENTS 
@ S726 per month 
incl. pad renl. 
92' Shelter 12x56 
2 bdrm addition & t0ur shed 
@ #102-3616 torch Ave., 
lh0rnhill. 





Heartwarming & Affordable 
Log Home 
Private Country Setting 
On 2 acres 





Excellent Family Home 
Offering Privacy Plus Cily 
& Mountain Views. 
3 levels tolallinq 3840 sq. ft., 6 
bedrooms, a ~11 baths, wood 
stove ;n basement, r:los fireplace 
on main Roar, sol'or=urn with 
southern exposure &spg. 3 car 
garage which accommodates 26' 
RV and also has en office 
with/balhroom. Lot size is 
165'x540'. View frontage is175' 
For an appointment fo view 
call ~ter 5:00 p.m., 
635-3736 or 638-2819 
and leave message. 
• ,:. 8667 .;: .:::-. . • . , /  , .  , 
MOTORCYCLES 
1 FORE 
1215 Sq. Ft., 3 bdtrn, ! 1/2 
baths. Open split level design 
wilh vaulled ceilings & island 
kikhen. Qualily Finish 
Ihrough0ut. 
$164,900 (incl GS~ 
635-0646 
landscaped property, two bed- 
room and Pathroom, six ap- 
pliances, mountainview, patio, 
dogrun, greenhouse, chain 
fence, storage. Close to 
schools. $112.900. 63B-9078. 
HOPE: GREAT family hometl 3 
year old, custom built 3 +1 bed- 
room basement enlry home on 
large lot-55'x150'. 1block from 
new elementary school. 2x6 
construct, 3 full baths, possible 
suite lower level. 1234 sqft up- 
per level, 863 sq ft entry level. 
Central vac, rough in $169,000. 
Call (604) 869-7176 after 5:30 
iom. 
TEN ACRE HOBBY FARM. 
Panabode house for sale, 4 
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, large 
family room, vaulted ceilings, 
natural gas and wood heat, cor- 
ral, barn and 2 sheds. Also 
14x60 sundeck and 6 minutes 
form town on Dover Road. 635- 
7683. 











4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
T!d 
Bits  I 
I 
Sunday August  15 /99  i J 
1-3pm 'J 








Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
]Bus. 635-6g1~1 Res. 635-5619 
EAGLE PLACE 
New subdivision on the Bench. Some view lots still 
available. 
ALL PRICES flEDUCED! 
Choose the site for your dream home. Starting at 
$32,900MLS • 
# 
John Evans, Sheila Love, Gen ie  Olson 
RE/,/HI~ of Terrace 
"R  638.1  400  
R ~  John Evans ] 
~/ ,~ i~ , ,~[  of Terrace ] 
"~ 638-1400 | 
Near New 
5 Acres- IturM 
$161,000 MLS 
Reduced Againt 
4 Bedrooms On Main Floor 
$121,500 MLS 
'2 Plus Acres 








i~:i , . ~ 
Reclucedl Perfect Condition 
Double lot! 
$1441,900 MLS 
4911 STRAUME Ave. 1300 sq 
fl with partial finished 
basement, currently renting for 
$500/mo, 4 bdrm. 2 1/2 baths, 
gas heat & hot water, ng 
fireplace, spacious living room, 
dining room, sunroom, paved 
double driveway with carport & 
lots of storage, Lot is nicely 
landscaped with lots of trees. 
Appliances negotiable. Only 
$149,900; 638-7254 for 
aovolntment. 
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE for sale 
on 31 quiet acres in Two Mile, 
Hazelton. Spectacular view of 
the mountains and bridge. Trail 
to canyon. Landscaped. 3 bed- 
rooms, 3 baths, sauna, oak 
floors, vaulted ceiling, built in of- 
lice, sunroom, garage & much, 
much more: Asking $325,000. 
Serious buyers call 842-6052. 
"UNIQUE/" ESTABLISHED 
world class B&B/Art Gallery or 
private home.~ 370' of Prime 
Lakefront w/ultimate view of 
mountain/glacier/valley pane- 
rama. Very priv, priv beach, ca- 
bin, waterplane dock, 3,350 sq 
ft tastefully decorated, fully 
equipped throughout; World 
class fishing, skiing, golfing, 
hunting, 4 km to town airport, 
on highway 16. Serious inqui- 
ries only. $375,O00. Ph 250- 
B47-2858. 
14X70 MOBILE home in Sunny 
Hill trailer park. Asking $19,900. 
Great starter. Newly painted in- 
side. Call 635-2628. 
1972 VALEMOUNT trailer 
12x60 with 10x26 addition. 2 
b~lrm, all appliances, plus air 
conditioner in horseshoe area. 
Close to schools. $33,000 abe. 
635.4309. 
1977 12X60 2 bedroom, with 
addition, shed and greenhouse. 
4 appliances, $25,000 abe. Call 
635-1179 and leave messa.qe. 
1992 GIBRALTER Trailer De- 
luxe. 14x66, 2 bedroom, full 
size luxury bathroom, sunken 
living room, built in china cabi- 
net. Sky lights in kitchen and 
bathroom. Full 8x28 covered 
deck. Fully landscaped with 
storage shed and fenced in 
yard. Including 5 appliances. 
Immaculate condition, must be 
see to be appreciated. Located 
at #27 Pine Park. Please phone 
to make an appointment o view 
at 635-6926. Askin~ $72,000. 
1996 MODULINE 3 bdrm 14x68 
@ //65 Boulderwood MHP, 
Larch Ave, Terrace. Bank re- 
possession, no reasonable offer 
refused and financing OAC, 
ready for occupancy now. Ph: 
1-(250)764-4840 to arrange 
viewinq. 
3- 14x70 mobile homes, 3 bdr. 
with appliances. Greal condi- 
tion. $15,500 to $25,000. 1-780- 
9B4-0784 or 1-780-458-6398 af- 
ter 5om. 
FACTORY "~ DIRECT" Ch~iparral 
modulars homes - complete 
custom designs our specialtyl 
Display homes and factoE, 
tours, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelowna. 
Sheldon Custom Homes, Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992. DL 10146 
MOBILE HOME for Sale: #12- 
Gerry's Trailer Park, Houston. 
Make an offer. Call 1-250-697- 
:2587 or 1-604-662-O743. 
MOVING, MUST sell, 1977 
14x70 3 bedroom mobile home. 
Good condition, in pine park. 
Reduced to $25,000 abe. 1992 
.Ford Escort $3,200 abe. Call 
635-5781. 
MOVING. MUST sell. 12x48 
mobile with 12x48 addition. 
.;Totally renovated, sheds, play- 
house. Asking $28,000. No rea- 
,,sonable offer refused. 635- 
• , 1740, 
PADS AVAILABLE @ Boulder- 
- wood MHP, singles and double 
wides, drive by #82, #84, #98, 
#105, #114-3616 Larch Ave. To 
view, call Gordon for details 
@ 038-1182. 
1986 CHEVY Nova $700. Extra 
capacity Kenmore washer and 
dryer $700 abe. Natural gas, 
hot water tank and furnace 
$150. PH 635-4261. 
1987 PLYMOUTH Horizon as is 
where is. $300, Call 635-1233. 
198B HONDA Accord, 4 door 
with cruise tilt in good running 
condition, $2,500 abe. Call 638- 
0704. 
'81 CHRYSLER Cordora. 
Looks and runs well for a vin- 
taae car. $1,000. 635-3625. 
t,1~,,Nlll~:::: 1999 JEEP 
........... CHEROKEE 4X4 
From $24,99oS, ¢ 
including 2.8% financing 
OlJ~, 5958 
TER c" E 
¢,~[  :HRYSLE~ | 
: www.ter raceautomal l .eom 
4916 Hw~ 16, Terrace * 635-7187 * 1-800-313,7187 
1988 PYLMOUTH Grand 
Voyager SE. Seats seven. 
In good condition. $3,700. 
638-0633. 
1992 MAZDA MY3 Precidia, 
one owner, 49,000 kin, green in 
cblour $7,500 abe. 1993 Hyun- 
dai Sonata GL 55,000 km 
$7,000. 635-2717. 
1992 MERCURY Topaz. PS, 
PB,PW PM AC CC Stereo, new 




1993 Honda Accord EX 




1989 Chev 4X4 
Silverade 
Stepslde, R011 bar, 8 cyl, 5 spd, $9,995 
1987 Honda Civic Wagon 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$3,49._..__.5 
1995 Honda Civic LX 
One owner, dealer serviced 
$10,995 
1995 GMC 3/4 Ton 4x4 
Long Box 
low kms, sharp truck 
$21,995 
1992 Dodge Spirit 
4dr sedan, air, 4 cyl, auto. 
$6,995 
CARS FROM $500. Gover- 
nemnt seized & surplus. Sold 
locally. Call for listings. 1-888- 
342-3500. Ext. 8860. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLAS Su- 
preme. Alum mags, winter rims. 
$11,000 abe. Call 635-6376 or 
635-4190. 
WANTED: VAN 1993 or newer 
must have low kin, 7 passenger 
or more. Full size or mini. Under 
$15,0C0. 635-3230. 
l mi mm 
1993 Chew Lamina 
Eurosport 
6 cyl Auto, low kms, fully loaded 
Waa $13,995 
NDW $11,995 
1992 Dodge 3/4 Ton 
Long Box 4x4 




1998 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport 
5spd, 6 fill, NC. 4x4, factory warranty 
$24,995 
1991 Dodge Shadow 
Conve~ible, 4 cyl. auto. 
Was $6,995 
Now $4,995 
1995 GMC Yukon SLE 
4dr, Aut0350, loaded, towing package, 
running boards, roof rack 
$27,995 
1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
fully loaded Including running boards & 
$29,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd, NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
$20,995 
1989 Pontiac Sunbird 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$2,995 
1989 Ford F-150 4x4 
5 spd, 6cyl, 
$6,995 
1993 Pontiac Grand Am 
Auto, 6 cyl, fully 10aded 
$12,495 
1992 Subaru I.oyale 4x4 
Wagon 
4 cyl, 5spd, low km's,0ne owner 
$9,995 
1995 Ford Contour GL 
4cyl,~to, fully loaded, command start 
$~o,995 
1988 Ford F150 XLT 
Lariat 
Auto, Ext. cab, fully loaded, Iongbox $7,995 




1991 Chev Camaro 
Beautiful Ride 
$9,999 
1994 Ford Tempo 
Auto, 4 cyl, one owner, low km's 
$9,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
V6 Auto 
leather, power seat and moonroof, power 
group, alloy wheels, rear spoiler, CD & 
cass 
FEATURING... ~ + 
Auto. 
IB  Detai l ing 
*Get it clean for summer 
*Detail adds to resale 
*Free Estimates 
*Located at  Terrace Honda 
*Call 24  Hours 
SMALL  ACRE 
615 6844 
r4016 BEST S'i'REEf 
Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 
fireplaces, 6 appliances, close to town centre & 
schools, heated barn, large workshop with 220 
wiring, glass greenhouse, fruit trees, garden plot. 
Price $176,000 Phone 635-4453 
AL LEPAOE ROYAL LEPAOE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LEPAGE 
I l e a l / N I H  l l H  I l m l l l e w  D i l i l am=l  
I m,,o,,m,,-/iHlUnlflalnlH/laTilalelaolll= gn lmlml l=m i ~ i  
~l  ~ i~i~i:~lll!lll~ ROYALLEPAGE Terrace Ym' - : -~  B~ 
~i  i/.::.,/I - - , ,u . , , .  I I~k l  j~,n 
-~m~i '1.-,,.i:i..: JR Lisa OodlUnski t IML~.~ -~ 
• : e .mu iX:~I ~llb~'~'~ BUS 635-2404 ; l~...~,../;-- .~ . . . .  m= 
O ,",-m I~1 :~; i~  Homo= 635-49S0 lol l  I ~ I :~;~ . • ..i~.~i: : In~.3en~t}y owned and ~r o,ed I ~ l 
, '- I  . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ' t  
I 
!~a 0uolily finishing thra~g~ul this 138/SF 3~edrooml300SFh0m~eno60xlg0 ,me 
l o l  ~omewfiholul[b~t.3~,ms, ensuile, o~ IolneorA=rPmk H~,0ori.ro ..... I I~II 
I~ I  c0 nel$,ha,b~zl&lileRoor$ breo)~fml N~r . . . . . . . . . .  i : .<l 
'Zi,  be,, amo. o ~,,. ~.0,~ ;,,~,~.. llllqHl |~g 
i_~!I I~fel ~L~S20S,000. IIm<Jp ling 
i l~R l l l lH  i ~ H H  g r o g  m m m n ~ m  i D I , a l H  
-..,,.~'~"~ ~.,:,~ 
. ;.' ~, i '~ ......... ~:%2 
$191.500  MLS 
(uslo~ b~ilt 2yr old four bedroom home on o 
quiet (ul de ~t d~ I0 Uplands ~ecl. Quaint 
¢over~ porrJ1 opens Io o large lile~ foyer. 
Spacious family room with I~tio dean Is 
l,n{d yard. Main floor offers beautiful El en 
with island breoklmt nook and corner sink. 
Cozy n~,al gm file~ce indining/livingroom 
end perle doo~ leo tarred eck ~i~ o~lo~ 
o ~ of Ihe mounlaim. ~xtra, incl., c~trol 
vaco alarm.custom ~ioo% double p~e~ 
~ive~/, and o new vinyl ance. 2080 ~q.R. 
Cell Sheila Love at 
1~//14~ of Terrace 
• 638-1400 • 
1997 JEEP; 4x4; one owners; 
58,000 kin. No off highway. 
Two sets of tires. $24,000 abe. 
Call 1-250-843-5263. 
1997 MAZDA Protege SE. 4 
door, auto, a/o, low km 17,300. 
$13,600 OBO. 638-0109 after 
6pm. 
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1992 FORD Ranger XLT ext. 
cab 4x4, air, cruise, tilt, match- 
ing box cover, 164,000 km. 
Askinq $9,000.638-2047. 
1996 CHEV 4x4 diesel extend- 
ed cab. Excellent condition. 
A/C. Low kilometers. Phone 1- 
250-845-3672 or 1-250-845- 
3672. 
1997 FORD F350 service truck 
4x4 powerstroke diesel, duals, 
service deck rebuilt Ingersol air- 
compressor, $29,500. Call 250- 
692-2320 or 7140, 
1984 JEEP Grand Wagoneer 
4x4 propane, good running con- 
dillon, p/steering, new radiator, 
$3,600 abe, Phone 635-8280 
eveninqs or leave messacle. 
1988 FULL Size 4x4 Bronco, 
Fuel by propane, GRC: $3,000. 
Phone 635-7519, 
1989 FORD E350 Passenger 
Window Van. Near new tires. 
Good running condition. Asking 
$5,500 abe. 635-2341: 
1992 F250 Ford; 4x4; 351; 5- 
speed; am/fro; cruise, tilt; air; 
good condition; 94,000 kin, will 
trade for older model mid-size 
truck plus cash. $10,900. Also 
has box liner. 1-250-845-2503. 
PLEASURE CRAFT 28 ftx 10 fl 
beam Izuzu diesel. Diesel & 
propane stove. Radar, 2 




4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
'81 Yamaha 
Seca 750cc, street bike 
$1099.00 
"Y 1 farce 





w/trailer & depth sounder 
$1599;00  .... 





700cc with trailer 
~13999,00  
Mariner 6 ML 
Outboard 
$1430.00 
~i  '96 • Yamaha 
'Virago i100cc 
$5599.00 
M ~ L  
Outboard 
4 Stroke 
$  so.oo 
1987 GSX.R 1100, $2,800 
Firm, Phone 798-2027. 
1997 ARTIC Cat Bearcat 454 
2x4 $4,500. 1994 Kawaski 4x4 
400 $4,200. 1996 Harley David- 
son 1200 Sporster Sport model, 
like new $12,500. 1997 Harley 
Davidson Sporster Sport, like 
new $11,750. 1988 Harley Da- 
vidson FLHS $14,500. 1975 
FXE Shovelhead Harley 
$9,700. 1999 Yamaha V Star 
650 3000 kms, $7,500. Call 
Harley Davldson of Smithers 
847-3784 or 1-800-410-5473. 
SUZUKI 9000 cc 4 cy] shaft 
drive street motorcycle, $1,600. 
635-5338. 
1991 NORTHERN Light Camp- 
er, 8 1/2", view at Aqua Plumb- 
ing 3115 River Dr. or call 635- 
7601. Askinq $9,200. 
MIKE ROSMAN R.V. "Help" we 
need campers, trailers, 5th, me- 
torhomes. Buy/consign, fenced 
compound, separate used sates 
staff, Interiors largest dealer, 
Call Peter 1-800-811-8733 or 1. 
250-558-8635. 
VANGUARD CAMPER 8' 8" 
tong, with toilet, 3 burner stove, 
furnace, & 3 way fridge, Hy- 
draulic Jacks, queen size bed, 
Phone 635.0534, $1,500, 
'98 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl, hard top, only 60O0km 
$23,995 
'98 Dodge Stratus 
Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'97 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl, hard top 
$21,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
....... $15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
6wh, Auto, Air, windows, locks 
& more 
$25,995 
'95 Dodge Neon 
4 cyl, auto, a/c, CD player 
$7,995 
'93 Chrysler Coucorde 
6 cyl Auto, A/C, cruise, tilt, 
windows, looks, only 28,000 
km, winter stored 
$14,995 
'93 Jeep Cherokee Country 
4dr, 4x4 
$13,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 
6 cyl, Auto, hardtop 
$10,995 
'92 Chrysler Dynasty 
v6 Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 Now $8,995 
'88 Jeep 4Dr Cherokee 
4x4, 6 cyl, auto, air 
$5,495 
'91 Jeep YJ 
5 speed 
$7,995 
'95 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
V8, Auto, air, Cruise/Tilt 
$12,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 NOW $15,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$8,995 
'89 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
v8, 5speed, Air, Cruise/lilt 
$7,995 Now $6,995 
'85 Forq~i~ LX 
'87 Ford Thunderbird 
$5,555 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
Was $15,995 Now $13,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
all wheel drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
V8, 6 speed, T Roof, Loaded 
$22,495 
'96 Gee Metro 
5 speed, cassette, 
only 29,000 kms 
Was $10,995 Now $9,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
v-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'92 Chev ,~,~p t~;~i~ 4x4 
v8 Au~~ More 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4,,VC, cruise, 
tilt, windows, locks & more 
$19,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
v.6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
=3 " 9 Honda~.¢~d 
4dr, Auto,~./~:~r~ocks, 
~E995 
=93 Toyota Carnry 
16, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Was $17,995 Now $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed 
$9,998 NOW $7,995 
4916 lh~T, 16 West 635.?m7 
1-800-313-7187 DLR. S95S 
www.terroceautomell.aom 
L ~, j 
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Speedway spills wow 
RIVERBOAT DAYS race ::.~:;,~:,-"7,~ 
fails were treated to profes' :::i!i,;!: 
sional and anlateur excite- 
meut July 31 - Aug. 1 when 
Jeff Gordon's Nascar and 
the year's second reliever 
teamed up for a little speed- 
way excitemenL 
Carmell Powers lost con- 
trol of her bomber in the 
main races aud drove into 
the dirt in the IoN hand 
corner of the track. 
in trying to regain her 
position, Powers caught a 
tire on Ihe edge ofgthe 
track's pavement, flipped 
over and hit the wall iu trout 
of a cheering crowd. 
As Powers, who left the 
race bruised but uuhurt, 
skidded roof first down the 
frollt straight, the remaining 
bolnbers on the pavemeut 
faced a virtual obstacle 
course as they tried to stop 
or avoid the collision. 
To add to the excitement, 
~clf Gordon's Nascar acted 
as the weekend pace car 
after a IJrief stint during the 
Riverboat Days parade. 
The card toured across 
Cauada aud the U.S. by 12- 
year Winston Cup veteran 
Bobby Wawak, also took a 
five to 10 lap speedway ex-, 
eursion. Needless to say the 
car was the centre of atteu- 
tiea as fans piled into the pit car during Riverboat races. 
after the races to get a closer 
look. blazoned with tens of hand- 
Terrace's Cindy Dol-painted Garfield cartoons, 
lemore felt privileged to als0 won the Bomber class 
pick up a ride. fan favourlte. 
"It was awesome," she Gord Klassen and 
said euthusiastically. "The Elizabeth Cloakly's car 77 
thrill - -  I just can't explain took the hobby class 
it." favourite prize and Richard 
Cindy and Dan Dol- ~Meyer and Len McArthur's 
lem~rq's: car 690, e l -  car 351 was the street'stock racers. 




878 RV'S : :  
MOTORHOMES 
SITTING PRETTY: Cindy Dollemore couldn't believe 
her luck as the only local to ride in Jeff Gordon's Nas- 
favourite. 
The next speedway races, 
Aug. 14-15, will feature 
leftover aces from a rained 
out race day in May, the last 
Kiddies race on Sunday 
Coring a helmet and get a 
ride!) and the season's last 
points day for hard-core 
Scott Rigler takes 
low gross in Kitimat 
JAMIE MORAN once again dmmed the 
champiou's crown at the weekend's Hirsch 
Creek Men's Open golf toumey. 
Going into Sunday's econd round with 
four potential challengers within four 
strokes, Moran posted a one-under 71 to 
open up a gap no one would close. 
A final round of 74 Monday left him at 
218, nine clear of Terrace junior Scott 
Rigler. 
Rigler fashioned something of a charge in 
that last round with a 71 ~ the weekend's 
o=dy other sub.par performance - -  but 
scores of 77 and 79 on the first two days 
had left him with an impossible targel. 
The victory gave Moran his third men's 
title ill four years on his home course while 
Rigler settled for Low Gross in the 
championship flight. Bill Fois took low net 
in the flight with 214. 
The battle for supremacy in the C flight 
also turned out to be for the overall ow net 
title. 
Terrace's Jim Lynch had made np six 
strokes on Sunday to lie Kitimat's Dallas 
S1evenson and opened a one.stroke l ad by 
the end of the final day's front nine. 
But Stevenson dominated on the ruu back 
to the clubhouse, eventually finishing five 
clear of Lynch to take low gross in the 
flight. 
Lynch got ample compensation l]owever 
- -  the 24 handicap golfer's 278 gave him a 
three-day net of 206, easily enough to take 
the overall ow net title. 
In the A flight Lewis Condon's steady 
performance (81,85,83) guided hina to a 
hometown four stroke victory for love gross 
over Buster Patterson of Terrace. Having 
outshot Condon by six on the final roundi 
Patterson was left to rue tSe 90 he had 
posted on the first day. But his charge did 
allow him to overhaul Paul Voyki to take 
the flight's low net. 
Impressively consistent play - -  85, 84, 84 
was thc key to Paul Duchesnc's low 
gross triumph in B flight. 
The Kitimatlan - -  winner of the A flight 
low gross last year finished with a 253, 
seven strokes clear of Ray Rego. Rego 
settled for low net, squeakh~g home by a 
single stroke over Ran MacAuly. 
Low net in C flight went to homer Pete 
Dzuiba who took strokes off his score each 
day to post a 217 net final. 
With a turnout of more than 130, includ- 
ing a number of one-time residents tanking 
a return visit to their old course, and 
weather that was ahnost oo good for those 
battliug the course on the heat of the day, 
organizers not surprisingly declared the 
event a great success. 
 rfftern Mix Mast  
Bar Servi 
• Full Bar Service for 
50-500 people 
'* Certified Bartenders 
• Very Reasonable Rates 
Call Us For 
Hassle Free 8artendlng 
2S0.635-9SOS 
Tired, busy, st,,d~ at home. 
Let me bring the pampering to you/ 
!~..~ '  Shelly Haynes.Mar 
• ~ ~i  ndependent consul 
re ..... °' 
'~ '~"~% ~,~ Canada V8G IH7 
~i ~ T: (250J638-8631 
Ho~e Parties, Baby She~ers •Phone orders • Funclrai~t 
Corlxx'ate Podiel • Wardrobe Consultant 
~ll  relU 
:) t ltanl 
~gor Avenue 
. , ,:..,,: i ;~ 
HARDCORE FALLING 
Specializing in Danger Tree Removal 
~ Trees in your y=rd male 
ing you nervous? 
Call Hardcore Falling 
• 20 years experience 




• :::: PRECISELY RIGHT!:: 
~ " truck & New 28. rra//er at o,r Ser~/~e! 
~ • Across town or the country 
~ • Will assist or lanai for you 
" Reasonable Rates 
• Bondable 
m .2126 c¢ 638.69 
",~IY l lOME (-)I~ Y()URSI 
i : i  
race Tree Trimming 
B,C. CBIIHB CIJ5~81 
FULLY  INSURED 
Danger Tree Removal 
By Houses And Power Lines 
CLEAN-UP SERVICES AVAILABLE 
From Houston to Prince Rupert 
FREE (250) 635"7409 ESTIMATE 
,Man/cures ,Pedicures ,Sculptured Nails ,Waxing 
Appointments not always necessary 
• 638"2092 
FOR ALL YOUR INSULATION NEEDS 
AND BOBCAT SERVICES 
J ,l~:kboe ,Sweeper ,DumpTn.~k ,Augers ] • Waste Removal • Snow Removal , Landscaping J , Sanding • Blown Insulation- Walls- Attics - Fkx~s / 
5022 Agar Argue, Terrace, B,C. VBG I JI 




REGISTRATION for Ter- 
race Minor Hockey will be 
held August 15, from 10 
a.m. until noou, in the Ter- 
race Areua lobby. 
This is the second 
registration for the league, 
so any players who 
haven't signed up may 
face wait-lists for teams if 
they don't get to the arena 
early. An equipment swap 
will be held during 
registration for those look- 
ing for used cquipmeut. 
Women's 
soccer 
HAVE FUN and play soc- 
cer Labour Day weekend 
at d~e First Anuual Artistic 
Hair Studio Cash Soccer 
Tournament. 
The tournament will be 
held in a round robin or 
pool format, depending on 
the number of wonlen's 
teams entered by Labour 
Day weekend, Septeaaber 
3-6. Teams compete for 
trophies and cash prizes. 
Organizer, Mum Luc, 
hopes the tournament will 
becoale an annual 
favourite ~ fun for cam- 
petitors and fans alike. 
Register before Aug. 30 
and save $50 on early 
registration ($300). 
luterested teams, 
players, volunteers, or 
sponsors willing to lend a 
helping hand are greatly 
appreciated. Call Mum at 
638-8928 during the day 
or 638-1526 evenings for 
more information. 
Cycling 
THE 14th ANNUAL race 
1985 5.Wheel 24.5 KitKaper. 
$9,000 obo. 847-4901 even- 
inqs. 
32' 5TH wheel travel trailer, old- 
er but good condition, new 
fridge, ready to go. Asking 
$5,950. Phone 635-3981. 
OVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17 I 
new brands. 0 down financing, I 
trades, or we pay cash. For best I 
price in B.C. Callus Free 1-800- I
668.1447 or www.voyager.rv.com I 
B.C. Interiors largest dealer I
Vayager R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 I 
Winfield, B.C. D1#9452. i 
1973 25' Class A Cabana Mo- 
t orhome, Fully equipped. Air 
condilioning, microwave, etc. 
On propane, excellent condi- 
tion. $15,000, Ph 635-6350. 
1991/1992 SPRINTER 21 ft. 
motorhome. $24,500 obo. Very 
low mileage,Sleeps 6/has a 
shower. Call: Houston 1-250- 
845-7316. 
FOR RENT 1996 24' motor- 
home. Dual eRr, microwave, tv, 
vcr. For more info. Call 635- 
9451. 
r 
DON'T PLANT grass, have an 
instant lawn. Put sod down and 
turn on the sprinkler. Call 847- 
4083 for delivered price. 
RECLAIMED 6" Channel Ce- 
dar Siding - 30¢ FT. 2x4's, 8 & 
better 9¢ FT. (604) 299-2967- 
Burnabv, BC. 
CHILD CARE AVAILABLE part 
time, experienced, ref available. 
Day or niqht. 635-2192. 
MOTHER OF 2 has f/t and p/t 
childcare spaces available for 
September. Large yard and 
playroom. Located on bench, 
close to park. Please phone 
635-1273 for more info. 
MOTHER OF active toddler 
welcomes 2 children for 
babysitting. P/T, casual basis, 
spacious yard w/playground, Ig 
indoor activity room, minutes 
from park. $25/day includes 
meals. Background nursing, 
CPR, ref 615-0274 . . . . . . . .  
NANNY SEEKING full time po- 
sition, 20 yr'z experience and 
references, t~35.5816 ask for 
Elizabeth. 
I WESTERN STAR 'TRUCKS 




SERVICE  LTD. '~ 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 
o.. 
f Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
RererTal has information  
child care options and on 
• ch0os!ng child care. 
Drop by Th0 Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR ts a program of the' 
Terrace Woman's Resource CenUe 
and Is funded by the Ministry for 
Children and Families. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
ed. 
DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
help, Stop Collection Calls. 
Consolidate Your Payments. Al- 
ternatives to Bankruptcy. Free 
Consultation, Credit Counseling 
Society of BC. A Non-Profit Or- 
qanization. 1-888-527-8999. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion information, 638-7830. 
FURNITURE RESTORATION, 
refinishing and reupholstering; 
Curtains, drapes, and clothing 
to your design. Reasonable 
rates. Phone Peter and Christi- 
na at 638-1219. 
from Prince Rupert o Ter- ] 
race has been renamcd to , I Russell Billson 
remember AI Evenchick, I 
one of two Terrace avalan- ] ~ ~ ,  ~y. WINDOWI~. . .  , 
che techs who died last I ~ (R~.~i l ! '~ i l ;ou ' f i x )  w , , r ~ . ~ , s ~ , r ~ . ~  
winter. I . ~ ,  
The 150-kilometre race / ~ ~  • I mmm l i Fvn  am=.-=,.. 
starts Sunday, Aug. 15 at i 
9 a.m. Riders meet at the I = ,~ 
Prince Rupert Performiug ~. c:=. . 
Arts Theatre or hop a ride i 
in Terrace at the -= " • 
MeDonalds restaurant. ( ~ 1 ~ , \ ~  ~ "ICBC Claims 
6:30 a.m. sharp. .,.,, 
Riders travel from the i ~ Z *Mi r ro rs  
theatre, down Hwyl6  east I 
to Terrace, down Fraz~ I 
Street and Kcith Avenue I 
to Ihe Loomis offices. The I 
race shou,d  nish betwee,, I I' --- 638-0912 5504 ,.,  "oy:r n"%race, B.C. 12:45 p.m. and 4 p.m,I 
depending on your speed~ ] 
19 • FIPR FINRNCING 
1999 Mazda Proteg~SE I 
OH gl l  1999 MRZDg VEHICLES 
1999 Hazda 626 LX 
OR PURCH,SE FROM $24,925 
OR LEBSE FROM $3 
1999 Mazda B~ 
0, $35,790 
IE"SE R0"  ; 99/PER MON'r, 
IE"SE  ;199/PE  ,O,T, 
• PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE flTwww, mazda.co 
51- ASK YOUR.DEALER RBOUT HRZOR'S UNIVERSITY/COLlEGE GRRDUATES PROGRRM. 
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~n¢y f roller' ~ eiampM, f.,r $¢r, 41ll] 41 I q ' .  t4'~t t ~ m..rflh~ ~ $? T F~ ' .2 F'r mc:Eh f ¢~ fl ,~ $ H ;  c+~. j.r ~t..t~;(f $1d V12 3e. Mazda ,ersonsl  l l a le  R i le .  0fly,s ~l,~,aaNr on rPl~d I~%e~ onl t 
[¢~eq aleb~Pde~n4~ monlf,s 0¢hel fea,e lmms ~,l lh~lP fl~lU'rJ~p~,~fr~.fl:~r,~ 19 'qMafdaMi~fa Ir?':~l'lll~[li}rl'}V~iJ()H~Stq47~ ~flJth.rt¢hrdes~n~Uell1 (ftpo~.tof$40zt.)n4dn~n,.ly,~nnl 
OrS~fll)Oiin[ludr~f,t.rg~l~m~P[l[ ef$;~';~ 19~qMildaProlegOSE.q~,ilrlXD4kb~!,,AA(H)H~ SI1~k]7 ~/qLh~Oude~5~rcur l l ,  depPs~t OIS?50,~n,ld~:~.n,3ff l~en~ol~? O~)Oi~ncie~le~ 
Il l ' ION amt ,  D E . f  $;'~15~ 1999 M|Z~I  626 LX 14 m~ o~?rt et  II q ;pAA~}]t =~ $ tl, ?l'? '~,r,( h mrtu~J~ ~r~l l ty  d~p0Slt of SJSU and dw~fl paymrr t el $31100 li lt [ lu~o5 [fl, t Oht Rod P O ( of 5795;  
1~'99 Ma ids  Mdlenla S {nloder | ~,~l~ 7qTAu2~ ,~ S~5 t S~ wfl,, b Ird[rJ.~ *erUrlt f O~'p.,,,t .1 $5i10 all(l down pA,flifnl ~1 ~S 5{)(] flntI~de~ fte=~td afl~i PO [ .~f $70!,1 I~,~ Mi ld |  lifO,90 ¥fi TFUCk 
fl l ludrl I I(pl~n s!iAoo0t ,¢. $17 2~t; ~ff,r?l +~(It:des qeq~r dy 0ero;,I <:1 $250 xM d~, n ¢~v men, .d SP 4l~g HfKIt,de~ ffl'tt~hl Pnd ' D I of St 0551 20~0 km ~f? y~af mgtr ,l!;e Fp~llff flo.~ apply ,ltldil~ f t,lt 
Be per = m 3pphes ,ur ~t,,~r r~,¢e oth.r 4 Ifl(ll~ffl' $195 f0, ~,IIS ,~nff | 1 I~t~ ~Uf Ir,lc~ f~e~;hf .1,gl P [I [ L~te~e inaurance lazez and . l~ex ee31er tharge~ Pttr~ O~A~nr ~y ~eH;FPa'~o ~o~ 1¢¢g Spe 
your de31ef f{~ ~Ir 1,1~1, Offers t:AnFIoI be Lo:nb,n~(l 
THORNHILL HRZDR 
:3040 Hwy 16 E 
Phone 63S-7286 
D7041 
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